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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

PRIVACY-PRESERVING COLLABORATIVE OPTIMIZATION

By Yuan Hong

Dissertation Director: Dr. Jaideep Vaidya

With the rapid growth of computing, storing and networking resources, data is not

only collected and stored, but also analyzed by different parties. This creates seri-

ous privacy problems while inhibiting the use of such distributed data. In turn, this

raises the question of whether it is possible to realize value from distributed data

without violating security and privacy concerns. Privacy-preserving data analy-

sis has attracted considerable attention in recent years. Specifically, classification,

clustering, association rule mining, outlier detection, regression among others, are

securely implemented to analyze data privately held by multiple parties. The ba-

sic premise of such secure data analysis is that only the dataanalysis result can be

revealed.

As a fundamental problem found in many diverse fields, optimization is the

study of problems in which one seeks to minimize or maximize areal function by

systematically choosing the values of real or integer variables within an allowed

set. Inspired from multiparty data analysis, the ubiquitous collection of data opens

even greater opportunities in the optimization problems, applicable to the fields
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of operations research, computer science and mathematics.Collaborative opti-

mization, when done properly with distributed data from different organizations,

can facilitate them to improve the allocation of global resources without compro-

mising on security. The primary goal of this dissertation isto develop privacy-

preserving collaborative optimization techniques that would allow organizations

to gain the maximum value from local information without (orwith limited) in-

formation disclosure. While answering this problem, an inherent aim is to solve

these fundamental problems underlying privacy-preserving analysis and secure

multiparty computation (SMC) while making it more accessible and applicable.

In this dissertation, we look at fundamental optimization problems such as

linear programming, non-linear programming and some classic NP-hard prob-

lems. Particularly, we discuss the potential security and privacy concern in the

collaborative formulations of them, which occur in real world, such as logistics

and scheduling in supply chain management. To securely solve them, we present

efficient privacy-preserving methods along with formal security analysis for the

proposed privacy notions. In addition, we identify a potential attack to an earlier

work and amend the transformation method with enhanced security guarantee.

We also address how game theoretic techniques can be used to solve some of the

fundamental incentive problems underlying secure multiparty computation in col-

laborative optimization. The computation/communicationcost analysis and the

experimental results demonstrate the feasibility, applicability and scalability of

the proposed approaches.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Real-world Business Collaboration

With the rapid growth of computing, storing and networking resources, the collab-

oration among different parties occurs frequently in business world. For example,

different companies usually collaborate with each other tojointly optimize the

operations, such as production, scheduling and delivery. To facilitate the decision

making, collaborative optimization problems are generally formulated amongst

those companies for seeking the global maximum profit to minimum cost. Es-

sentially, various collaborative optimization models have been widely applied to

solve many real-world problems in almost all industries. Wenow consider three

motivating examples in logistics, production and scheduling respectively.

1.1.1 Collaborative Logistics

In the packaged goods industry, delivery vehicles are empty25% of the time [100].

Just two years ago, Land O’Lakes spent much of their time shuttling empty ve-

hicles down slow-moving highways, wasting several milliondollars annually. By

using a web based collaborative logistics service – Nistevo.com, to merge loads

from different companies bound to the same destination, huge savings were real-

ized.
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For instance, General Mills and Land O’Lakes are two food producing com-

panies in the United States [10,19]. As shown in the left-hand side part of Figure

1.1, General Mills plans to deliver pizza rolls from a warehouse in New York to

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois and Ohio with an optimalroute computed by

itself. In the meanwhile, Land O’Lakes delivers its goods from Ohio to New Jer-

sey. If they do not collaborate with each other, both companies’ delivery routes

include a lot of “empty vehicle movement”, which means that the vehicles are

empty but traveling on the route. Alternatively, the collaborative logistics service

enables Land O’Lakes and General Mills to seek their global minimum transporta-

tion cost by sharing the vehicles, empty vehicle movement can be significantly re-

duced as shown in the right-hand side part of Figure 1.1. Then, the transportation

costs – both fuel cost and drivers’ working hours, can be saved via collaborative

optimization.

Without Collaboration

General Mills: 

Land O’Lakes:

With Collaboration 

General Mills: 

Land O’Lakes:

Empty

Vehicle

Movement

Figure 1.1. Collaborative Logistics

In fact, freight costs of Land O’Lakes were cut by15% after employing col-

laborative logistics service, with an annual savings of2 million [123]). This opens

greater opportunities for us to pursue collaborative optimization in logistics.
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1.1.2 Collaborative Production

Manufacturing planning and control facilitate decision makers to determine the

optimal production activities with limited resources. Forexample, two factories

manufacture two different products – Bowls and Mugs respectively with the same

raw material clay. The demand of clay and labor hours to produce every bowl

and mug is given in Table 1.1, and each factory has limited amount of clay and

limited number of laboring hours. With the unit revenue of these two products,

the factories intend to make the optimal production assignment that can maximize

their revenue.

Table 1.1. Collaborative Production
Labor Clay Revenue

Product hr/unit lb/unit $/unit
Bowl (Factory 1) 1 4 40
Mug (Factory 2) 2 3 50

Factory 1: 10 hours of labor and 60 pounds of clay every day
Factory 2: 30 hours of labor and 60 pounds of clay every day

Considering the non-collaborative scenario, each factorycan formulate a sim-

ple linear programming problem to obtain its maximum revenue respectively,

which are 10 bowls ($400) and 15 mugs ($750). However, the resources are

not well utilized if they derive the optimal solution individually, since Factory

1 does not have sufficient hours of labor compared to its possessed raw materials.

Instead, if they collaborate with each other by sharing the raw materials and/or

hours of labor, they can formulate a global linear programming problem and ob-

tain the optimal production assignment as 24 bowls and 8 mugs($1,360 in total

which is clearly greater than $400+$750=$1,150). Thus, collaborative optimiza-
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tion can create more revenue for organizations by better utilizing scarce resources

in production.

1.1.3 Collaborative Scheduling

Scheduling covers a wide variety of real-life problems which are applied or ex-

tended from optimization models, particularly in supply chain management. A

typical scheduling problem seeks the optimal solution of assigning some jobs or

tasks to several time slots, while possibly subjecting to some constraints. Similar

to transportation and production, many of such problems also involve different

parties to jointly optimize the scheduling process. For example in Figure 1.2, Al-

ice, Bob and Carol have their own set of jobs respectively, and they plan to assign

their jobs into three time slots: Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. However, some

jobs cannot be assigned into the same time slots, possibly because they share the

same machine or need the same technician. Completing such a scheduling prob-

lem is to find an optimal job assignment solution without conflicts – the conflicted

pair of jobs are assigned to different time slots (the model will be introduced later

on in this dissertation).

Compared with scheduling by every party individually, the collaborative schedul-

ing problem does not explicitly improve the performance of the optimization. In

other words, the total number of required time slots may not be reduced in the

cooperative scenario. However, since Alice, Bob and Carol can share the machine

or technician to work on their own jobs, this kind of collaboration can also bring

great benefits to different parties if they have limited resources.
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3-Party Scheduling Problem 3 Time Slots

Alice:

Bob:

Job

1
Job

4

Job

5

Job

2

Job

3
Monday: Jobs 1, 4, 6

Tuesday: Jobs 2 5

Carol:

4 5
Job

6

Job

7

Tuesday: Jobs 2, 5

Wednesday: Jobs 3, 7

Time Conflicts: some pair of jobs cannot be assigned into the same time slot

jobs share the same machine: (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), (4, 5), (6, 7)

jobs need the same technician: (2, 4), (5, 7), (3, 6)

g
Figure 1.2. Collaborative Scheduling

1.2 Security and Privacy Concern in Collaboration

In every collaborative optimization problem, all parties should formulate the opti-

mization problem with their own local information (e.g., their limited resources),

and eventually solve it. However, such local information may involve consider-

able amount of commercial secret, for example, how many pizza rolls should be

delivered from New York to New Jersey for General Mills. Meanwhile, those

cooperative companies are competitors in the market, e.g.,Land O’Lakes and

General Mills. Thus, it is impossible for those participants to completely share

their local information.

Innumerable such situations exist, where appropriate safeand secure use of

data leads to immense financial and social benefits. For example, consider the

case of Ford and Firestone. In 2001, numerous accidents due to tread separation

were reported. Initially both companies blamed each other.It turned out that it

was only Ford Explorers with Firestone tires from the Decatur, Illinois plant, in

specific situations that had these problems. If found out earlier, much loss could
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have been avoided. While both companies individually collect a lot of pertinent

testing data, this was not shared due to commercial concerns. Moreover, recall

that Land O’Lakes saves their transportation cost with collaborative logistics in

the packaged goods industry. Though this required sending all information to a

central site, there was no alternative if savings were desired. However, this dis-

sertation would make this possible without the release of proprietary information.

Finally, Walmart, Target and CostCo ship millions of dollars worth of goods over

the seas every month. These feed in to their local ground transportation network.

The cost of sending half-empty ships is prohibitive, but theindividual corporations

have serious problems with disclosing freight information. If it were possible to

determine what trucks should make their way to which ports tobe loaded onto

certain ships, i.e., solve the classic transportation problem, without knowing the

individual constraints, the savings would be enormous. In all of these cases, com-

plete sharing of data would lead to invaluable savings/benefits. However, since

unrestricted data sharing is a competitive impossibility or requires great trust, bet-

ter solutions must be found.

1.2.1 Trusted Third-party

Most of the commercial companies currently employ a trustedthird-party to solve

the collaborative optimization problem by completely sharing their local private

information to the third-party beforehand. For example, IBM Sterling Transporta-

tion Management System, which was formerly Nistevo.com, provides collabora-

tive logistics services for companies in the United States,like General Mills and

Land O’Lakes.
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Although trusted third-party gives a common solution for contemporary so-

ciety, it is not always the best choice for commercial companies due to several

inherent drawbacks. First, trusted third-party requires high degree of trust in re-

ality, where all participants involved in the collaboration should trust the external

third-party. In case that one party doesn’t trust the third-party, the collaboration

might be in stuck and therefore all participants should find alternative solutions.

Second, even though the local private information is not directly shared amongst

collaborative companies at this time, such information is disclosed to the third-

party. For instance, as competitors, General Mills and LandO’Lakes do not know

the constraints and delivery route/amount from each other,yet Nistevo.com knows

everything from both companies since it acts the solver for the collaborative op-

timization problem. For this reason, some companies may be reluctant to share

their local information, especially their confidential commercial secrets to external

parties, even if sharing them to the third-party with signedagreements would not

hurt them directly. Third, from the economic perspective ofevery collaborative

company, the trusted third-party usually charges a lot for their services, e.g., Land

O’Lakes pays $250,000 for the collaborative logistics service to Nistevo.com ev-

ery year. To some extent, finding a solution without trusted third-party can avoid

such a big expenditure. Finally, if a centralized site playsthe role of trusted third-

party, all the computation regarding the collaborative optimization will be inten-

sively centralized into a single site. This may lead to unaffordable burden to the

computational capacity of the trusted third-party.

With the above concerns, it is extremely worth exploring alternative approaches

that can securely solve the collaborative optimization problems for different par-
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ties without establishing a trusted third-party, which is the primary aim of this

dissertation.

1.2.2 Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC)

The field of Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) addresses exactly this prob-

lem. The celebrated results [13, 46, 132] in this area show that any function can

be securely computed in a distributed manner efficiently (e.g., in polynomial time

with respective to the size of the circuit required to compute the function). How-

ever, this can lead to very inefficient solutions for complexfunctions or for large

input sizes. More efficient solutions are necessary for somepractical problems

with complex functions or large-scale inputs.

Recall that data mining tasks are typically considered as a subcategory of the

above practical problems (with complex functions or large-scale inputs). There-

fore, privacy-preserving data analysis/mining [3, 80, 81]has attracted consider-

able attention in recent years – classification [34, 128, 130, 131, 136, 137], clus-

tering [63, 76, 127], association rule mining [68, 126], outlier detection [129] and

regression [70, 115] are securely implemented across distributed parties where

each party privately holds a share of the global data. The basic premise of such

secure data analysis is that only the data analysis result can be revealed.

Optimization is a fundamental problem found in many diversefields. Similar

to data analysis, to solve a real-world profit maximizing or cost minimizing prob-

lem, optimization problem is modeled with data in a particular scenario. Inspired

from multiparty data analysis, the ubiquitous collection of data while formulating

the collaborative optimization problem opens even greaterresearch opportunities,
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applicable to the fields of operations research, computer science and mathemat-

ics. In this dissertation, we look at the specific problem of how organizations

optimize allocation of global resources while preserving the privacy of local in-

formation, and tackle the challenges in developing privacy-preserving collabora-

tive optimization techniques. This would greatly increasethe value of collected

data in real-life collaboration and prevent data warehouses from turning into data

cemeteries in any case.

1.3 Summary of the Dissertation

This dissertation will advance this state of the art by developing a suite of privacy-

preserving collaborative optimization techniques using secure computation tools

and methodologies. Initially, we will start the research problem with linear pro-

gramming, since it is one of the most important subfields in optimization, appli-

cable to numerous real-life problems. A secure solution forlinear programming

would be sufficient to solve the transportation and production problem discussed

earlier. To have maximum impact, any study must start with linear program-

ming. In addition, we also study the optimization problems beyond linear pro-

gramming: non-linear programming and combinatorial optimization problems.

On one hand, the objective function or constraints in many real world problems

are non-linear, and non-linear optimization provides fundamental insights into

mathematical analysis and is widely used in a variety of fields such as engineer-

ing design, regression analysis, inventory control, geophysical exploration, and

economics. On the other hand, combinatorial optimization is to find an optimal

solution from afinite set of objectives. It is a subset of mathematical optimiza-
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tion which is related to operations research, algorithm theory, and computational

complexity theory. It also has important applications in many fields, including ar-

tificial intelligence, machine learning, mathematics, auction theory, and software

engineering. Thus, to focus our effort, we develop efficientalgorithms for secure

optimization in the following areas: (1) linear programming, (2) specific flavors

of non-linear programming, and (3) combinatorial optimization, particularly the

NP-hard problems.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. We survey the related

work of secure multiparty computation, privacy-preserving data analysis and col-

laborative optimization in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives some background knowl-

edge related to this dissertation: some optimization problems and the correspond-

ing solvers, secure multiparty computation, privacy-preserving collaborative op-

timization and game theory. Moreover, the privacy-preserving approaches under

two different adversarial models to collaborative linear programming, are given

in Chapter 4 (semi-honest) and 5 (malicious) respectively.Chapter 6 presents our

contributions beyond linear programming, and more specifically, we introduce the

privacy-preserving techniques to solve non-linear programming problem and NP-

hard combinatorial optimization problems. Finally, we conclude the dissertation

and discuss the future work in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

Privacy is an important problem especially relevant to current times. Several re-

search communities have independently developed solutions which contribute to

privacy protection. Much of this work can be leveraged, if appropriately com-

bined. We first discuss the work in the field of secure multiparty computation, and

then some application of it to data analysis community. Finally, we overview the

relevant work from the field of collaborative optimization.

2.1 Secure Multiparty Computation

The concept of secure multiparty computation (SMC) is especially relevant to this

dissertation. The setting of SMC encompasses tasks as simple as coin-tossing

and broadcast, and as complex as electronic voting, electronic auctions, electronic

cash schemes, contract signing, anonymous transactions, and private information

retrieval schemes. The key idea behind secure multiparty computation is that a

computation is secure if at the end of the computation, no party learns anything

except its own input and the results (and anything that can beinferred from these

two pieces). The gold standard is that of a trusted-third party which performs the

entire computation. Thus, the key is to achieve the same results without having

a trusted-third party. While some communication is obviously required in order
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to perform the computation, it is necessary to stick to messages that are useful

yet do not reveal anything new. How is this possible? The answer lies in non-

determinism. By allowing non-determinism in the exact values sent in the inter-

mediate communication (e.g., encrypt with a randomly chosen key), and proving

that a party using its own input and the result can generate a predicted intermedi-

ate computation that is as likely as the actual values is sufficient to show that no

new information is revealed.

Secure computation has a very rich history. Yao first postulated the two-party

comparison problem (Yao’s Millionaire Protocol) and developed a provably se-

cure solution [132]. Goldreich et al. [46] generalized thisto multiparty compu-

tation and proved that there exists a secure solution for anyfunctionality. The

approach used is as follows: the function F to be computed is first represented

as a combinatorial circuit, and then the parties run a short protocol for every gate

in the circuit. Every participant gets random shares of the input and output wires

for every gate. This approach, though appealing in its generality and simplicity,

means that the number of rounds of the protocol grow with the size of the circuit.

This grows with the size of the input. This is highly inefficient for large-scale

inputs or complicated circuits, as in optimization. Although this proves secure

solutions exist, achieving efficient secure solutions for collaborative optimization

is still open.

There has been significant theoretical work in this area. Both [132] and [46]

assumed polynomially time bounded passive adversaries. Ina line of work initi-

ated by Ben-Or et al. [13], the computational restrictions on the adversary were

removed, but users were assumed to be able to communicate in pairs in perfect
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secrecy. Ben-Or et al. [13] assume passive adversaries, while Chaum et al. [25]

extend this to active adversaries. Ostrovsky and Yung [99] introduce the notion

of mobile adversaries, where the corrupt users may change from round to round.

Finally, the coercing adversary who can force users to choose their inputs in a

way he favors was introduced in the context of electronic elections by Benaloh

and Tunistra [15], and generalized to arbitrary multipartycomputation by Canetti

and Gennaro [21]. Much effort has been devoted to developingcrisp definitions

of security [20, 47, 95]. However, due to efficiency reasons,it is completely in-

feasible to directly apply the theoretical work from SMC to form secure protocols

for optimization.

Secure multiparty computation does make two key contributions to this dis-

sertation: first, methods for securely computing functionswith small inputs (e.g.,

secure comparison); second, definitions and proof techniques for private and se-

cure computations in a distributed environment. Creating efficient secure variants

of different optimization techniques is a non-trivial taskrequiring much effort.

Rather than using SMC directly to build a new solution for every optimization

problem, a much better solution is to use SMC tools to build secure generalized

methods to transform the data in a way that other techniques could then be applied.

2.2 Privacy-preserving Data Analysis/Mining

Along with electronic auctions [17, 18, 37, 98], another field that has gained a lot

of attention in recent years is privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM). PPDM is

really the application of secure computation to data mining. Work in PPDM has

followed two major directions – the randomization/perturbation approach and the
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cryptographic approach. Both of these are of some interest to us.

In the perturbation approach data is locally perturbed by adding “noise” before

mining is done. For example, if we add a random number chosen from a gaussian

distribution to the real data value, the data miner no longerknows the exact value.

However, important statistics on the collection (e.g., average) will be preserved.

Special techniques are used to reconstruct the original distribution (not the actual

data values). The mining algorithm is modified to work while taking this into con-

sideration. The seminal paper by Agrawal and Srikant [3] introduced this notion

to the data mining community – univariate additive noise from either a uniform

or gaussian distribution is used to locally perturb the data. Several different algo-

rithms are proposed to reconstruct distributions and learna decision tree classifier

from the perturbed data. A convergence result was proved in [2] for a refinement

of this algorithm. There has been work using the same approach for association

rule mining [35, 113, 138]. Zhu and Lei [140] study the problem of optimal ran-

domization for privacy-preserving data mining and demonstrate the construction

of optimal randomization schemes for density estimation. This model works in

the “data warehouse” model of data mining, but trades off privacy for the accu-

racy of results. However, several problems have been pointed out with the privacy

inherent in such an approach [61,69,95].

The second approach to PPDM is a direct application of securecomputation

techniques to the data mining problem. Typically, cryptographic techniques are

used to protect privacy. Lindell and Pinkas [80,81] first proposed this to construct

decision trees. There has since been significant work on manytechniques in data

mining. Specifically, secure methods have been proposed forassociation rule
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mining [68, 126], clustering [63, 76, 127], classification [34, 128, 130, 131, 136,

137], outlier detection [129] and regression [70, 115]. Kantarcioglu and Vaidya

[67] proposed an architecture for the mining of information. Clifton et al. [27]

proposed the creation of a toolkit of components that could be used to quickly

throw together a solution for a new data mining problem. The underlying tools

can actually be used for any problem. Thus, some of the techniques and tools

developed in this field are equally applicable to the field of optimization, and the

results found by this dissertation would be applicable to all other applications of

SMC as well.

2.3 Collaborative/Distributed Optimization

Optimization problems occur in all walks of real life. Thereis work in distributed

optimization (viz. collaborative optimization) that aimsto achieve a global ob-

jective using only local information. This falls in the general area of distributed

decision making with incomplete information. This line of research that has been

investigated in a worst case setting (with no communicationbetween the dis-

tributed agents) by Papadimitriou et al. [29, 104, 105]. In [105], Papadimitriou

and Yannakakis first explore the problem facing a set of decision-makers who

must select values for the variables of a linear program, when only parts of the

matrix are available to them and prove lower bounds on the optimality of dis-

tributed algorithms having no communication. Awerbuch andAzar [7] propose a

distributed flow control algorithm with a global objective which gives a logarith-

mic approximation ratio and runs in a polylogarithmic number of rounds. Bartal

et al.’s distributed algorithm [9] obtains a better approximation while using the
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same number of rounds of local communication.

Distributed Constraint Satisfaction was formalized by Yokoo [133] to solve

naturally distributed constraint satisfaction problems.These problems are di-

vided between agents, who then have to communicate among themselves to solve

them. To address distributed optimization, complete algorithms like OptAPO and

ADOPT have been recently introduced. ADOPT [96] is a backtracking based

bound propagation mechanism. It operates completely decentralized, and asyn-

chronously. The downside is that it may require a very large number of messages,

thus producing big communication overheads. OptAPO [88] centralizes parts of

the problem; it is unknown apriori how much needs to be centralized where, and

privacy is an issue. Distributed local search methods like DSA [72] / DBA [139]

for optimization, and DBA for satisfaction [134] start witha random assignment,

and then gradually improve it. Sometimes they produce good results with a small

effort. However, they offer no guarantees on the quality of the solution, which

can be arbitrarily far from the optimum. Termination is onlyclear for satisfaction

problems, and only if a solution was found.

DPOP [110] is a dynamic programming based algorithm that generates a lin-

ear number of messages. However, in case the problems have high induced width,

the messages generated in the high-width areas of the problem become too large.

There have been proposed a number of variations of this algorithm that address

this problem and other issues, offering various tradeoffs (see [106–109,111,112]).

[106] proposes an approximated version of this algorithm, which allows the de-

sired tradeoff between solution quality and computationalcomplexity. This makes

it suitable for very large, distributed problems, where thepropagations may take a
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long time to complete.

However, in general, the work in distributed optimization has concentrated on

reducing communication costs and has paid little or no attention to security con-

straints. Thus, some of the summaries may reveal significantinformation. In par-

ticular, the rigor of security proofs has not been applied much in this area. There

is some work in secure optimization. Silaghi and Rajeshirke[118] show that a

secure combinatorial problem solver must necessarily pickthe result randomly

among optimal solutions to be really secure. Silaghi and Mitra [117] propose

arithmetic circuits for solving constraint optimization problems that are exponen-

tial in the number of variables for any constraint graph. A significantly more

efficient optimization protocol specialized on generalized Vickrey auctions and

based on dynamic programming is proposed by Suzuki and Yokoo[119], though

it is not completely secure under the framework in [118]. Yokoo et al. [135] also

propose a scheme using public key encryption for secure distributed constraint

satisfaction. Silaghi et al. [116] show how to construct an arithmetic circuit with

the complexity properties of DFS-based variable elimination, and that finds a ran-

dom optimal solution for any constraint optimization problem. Atallah et al. [6]

propose protocols for secure supply chain management. However, much of this

work is still based on generic solutions and not quite ready for practical use. Even

so, some of this work can definitely be leveraged to advance the state of the art

by building general transformations or privacy-preserving variants of well known

methods.
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2.3.1 Privacy-preserving Collaborative Optimization

Recently, there has been significant interest in the area of privacy-preserving linear

programming. We briefly review some of the relevant work. Work in privacy-

preserving linear programming has followed two major directions – the problem

transformation approach and the SMC based approach.

• Transformation based approach. Du [32] and Vaidya [124] transformed

the linear programming problem by multiplying a monomial matrix to both

the constraint matrix and the objective function, assumingthat one party

holds the objective function while the other party holds theconstraints. Bed-

narz et al. [10,11] pointed out a potential attack to the above transformation

approach. To correct the flaw in [124], we revised the transformation and

extended the work to the multiparty scenario [54].

In addition, Mangasarian presented two transformation approaches for hor-

izontally partitioned linear programs [90] and verticallypartitioned linear

programs [89] respectively. Li et al. [75] extended the transformation ap-

proach [90] for horizontally partitioned linear programs with equality con-

straints to inequality constraints. We have identified a potential inference

attack to Mangasarian and Li’s transformation based approach, and revised

the transformation with significantly enhance security guarantee in [53].

Meanwhile, we extend the above transformation to privacy-preserving non-

linear programming, and apply the model to securely anonymize distributed

data [58]. Furthermore, we proposed approaches to securelysolve the arbi-

trarily partitioned collaborative linear programming problems in both semi-
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honest and malicious adversarial models [55,57]. More recently, Dreier and

Kerschbaum proposed a secure transformation approach for acomplex data

partition scenario, and illustrated the effectiveness of their approach [31].

• SMC based approach.Li and Atallah [74] addressed the collaborative lin-

ear programming problem between two parties where the objective function

and constraints can be arbitrarily partitioned, and proposed a secure simplex

method for such problem using cryptographic tools. Vaidya [125] proposed

a secure revised simplex approach also using SMC techniquesbut improved

the efficiency compared with Li and Atallah ’s approach [74].Catrina and

Hoogh [24] presented a solution to solve distributed linearprogram based

on secret sharing. The protocols utilized a variant of the simplex algorithm

and secure computation with fixed-point rational numbers, optimized for

such application.

Furthermore, as for securing collaborative combinatorialoptimization prob-

lems (particularly those NP-hard problems), Sakuma et al. [114] proposed a ge-

netic algorithm for securely solving two-party distributed traveling salesman prob-

lem (TSP). They consider the case that one party holds the cost vector while the

other party holds the tour vector (this is a special case of the multiparty collabo-

rative combinatorial optimization). The TSP that is completely partitioned among

multiple parties has been discussed but not solved in [114].We consider a more

complicated scenario in TSP where the problem is partitioned to multiple (more

than two) parties, and securely solve it with privacy-preserving simulated anneal-

ing protocol in Chapter 6. Meanwhile, we addressed the privacy concern in an-

other NP-hard problem, graph coloring which is partitionedamong two or more
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parties [59]. Also, we securely solve the graph coloring problem with our privacy-

preserving tabu search protocol.
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CHAPTER 3

BACKGROUND

This chapter introduces some background knowledge relatedto this dissertation,

including the basic formulations of linear programming, non-linear programming,

graph coloring and traveling salesman problem. We also briefly introduce the idea

of secure multiparty computation and discuss the research challenges of privacy-

preserving collaborative optimization.

3.1 Optimization

Optimization is the study of problems in which one seeks to minimize or maxi-

mize a real function by systematically choosing the values of real or integer vari-

ables within an allowed set. Formally, given a functionf : S → R from some set

S to the real numbers, we seek an elementx0 in S such thatf(x0) ≤ f(x), ∀x ∈ S

(“minimization”) or such thatf(x0) ≥ f(x), ∀x ∈ S (“maximization”). Thus, an

optimization problem has three basic ingredients:

• An objective functionwhich we want to maximize or minimize.

• A set ofunknownsor variableswhich affect the value of the objective func-

tion.
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• A set of constraintsthat allow the unknowns to take on certain values or

exclude others.

3.1.1 Linear Programming (LP)

In linear programming, the objective functionf is linear and the (solution) setS

is specified using only linear equalities and inequalities.Thus, for linear program-

ming, the problem can be easily restated as:

min cT x

s.t.Ax ≥ b

x ≥ 0

From the geometrical point of view, LP problems can be represented as poly-

hedra. Some geometrical definitions for LP problems are given as below.

Definition 3.1 (Polyhedron of Linear Constraints) A polyhedronP ⊆ R
n is

the set of points that satisfy a finite number(m) of linear constraintsP = {x ∈

R
n : Ax ⊲⊳ b} whereM is anm× n constraint matrix.

Note that⊲⊳ denotes<, >, =,≤ or≥.

Definition 3.2 (Convex Set)A setS ⊆ R
n is convex if for anyx, y ∈ S and

λ ∈ [0, 1], λx + (1− λy) ∈ S.

Proposition 3.1 A polyhedron is a convex set.
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Definition 3.3 (Convex Combination) A pointx ∈ R
n is a convex combination

of a setS ⊆ R
n if x can be expressed asx =

∑
i λix

i for a finite subset{xi} of S

andλ > 0 with
∑

i λi = 1.

Definition 3.4 (Vertex) A pointxe ∈ P is a vertex ofP = {x ∈ R
n : Ax ⊲⊳ b} if

it cannot be represented as a convex combination of two otherpointsxi, xj ∈ P .

Definition 3.5 (Ray in Polyhedron) Given a non-empty polyhedronP = {x ∈

R
n : Ax ⊲⊳ b}, a vectorr ∈ R

n, r 6= 0 is a ray ifAr ⊲⊳ 0.

Definition 3.6 (Extreme Ray) A rayr is an extreme ray ofP = {x ∈ R
n : Ax ⊲⊳

b} if there does not exist two distinct raysri andrj of P such thatr = 1
2
(ri + rj).

Theorem 3.1 (Optimal Solution [97] [102]) Consider a feasible LP problem{max :

cT x|x ∈ P} with rank(A) = n. If it is bounded it has an optimal solution at a

vertexx∗ of P ; if it is unbounded, it is unbounded along an extreme rayr∗ of P

(and socr∗ > 0).

A: Simplex Method

Simplex method was developed by Dantzig in 1947 [28]. It reveals a fact that the

optimal solution will occur at a vertex of the polyhedron. The algorithm seeks the

optimal solution by moving from vertex to vertex where the objective value would

be improved. Although the number of iterations increases exponentially with the

number of variables in the worst case, simplex method is considered as a standard

solver for LP problems since it is easy to use and it solves LP problems efficiently

in most cases.
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B: Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition

For block-angular structured LP, Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition is more efficient

compared to some standard solvers like simplex method, revise simplex method,

etc. Consider the following LP problem, which is a typical block-angular struc-

tured LP problem, including two kinds of constraints (denoted as global con-

straintsA1x1 + A2x2 + · · · + Akxk ⊲⊳0 b0 and local constraintsB1x2 ⊲⊳1 b1, . . .

where⊲⊳ represents≤, = or≥).

max cT
1 x1 + cT

2 x2 + · · ·+ cT
KxK

s.t.






x1 ∈ R
n1

x2 ∈ R
n2

...
xK ∈ R

nK

:




A1 . . . AK

B1

. . .
BK







x1

x2
...

xK




⊲⊳0

⊲⊳1
...

⊲⊳K




b0

b1
...

bK




(3.1)

Assume that we letxi (sizen =
∑K

i=1 ni vector) represent the vertex/extreme

ray in the LP problem. Hence, every point inside the polyhedron can be repre-

sented by the vertices/extreme rays using convexity combination (Minkowski’s

Representation Theorem [97,122]).

Theorem 3.2 (Minkowski’s Representation Theorem [97,102,122]) If P = {x ∈

R
n : Ax ⊲⊳ b} is non-empty and rank(A)=n, thenP = P ′, whereP ′ = {x ∈ R

n :

x =
∑

i∈Π λixi +
∑

j∈R µjr
j;

∑
i∈Π λi = 1; λ, µ > 0} and{xi}i∈Π and{rj}j∈R

are the sets of vertices/extreme rays ofP respectively.

Thus, a polyhedronP can be represented by another polyhedronP ′ = {λ ∈

R
|E| :

∑
i∈E δiλi = 1; λ ≤ 0} where|E| is the number of vertices/extreme rays

and
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δi =

{
1 if xi is a vertex
0 if xi is an extreme ray

(3.2)

As a result, a projection fromP to P ′ is given: {Π : R
n 7→ R

|E|; x =

∑
i λix

i 7→ λ}. If the polyhedronP is Block-angular structure, it can be de-

composed to smaller dimensional polyhedra∀Pi = {xi ∈ R
ni : Bixi ⊲⊳i bi}

wherexi is a ni dimensional vector,n =
∑K

i=1 ni (as shown in Equation 3.1).

Additionally, we denote polyhedron of the global constraints asP0 = {x ∈ R
n :

(A1 A2 . . . AK)x ⊲⊳0 b0}. We thus have:

P = P0

⋂
(P1 × P2 × · · · × PK) (3.3)

Hence, the original LP problem (Equation 3.1) can be transformed to a master

problem (Equation 3.4) using Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition[102]. Note thatxi
j

represents the vertex or extreme ray associated withλij (now ∀xi
j are constants

whereas∀λij are the variables in the projected polyhedronP ′), and|E1|, . . . |EK |

denote the number of vertices/extreme rays of the decomposed polyhedraP1, . . . , PK

respectively.

max
∑

j

cT
1 xj

1λ1j + · · ·+
∑

j

cT
Kxj

KλKj

s.t.






∑
j A1x

j
1λ1j + · · ·+

∑
j AKxj

KλKj ⊲⊳ b0∑
j δ1jλ1j = 1

.. .
∑

j δKjλKj = 1

λ1 ∈ R
|E1|, . . . , λK ∈ R

|EK |, δij ∈ {0, 1}

(3.4)
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As proven in [122], primal feasible points, optimal primal points, an un-

bounded rays, dual feasible points, optimal dual points andcertificate of infea-

sibility in themaster problemare equivalent to theoriginal problem.

3.1.2 Non-linear Programming (NLP)

As the name implies, non-linear programming solves the optimization problem

where the objective function or (some of) the constraints arenon-linear. Thus, the

general form of the problem can be stated simply as:{minx f(x)|s.t.g(x) ⊲⊳ 0}

where⊲⊳ denotes either equality or inequality constraints, andf(x) or g(x) can be

either linear or non-linear.

Since either the objective function, the constraints or both could be non-linear,

NLP includes a wide variety of mathematical programming problems such as

quadratic programming, separable programming, stochastic programming [120].

We particularly introduce separable programming since we will tackle the privacy

issues for such problem in this dissertation which has applications in [58].

A function f(x1, . . . , xn) is separable if it can be expressed as the sum of

n single variable functionsf1(x1), . . . , fn(xn). We thus havef(x1, . . . , xn) =

f1(x1) + · · ·+ fn(xn). We solve the real-world problem in [58] with an optimiza-

tion problem and convert it to the followingseparableNLP problem.

max :

n∑

i=1

[ci log(xi + 1)]

s.t.






∀j ∈ [1, m],
∑n

i=1(xi · log tij) ≤ bj∑n

i=1 xi = d

∀0 ≤ xi ≤ d

(3.5)
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Note that, in Chapter 6, we will discuss the collaborative scenario of the above

NLP problem and securely solve it amongst different parties. Before doing that,

we introduce an approach to solve the non-cooperative one.

Any separable convex problem can be solved by linear approximation [120]

with the idea of convexity combination. In this problem, alln non-linear functions

1 ≤ xi ≤ n, log(xi+1) are strictly convex since the derivative∂ log(xi+1)
∂xi

= 1
xi

> 0.

Hence,1 ≤ xi ≤ n, log(xi+1) can be approximated by a piecewise linear function

[120]. Specifically, we can approximate∀i ∈ [1, n], log(xi + 1) over the interval

[0, d] (∀i ∈ [1, n], 0 ≤ xi ≤ d) as follows:

• defineas, s = 1, 2, . . . , K as thesth breakpoint on interval[0, d] where

a1 < a2 < · · · < aK .

• log(xi + 1) ≈
∑K

s=1 log(as + 1)wi
s wherewi

s is a nonnegative weight asso-

ciated with thesth breakpoint and variablexi. Note that
∑K

s=1 wi
s = 1 (the

non-linear functionlog(xi +1) is approximated as a convex combination of

a set of logarithmic values1 ≤ s ≤ K, log(as + 1) based onas).

• sincea1, . . . , aK andlog(a1 + 1), . . . , log(aK + 1) are constants in the ap-

proximated LP problem, we havexi =
∑K

s=1 asw
i
s and log(xi + 1) =

∑K

s=1 log(as + 1)wi
s where1 ≤ s ≤ K, wi

s are new variables replacing

xi.

• similarly, we can approximate all linear functions (w.r.t.1 ≤ i ≤ n, log(xi+

1)) with the same set of breakpoints on[0, d].
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log(xi+1)

log(a i+1)

log(a3
i+1)

log(a2
i+1)

log(a1
i+1)

1

0 xia1
i a2

i a3
i-1

Figure 3.1. Piecewise Linear Approximation of Convex Function log(xi + 1)

Figure 3.1 shows an example of approximating convex function log(xi + 1),

three breakpoints excluding the endpoints inxi’s value range[0, d] are speci-

fied asa1, a2, a3. Therefore,log(xi + 1) can be approximately expressed as

log(a1 + 1)wi
1 + · · · + log(a3 + 1)wi

3 (the convex combination of the values

log(a1+1),. . . ,log(a3+1)) wherewi
1+wi

2+wi
3 = 1 andxi = a1w

i
1+a2w

i
2+a3w

i
3.

Then, we present the approximated LP problem for Equation 3.5 as below:

max :
n∑

i=1

[
ci

K∑

s=1

wi
s · log(as + 1)

]

s.t.






∀j ∈ [1, m],
∑n

i=1(
∑K

s=1 asw
i
s · log tij) ≤ bj∑n

i=1

∑K

s=1 asw
i
s = d

∀i ∈ [1, n],
∑K

s=1 wi
s = 1

∀i ∈ [1, n], s ∈ [1, K], 0 ≤ wi
s ≤ 1

(3.6)

Finally, Equation 3.6 can be efficiently solved with Simplexor Revised Sim-

plex method [120], and the optimal solution of the NLP problem (Equation 3.5)

can be straightforwardly derived with expressions:∀i ∈ [1, n], xi =
∑K

s=1 asw
i
s.
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3.1.3 NP-hard Problem 1: Graph Coloring

Graph coloring covers a set of “coloring” related optimization problem over the

graph, such as vertex coloring, edge coloring and total coloring. Note that other

coloring problems can be transformed into a vertex coloringversion [103]. Thus,

the collaborative graph coloring problem in this dissertation refers the vertex col-

oring formulated by different parties. Specifically, Figure 3.2 gives an illustrative

example for graph coloring, where colors are assigned to every vertex of the graph

however every pair of adjacent vertices cannot be assigned with the same color.

1
2 42

1
2

3

4

5

2

6 76

Figure 3.2. Graph Coloring Problem

There are two versions of optimization problems regarding graph (vertex) col-

oring – the decision problem and optimization problem (finding the chromatic

number). On one hand, the decision problem of graph coloringis denoted as

k-coloring – does graphG admit a proper vertex coloring withk colors while

assigning different colors to adjacent vertices. Seeking such decision is NP-

complete [102]. On the other hand, the optimization problemof graph coloring is

to seek the minimumk for graphG. Essentially, this NP-hard problem can be con-

verted into a set ofk-coloring problems. Thus, we concentrate on thek-coloring
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problem in general.

Graph coloring is applicable to model many practical problems, such as schedul-

ing, resource relocation, pattern matching, and radio frequency assignment prob-

lem. The details of the application determines different structures of the graph.

However, the inherent objective function is to minimize thetotal conflicts defined

in the graph. We now briefly introduce an effective and efficient meta-heuristic

developed for this hard problem with large-scale input.

Meta-heuristic: Tabu Search

Tabu search is a meta-heuristic algorithm designed to solvethe optimization prob-

lems by helping the search process escape the local optimality. It has obtained op-

timal or near-optimal solutions for a wide variety of classic and practical optimiza-

tion problems [43]. As mentioned in [43], in many optimization problems, tabu

search has found superior solutions than the best solutionspreviously obtained by

the alternative methods. Also, it is easier to implement tabu search with additional

considerations/constraints. For instance, the integer programming formulations in

Glover and McMillan’s employee scheduling problem have 1-4million variables.

However, with tabu search, it needs 22-24 minutes to acquirethe solution within

98% of an upper bound on optimality on an IBM PC; In [44], Glover, McMillan,

and Novick implemented tabu search to subset clustering problems, a 0-1 mixed

integer programs with over 25,000 variables and 50,000 constraints. The solution

can be obtained less than one minute with a V77 minicomputer.

Roughly speaking, tabu search uses a memory structure to enhance the perfor-

mance of a local search method. Once a potential solution hasbeen determined,
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it is marked as “taboo”. So the algorithm does not visit that possibility repeatedly.

Tabu search has been successfully used for graph coloring. Specifically, given a

graphG = (V, E) andk colors, a popular tabu search algorithm for graph color-

ing – Tabucol [49] is described as follows (note thatµ(x) denotes the total number

of conflicts of solutionx in G):

1. initialize a solutionx = (∀vi ∈ G, xi) by randomly selecting colors.

2. iteratively generate neighborsx′ of x until µ(x′) < µ(x) by changing the

color of an endpoint of an arbitrary conflicted edgevi : xi → x′
i (if no x′ is

found withµ(x′) < µ(x) in a specified number of iterations, find a bestx′

in current set of neighborhoods where(vi, x
′
i) is not in the tabu list, and let

x′ be the next solution).

3. if (vi, x
′
i) is not in the tabu list, make currentx′ (best so far) as the next

solutionx = x′ and add the pair(vi, xi) into the tabu list; If(vi, x
′
i) is in

the tabu list andµ(x′) is still smaller thanµ(x), makex′ as the next solution

anyway; Otherwise, discardx′.

4. repeat step 2,3 untilµ(x′) = 0 or the maximum number of iterations is

reached.

3.1.4 NP-hard Problem 2: Traveling Salesman Problem

Traveling salesman problem (TSP) is another computationally difficult (NP-hard)

problem in combinatorial optimization, and it has been wellstudied in literature

[103]. Given a set of cities and the distances between every pair of cities, the
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optimization solver finds the shortest route to visit all thecities once and back to

the original city. Clearly, the overall distance is minimized in such problem.

This optimization model also has many important applications [103], such as

logistics, planning, and microchip production, where the distance and city can

represent different objects in different scenarios. More generally, the problem

can be formulated as: given the cost between every pair of cities (replacing the

distance), minimizing the total cost of the traveling routeto visit all the cities.

Similarly, to solve this NP-hard problem with large-scale input, we also need a

meta-heuristic solver such as simulated annealing.

Meta-heuristic: Simulated Annealing

In optimization, the basic idea of Simulated Annealing algorithm originated from

thermodynamics, similar to metals cool and anneal [71]. It works based on prob-

abilities that one state (solution) moves to another state (its neighboring solution)

in a large search space, especially when the search space is discrete (e.g., traveling

salesman problem, graph coloring problem). Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis have sum-

marized some practical applications of simulated annealing in [16] such as image

processing. Johnson et al. [64–66] studied the performanceof simulated anneal-

ing applied to four NP-hard problems: traveling salesman problem [64], graph

coloring problem [66], graph partitioning problem [65] andnumber partitioning

problem [66]. In some cases, it performs better than the bestknown heuristics of

those problems, and in other cases, some specialized heuristics performs better.

Simulated annealing is an easy to implement and very effective meta-heuristic to

produce good solutions for many optimization problems.
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In TSP, given the traveling route asx, the objective function of simulated

annealing is considered to minimizef(x) and the algorithm iteratively move from

solutions to their neighboring solutions. Differently, moving to the next solution

or staying in the current solution is determined by a probability derived from two

solutions and a sensitivity parameter “Temperature”T . The algorithm is briefly

summarized as below:

1. initialize a solutionx by randomly selecting a traveling route.

2. randomly pick a neighboring solutionx′ of x by permutating a segment of

the route. For example, ifx =“1→ 3 → 2→ 4”, thenx =“1 → 3 → 4 →

2” is its neighboring solution.

3. decide whether moving to the new solution or not with the probability which

is computed fromf(x), f(x′) and the sensitivity parameterT . If yes, update

the current solution.

4. repeat step 2,3 until the maximum number of iterations is reached or a sat-

isfiable solution is obtained.

3.2 Secure Multiparty Computation

Consider that some parties do not trust each other but they wish to jointly compute

some functions with their local information, then Secure Multiparty Computation

(SMC) can facilitate them to get the result of the functions while keeping their

local information private. Since any collaborative optimization problem consists

a set of complex functions jointly computed across distributed parties, privacy-
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preserving collaborative optimization is indeed a specialcase of secure multiparty

computation.

The first question is to quantify the privacy leakage in secure multiparty com-

putation. Some theoretic studies [13, 45, 46, 132] have beenproposed in litera-

ture to show that the SMC protocol reveals nothing if all the messages received

by every party can be simulated in polynomial time by knowingonly the input

and output of SMC protocol/functions. Yao first raised the two-party comparison

problem (Yao’s Millionaire Protocol) and developed a provably secure solution in

1986 [132]. Then Goldreich et al. extended the protocol to multiparty (more than

two) computations in 1987 [46], and Ben-Or et al. proposed the SMC protocol

under the malicious model in 1988 [13]. To date, SMC has been well developed

with the composition theorem that can be used to quantify theprivacy leakage of

the SMC protocol [45]. We now review some of the different adversarial models

in SMC for this dissertation.

3.2.1 Semi-honest Model

Semi-honest model (viz. honest-but-curious model) assumes that all the partici-

pants in the protocol are honest to follow the protocol yet curious to derive private

information from each other. A formal definition of SMC in semi-honest model

in given as below (the formal proof can be found in [45]).

Definition 3.7 (Privacy w.r.t. Semi-honest Behavior [45])Given a protocolΠ

executed amongk partiesP1, . . . , Pk, let Di(1 ≤ i ≤ k) and Πi denotePi’s

input andPi’s result computed fromΠ respectively, thusΠ is secure if every party
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Pi’s execution viewviewΠ
i can be simulated from its inputDi and outputΠi with

a polynomial machine.

In other words, if every party’s view can be simulated by looking at only its

input and output, we can conclude that the protocol reveals nothing. Specifically

in the SMC protocol built for collaborative optimization, numerous messages are

exchanged among those parties. To prove the security of the protocol, composition

theorem plays an essential role, which helps us to create andcompose building

blocks for the SMC protocol.

Theorem 3.3 (Composition Theorem [45])Suppose thatg is privately reducible

to f and that there exists a protocol for privately computingf . Then there exists

a protocol for privately computingg.

Note that the details of the theorem and the proof are given in[45].

This SMC definition [45, 132] states that a computation is secure if the view

of each party during the execution of the protocol can be effectively simulated

knowing only the input and the output of that party. This is more about protocol

security but not quite the same as saying that all private information is protected

against leakage. Indeed, although those simulated messages have been proven

to be secure, semi-honest players may further infer privateinformation from the

messages and their input/output. Thus, for SMC based approach in this disser-

tation, we ensure that both SMC based security and ignorableinference attack

(which complement each other) are satisfied.
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3.2.2 Malicious Model – Cryptographic and Economic Notion

Semi-honest adversarial model assumes that all the participants play honestly in

the protocol. In reality, every party may play whatever theylike to deviate the

protocol or gain additional payoff with their self-interested behavior. At this time,

malicious adversarial model is defined as an advanced model beyond assuming

semi-honest participants.

Given a general notion, we can consider malicious model in SMC as “any

party may behave arbitrary action in the protocol” – they hurt other participants

by cheating, colluding, or terminating collaboration without excuse. Specifically,

malicious model has been well studies in cryptographic community [45]. To some

extent, it is quite difficult to define a model in which all the malicious actions

can be resolved, especially when we have to make the protocolefficient and ac-

cessible. However, it is very practical to build a relaxed malicious model for a

given collaborative optimization problem. For example, assuming malicious par-

ticipants, parties cannot learn additional information from each other and cannot

deviate the protocol, beyond that they can gain with a trust-third party. That is to

say, the protocol can defeat all the attacks which using the trusted-third party to

solve the collaborative optimization problem does not suffer.

Some malicious behavior, e.g., parties modify their inputsbefore executing

the protocol, cannot be detected by the trusted-third party. Besides cryptography,

some other notions – such as incentive compatibility assistus to prevent such kind

of cheating.

Definition 3.8 (Incentive Compatibility) A protocol is incentive compatible if
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“honest play” is the strictly dominant strategy1 for every participant.

A rational malicious party may evaluate whether it is worth cheating by com-

paring the payoff they can gain via cheating to the economic loss as well as the

risk of being caught. If the protocol can guarantee that the payoff expectation of

honest play outperforms cheating, rational players will choose honest play under

this economic notion. Note that irrational model is not considered in this disserta-

tion.

3.3 Research Challenges of Privacy-preserving Collaborative Optimization

We now look at some of the fundamental challenges underlyingprivacy-preserving

collaborative computation that must be met to make it accessible and practical.

1) Iteration. Iterative algorithms (viz., iteration) is a significant obstacle to

efficient secure computation. Many optimization techniques require iteration in

some form or fashion. The effect of iteration on security is enormous. It is possible

to write a secure algorithm such that the results of each iteration are also kept

secret, but this is certain to lead to severe problems with efficiency. Instead, each

iteration could probably be independently made secure muchmore efficiently. The

question then is what to do with the intermediate results? Can they be protected in

some form? What do they reveal? What is the threshold for security – how many

iterations are to be allowed before a security violation occurs. Indeed, is it possible

to define the parameters for a secure violation? The issue of composability of

1In game theory, strictly dominant strategy occurs when one strategy gains better payoff/benefit
than any other strategies for one participant, no matter what other participants play
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secure protocols as well as parallelizability has been wellstudied [22, 23, 73, 77–

79]. But the issue of iteration needs to be similarly addressed. That is to say, for

formally proving the security of our privacy-preserving optimization techniques,

the composition of the secure protocols have to be explored [45].

2) Security Definitions for Difficult Problems. One of the biggest successes

of SMC is that it has provided a solid quantifiable mathematical way of proving

the security of an algorithm [45]. One can have confidence in the security of an

algorithm after it has been proven secure in the SMC framework. However, the

computational security definitions in SMC depend on the factthat problems can

be solved in polynomial time (i.e., the solutions are “efficient”). What happens

when we are considering problems that are exponential in theworst case? A new

set of security definitions must be formulated to define and quantify security in

this case. Optimization is a good candidate for this since many solutions for non-

linear programming and integer programming are exponential in the worst case,

and many classic combinatorial optimization problems (e.g., traveling salesman

problem, graph coloring problem) are NP-hard in any case. Wewill explore this

issue as we go along.

3) Data Partition between Two or More Parties. There are many ways in

which data could be distributed in collaborative optimization problems. Each of

the ingredients of the optimization problem could be distributed. For example,

the objective function might be known to only one party, or parts of it known to

some subsets of the parties. The constraints might also be distributed in some

fashion. Different parties might own different constraints or even different parts

of the same constraint. Thus, the different ways in which data is distributed give
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rise to the following categorization:

• Horizontal Partitioning: Here, each constraint would be fully owned by one

party. Thus, different parties own different constraints.An example of this

would be a collaborative scheduling problem in which several schedulers

need to schedule tasks on machines. Each task can be executedby several

machines (though not all), and it can be split between several machines,

but the fraction of all tasks executed by a machine must underno circum-

stances exceed its capacity. Each scheduler only knows the tasks that may

be executed on its pertinent machines, and based on this information it must

decide what fractions of its task to send to which machines. The sum of all

fractions is to be maximized. Here, the objective function could be known

to a single party or to all of the parties, or even be shared by the parties.

• Vertical Partitioning: In this case, each constraint is shared between some

subset of the parties. An example of this would be the organization theory

problem. A large enterprise has a very extensive set of tasks– say, products

manufactured. A fundamental question in Organization Theory is, how are

these tasks to be partitioned among managers? Although the profitability

and resource requirements of these products may change dynamically with

market conditions, the constraint structure, the sparsitypattern of the con-

straint matrix of the associated linear program, may be fixed. That is, it is

known in advance, which products compete for which resources. What are

the organizational principles that should guide this assignment of tasks to

managers, so that the latter can make more informed decisions. Again, the
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objective function might be known to all of the parties, or just to a single

party, or be shared by the parties.

• Arbitrary Partitioning: Apart from the prior two partitioning methods, the

data may also be arbitrary partitioned in some way (some combination of

the above). This is more general and subsumes both of the earlier cases.

Completely arbitrary partitioning of data is unlikely in practice, though cer-

tain specific configurations might easily be found. In any case, solutions for

this case will always work for both of the prior cases as well.

For different data partition, the security definition as well as the security pro-

tocol might be given in completely different manner. In thisdissertation, we also

investigate the same optimization problem with different data partition scenario

(horizontal partitioning, vertical partitioning, arbitrary partitioning, and even more

complex partitioning). Moreover, some prior work presented secure approach

for collaborative optimization problems between two parties. This assumption is

not widely applicable to many practical problems, we targetat finding the secure

methods for the optimization problem that is partitioned between not only two

parties but also among multiple (more than two) parties.

4) Game Theoretic Approaches to Malicious Adversaries.Significant work

is possible at the intersection of game theory and cryptography. Mechanism de-

sign (in game theory) and cryptography (in computer science) are both dual and

opposites of each other. Cryptography has been concerned with allowing par-

ties to hide information while achieving some particular objective (for example,

jointly computing a function). Mechanism design has been concerned with forc-
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ing parties to reveal information while achieving a particular objective. This has

many ramifications. For one thing, it explains why cryptography has managed for

so long to avoid explicit modeling of the parties’ utility functions. There is an op-

portunity to fuse the two perspectives and speak about informational mechanism

design (IMD). IMD is characterized by the fact that each party’s utility is a func-

tion of the informational structure – who knows what. We needto figure out some

way to explicitly model utilities. There has been some work at the intersection of

cryptography and game theory. Fischer and Wright [37] provide an application of

game theoretic techniques to the analysis of a class of multiparty cryptographic

protocols for secret bit exchange. Dodis et al. [30] providea cryptographic pro-

tocol to the correlated element selection problem. Teague [121] extends this pro-

tocol to work also for non-uniform distribution. Other workthat addresses the

same problem without help from a third-party mediator includes [5, 8, 14, 39].

Matsuura [92] provides a survey of the emerging interdisciplinary area between

information security and economics. Clifton et al. [26] explore secure solutions

to the transportation load swapping problem, and show how such a protocol can

be incentive compatible, thus protecting from malicious adversaries. This needs

to be explored further and much more research is necessary.
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CHAPTER 4

SEMI-HONEST COLLABORATIVE LINEAR PROGRAMMING (LP)

As an essential subclass of optimization, linear programs are widely applicable

to solving numerous profit-maximizing or cost-minimizing problems in various

fields such as transportation, commodities, airlines and communication.

In this chapter, we address the privacy concern of collaborative linear pro-

gramming in semi-honest model. Specifically, we first identify a potential infer-

ence attack to the prior work on securing horizontally partitioned linear programs

in semi-honest model [75, 90] and present a revised approachto improve the se-

curity guarantee of such model. Then, we present our privacy-preserving model

to collaborative linear programs with arbitrarily partitioned constraints, in semi-

honest model as well.

4.1 An Inference-proof to Horizontally Partitioned LP [75, 90]

As a fundamental branch of optimization problems, numerousprivacy-preserving

collaborative linear programming techniques have been proposed in literature with

respect to different data partition scenarios for the collaborative linear programs.

Specifically, [74] and [125] proposed a secure simplex method and revised sim-

plex method respectively for linear programs co-held by twoparties. A matrix

transformation approach has been proposed in [32,124] (some flaws with this ap-
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proach were pointed out by Bednarz et al. [11]). In [31, 55, 57, 75, 89, 90], the

private information of two or more parties in the linear program are protected via

mathematical transformation.

In particular, Mangasarian [90] proposed a constraints transformation based

approach to securely solve the horizontally partitioned linear programs among

multiple parties, where every party holds its own set of private equality con-

straints. More recently, Li et al. [75] extended this approach to horizontally parti-

tioned linear programs with inequality constraints. However, the approach is not

sufficiently secure – occasionally, the privately owned constraints can still be in-

ferred by adversaries (see Section 4.1.1). In this section,we present aninference-

proof approachto enhance the security for privacy-preserving horizontally parti-

tioned linear program (PPHPLP) [75, 90] witharbitrary number of equality and

inequality constraints. Our approach extends the constraint matrix by including

artificial constraints and extra slack variables (with random coefficients) to pro-

vide significantly more security than the existing work.

4.1.1 Inference Attack against the Existing Work [75,90]

Privacy-preserving Horizontally Partitioned Linear Program (PPHPLP)

Consider a linear program with equality constraints:{min : cT x, s.t. Ax =

b, x ≥ 0}. In horizontally partitioned linear program [75, 90], the matrix A ∈

Rm×n and the right-hand side vectorb ∈ Rm in the constraints are partitioned

into p horizontal blocks held byp parties respectively:AI1., AI2., . . . , AIp. and

bI1 , bI2, . . . , bIp
whereAIi

, bIi
and the index setIi belong to partyi (note thati =

1 . . . p,
⋃p

i=1 Ii = {1, 2, . . . , m}). With privacy concern, every partyi = 1 . . . p
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does not want to share its data blockAIi., bIi
with other parties while solving

the problem. Therefore, Mangasarian [90] proposed a transformation approach

to address this issue – given a random matrixB ∈ Rk×m with k ≥ m and rank

m [36], a new linear program can be formulated as{min : cT x, s.t. BAx =

Bb, x ≥ 0}.

In [90], the original and the transformed linear programs have been proven to

have equivalent optimal solution and feasibility if the rank of B ∈ Rk×m (number

of linear independent column vectors inB) is equal tom wherek ≥ m (which

naturally holds for random matrices [36]). Therefore, every party i = 1 . . . p

generates a privately held random matrixB.Ii
∈ Rk×mi such that:

BA = [B.I1 , B.I2, . . . , B.Ip
]




AI1.

AI2.

...
AIp.




= B.I1AI1. + B.I2AI2. + · · ·+ B.Ip
AIp. ∈ Rk×n (4.1)

and

Bb = [B.I1 , B.I2, . . . , B.Ip
]




bI1

bI2
...

bIp




= B.I1bI1 + B.I2bI2 + · · ·+ B.Ip
bIp
∈ Rk (4.2)

In Mangasarian’s PPHPLP algorithm [90], every partyi = 1 . . . p only dis-

closes publicly the transformed matrix productB.Ii
AIi. and the transformed vec-

tor B.Ii
bIi

for solving the problem. ThusB.Ii
, AIi. andbIi

can be kept private.
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Furthermore, Li et al. [75] considers the horizontally partitioned linear pro-

gram with inequality constraints as below:

min : cT x

s.t. Ax ≤ b, x ≥ 0
(4.3)

Mangasarian [90] has pointed out that converting the inequality constraints in

linear program (4.3) to equality constraints (by adding slack variables) and then

transforming the problem per Mangasarian’s approach [90] would revealB.Ii
.

Therefore, Li et al. [75] resolved this issue by letting every party i = 1 . . . p

generate a diagonal random matrixDIi
∈ Rmi×mi besidesB.Ii

∈ Rk×mi for its

slack variables (every inequality requires one slack variable). Consequently, a

similar transformation is conductedAx + Dxs = Bb ⇐⇒ BAx + BDxs = Bb

to formulate:

min : cT x

s.t. BAx + BDxs = Bb, x ≥ 0
(4.4)

wherexs denotes all the slack variables andD = diag(DI1, DI2, . . . , DIp
) ∈

Rm×m. As a result, if(x∗, x∗
s) is the optimal solution of the transformed linear

program (4.4),x∗ is also the optimal solution for the linear program (4.3).

Inference Attack

In Li et al. [75]’s extended transformation for linear program (4.3), every party

i = 1 . . . p generates a diagonal random matrixDIi
∈ Rmi×mi to prevent inferring

its private random matrixB.Ii
from the slack variables. However, such transfor-

mation approach is still vulnerable to potential inferenceattack.
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We now look at the illustrative example in [75]: party1 holds two constraints

x1 + x2 + 2x3 ≤ 2 andx1 + 4x2 − x3 ≤ 1 while party2 holds one constraint

x1 + 2x2 − 4x3 ≤ 1. In the transformed linear program, party1 and2 generate

their privately held random matrices respectively:

B.I1 =




0.4562 0.1367
0.5469 0.8739
0.5633 0.7693



 ∈ R3×2, DI1 =

[
12.4965 0

0 25.6433

]
∈ R2×2

B.I2 =




0.3574
0.7763
0.6682



 ∈ R3×1, DI2 =
[

15.7628
]
∈ R1×1

Since the inequality constraints require3 slack variables (this is revealed pub-

licly while solving the linear program), party1 can learn that party2 has one

inequality constraint (m2 = 1) due to its knownm1 = 2. Then, the size of matri-

cesB.I2 andAI2. can be learnt by party1 asR3×1 andR1×3. Thus, from party1’s

view, the elements inB.I2 ∈ R3×1, AI2. ∈ R1×3, andbI2 ∈ R1×1 can be regarded

as real variablesβ1, β2, β3, α1, α2, α3 andδ:

AI2. =
[

α1 α2 α3

]
, B.I2 =

[
β1, β2, β3

]T
, bI2 = [δ]

Note that Mangasarian [90] and Li et al. [75] make public every party i’s

transformed matrixB.Ii
AIi. and vectorB.Ii

bIi
. Therefore, in this two-party case,

party1 can express the real numbers inB.I2AI2. ∈ R3×3 andB.I2bI2 ∈ R3×1 as:

B.I2AI2. =




β1α1 β1α2 β1α3

β2α1 β2α2 β2α3

β3α1 β3α2 β3α3



 =




0.3574 0.7148 −1.4296
0.7763 1.5526 −3.1052
0.6682 1.3364 −2.6728
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B.I2bI2 =




β1δ
β2δ
β3δ



 =




0.3574
0.7763
0.6682





where all the elements in the above matrix and vector have been exactly re-

vealed to party1. Sinceβ1α1 = 0.3574, β1α2 = 0.7148, β1α3 = −1.4296 and

β1δ = 0.3574 are known to party1 as constants inB.I1AI1. andB.I1bI1 (similarly,

other rows inB.I1AI1. andB.I1bI1 are also revealed), party1 can simply compute

α1 : α2 : α3 : δ = 1 : 2 : (−4) : 1. Although the exact value ofβ1, α1, α2, α3

andδ cannot be learnt by party1, the ratioα1 : α2 : α3 : δ = 1 : 2 : (−4) : 1 is

sufficient to reconstruct the constraintx1 + 2x2 − 4x3 ≤ 1 for adversaries.

Hence, revealing the number of constraintsm in the linear program (and also

every party’s transformed share per [75,90]) may result in serious privacy leakage:

an adversarial party might be able to infer other parties’ private constraints by

formulating equations with real variables. Indeed, two possible ways of learning

m can be identified in the prior work [75,90] as follows:

1. The number of slack variablesmight be the number of constraintsm (see

above).

2. Since the transformed matrixBA and vectorBb are revealed to public in

[75,90], every party can compute the rank of matrixBA. Due torank(B ∈

Rk×m) = m [36] and rank(A ∈ Rm×n) ≤ m, we haverank(B) ≥

rank(A). Hence,rank(BA) = rank(A), andrank(A) can be inferred by

all parties asrank(BA). However,the number of constraints is likely equal

to rank(A), especially when the linear program contains small number of
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constraints (this applies to both equality [90] and inequality constraints [75]:

in Li et al.’s illustrative example [75],rank(BA) = rank(A) = 3 can be

computed, thus both parties can infer thatm = 3, m1 = 2, m2 = 1). There-

fore, the risk of inferring the number of constraints byrank(BA) is still

high in [75,90].

4.1.2 Algorithm

We now present an inference-proof approach for PPHPLP.

Transformation

We consider a general model of linear programs containing anarbitrary number

of equality and inequality constraints. The slack form of the linear program is:

min : cT x

s.t. Ax + Mxs = b, x ≥ 0, xs ≥ 0
(4.5)

whereA ∈ Rm×n, xs includesℓ slack variables (ℓ is the number of inequal-

ity constraints in linear program (4.5)) andM =

[
0
I

]
∈ Rm×ℓ (ℓ ≤ m) is

not always a diagonal matrix (different fromD defined in Li et al. [75]) in this

general linear program form: for eachequality constraint, all the elements in the

corresponding row ofM are0; the remaining rows (associated withinequality

constraints) form a diagonal matrix. In horizontally partitioned linear program,

every partyi = 1 . . . p holds constraintsAIi.x + MIi
xs = bIi

(AIi. ∈ Rmi×n,

bIi
∈ Rmi) whereMIi

∈ Rmi×ℓ is the rows ofM associated with partyi’s all

equality and inequality constraints, thus:
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M =




MI1

...
MIp



 ∈ Rm×ℓ, ℓ ≤ m

First, to prevent learning the number of constraintsm from the rank of matri-

cesBA andA, we can let every partyi = 1 . . . p locally generate someartificial

constraintsbased on its original constraints, and add them to their constraints

(we denote all parties’ total number of original and artificial constraints asm′).

Note that the feasible region of partyi(i = 1 . . . p)’s all the artificial constraints

should be a superset of the feasible region of partyi’s original local constraints

– thus adding artificial constraints does not change the feasible region of the lin-

ear program. For instance, if partyi owns inequality constraintx1 − 3x2 ≤ 9

wherex ≥ 0, some artificial constraints can be generated as:x1 − 4x2 ≤ 9,

0.9x1−3x2 ≤ 9, 0.5x1−1.7x2 ≤ 4.5, etc. And if partyi owns equality constraint

x1 + 3x2 = 9 wherex ≥ 0, we can generate:x1 + 2x2 ≤ 9, 0.5x1 + 1.2x2 ≤ 4.5,

etc. Note that creating artificial equality constraints arenot recommended since

adding them does not changerank(A).

As a result, the constraint matrix and right-hand side vector are expanded to

A′ ∈ Rm′×n andb′ ∈ Rm′

, and allp parties can only inferrank(A′) rather than

rank(A) by computingrank(BA′) (it is not difficult for every party to generate

artificial constraints with real number coefficients that increase the rank of the

global constraint matrixA). Therefore, the probability of inferringm can be

significantly reduced by increasing the number of artificialconstraints.

Second, we would also like to reduce the probability of inferring m from the

number of slack variablesℓ. We denote the number of inequality constraints in
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the artificial constraints-added linear program asℓ′ (indeed,ℓ < ℓ′ ≤ m′, and the

coefficient matrix of slack variablesM ∈ Rm×ℓ is expanded toM ′ ∈ Rm′×ℓ′ in

the slack form of the artificial constraints-added linear program), thusm cannot be

inferred byℓ anymore. In addition, we can better reduce the inference probability

by utilizing more than one slack variableto convert each of the inequality con-

straints to equality constraint in the slack form. Specifically, for the jth inequality

constraint (j = 1 . . . ℓ′) in the artificial constraints-added linear program, we can

let the constraint-owning party determinetj slack variables for converting it into

an equality constraint. Thus, the joint linear program can havet =
∑ℓ′

j=1 tj ≫ ℓ′

slack variables.

We denote every partyi’s (i = 1 . . . p) total number of slack variables for its all

inequality constraints asTi. In general,Ti can be sufficiently large to better reduce

the inference probability (e.g., lettingTi ≫ m′
i), thus we havet =

∑p

i=1 Ti >

m′ ≥ ℓ′ > ℓ andm′ > m ≥ ℓ (m = ℓ [75] is the most vulnerable case). Hence,

the total number of slack variablest can be completely different fromm, and the

linear program is:

min : cT x

s.t. A′x + D′x′
s = b′, x ≥ 0, x′

s ≥ 0
(4.6)

whereA′ ∈ Rm′×n, slack variablesx′
s = {s1, s2, . . . , st} andD′ ∈ Rm′×t is a

coefficient matrix for all slack variables in all constraints: for eachequality con-

straint, all the elements in the corresponding row ofD′ are0; for thejth inequal-

ity constraint(j = 1 . . . ℓ′), in the corresponding row ofD′, the coefficients oftj

slack variables arerandomly generated positive real numberswhile the remaining
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elements in such row are0. In horizontally partitioned linear program, every party

i = 1 . . . p holds constraintsA′
Ii.

x+D′
Ii
x′

s = b′Ii
(A′

Ii.
∈ Rm′

i×n, b′Ii
∈ Rm′

i) where

D′
Ii
∈ Rm′

i×t is the rows ofD′ associated with partyi’s all inequality and equality

constraints, thus:

D′ =




D′
I1
...

D′
Ip


 ∈ Rm′×t, x′

s =




s1
...
st


 , t > m′ > m ≥ ℓ andm′ ≥ ℓ′ > ℓ (4.7)

For example, party1 owns two constraints3x1+7x2+2x3 = 20 andx1+x2 ≤

9 while party2 owns one constraintx1+4x2+x3 ≤ 17. Party1 creates an artificial

constraint2.9x1 + 6.3x2 + 2x3 ≤ 20 while party2 creates an artificial constraint

0.5x1 + 2x2 + 0.3x3 ≤ 8.5. Two slack variables are determined for converting

each of both parties’ inequality constraints to equality. Thus,D′ can be generated

as (m = 3, ℓ = 2, m′ = 5, ℓ′ = 4, t = 8, only t andm′ are possibly disclosed to

all parties):

D′ =

[
D′

I1

D′
I2

]
=




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.5 3.3 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.9 1.4 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1.9 3.2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 8.5 5.7


 ∈ R5×8

where party1 and2 own the first three rows and last two rows respectively.

Proposition 4.1 If (x∗, (x′
s)

∗) is an optimal solution to linear program (4.6), then

x∗ is optimal for linear program (4.5).

Proof. Suppose thatx∗ is not optimal to linear program (4.5) and∃x̂ such that

cT x̂ < cT x∗ in linear program (4.5). Clearly,x = x̂ satisfiesAx+Mxs = b. Since
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A′, M ′, b′ are expanded fromA, M, b by adding artificial constraints (without dis-

torting the feasible region),x = x̂ also satisfiesA′x + M ′xs = b′ with the slack

variablesxs = x̂s (assuming that̂xs = {h1 . . . hℓ′} are the non-negative values to

make the slack formA′x̂ + M ′x̂s = b′ hold based on the satisfied standard form

A′x̂ ≤ b′).

Hence, if∃M ′x̂s = D′x′
s, solutionx = x̂ (and t slack variablesx′

s) is also

feasible forA′x + D′x′
s = b′. Indeed,M ′x̂s andD′x′

s are two length-m′ vectors

that convert allℓ′ inequalities inA′x ≤ b′ to equalities by two different sets of

slack variablesxs andx′
s (note thatM ′x̂s andD′x′

s correspond to the same index

of the constraintsA′x ≤ b′). TakingD′ andx′
s as below, we can have thatM ′x̂s =

D′x′
s.

First, for all equalitiesin A′x ≤ b′, the corresponding numbers inM ′x̂s and

D′x′
s are0 (which are equal for anyD′ andx′

s). Second, for thejth inequality(j =

1 . . . ℓ′) in A′x ≤ b′, since the corresponding number inM ′x̂s is a non-negative

numberhj , taking thejth inequality’s tj slack variables (inx′
s) as anytj non-

negative values such that the linear combination of them (with random positive

coefficients inD′) equalshj, can make the corresponding number inM ′x̂s and

D′x′
s equal. Similarly, given anyD′ per (4.7), we can always findx′

s (including

all t =
∑ℓ′

j=1 tj slack variables) to ensureM ′x̂s = D′x′
s for all constraints (since

all the ℓ′ inequalities do not share any slack variable). Hence,x = x̂ is always

feasible forA′x + D′x′
s = b′.

Actually we can findt non-negative values forx′
s to ensureM ′x̂s = D′x′

s:

first, the numbers inM ′x̂s andD′x′
s w.r.t. (m′ − ℓ′) equality constraints are both

0 and equal; second, the number inM ′x̂s andD′x′
s w.r.t. thejth (j = 1 . . . ℓ′)
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inequality constraint can be equal by making the sum oftj slack variables inx′
s

with positive random coefficient inD′ (which is the number inD′x′
s w.r.t. thejth

inequality constraint) equal toh(j), which is the number in vectorM ′xs w.r.t. the

jth inequality constraint (note that those non-negative values fortj slack variables

in x′
s always exist due toh(j) ≥ 0).

Thus,x∗ is not optimal to linear program (4.6) sincecT x̂ < cT x∗ andx = x̂

satisfy all the constraints in linear program (4.6). This contradiction completes

the proof.

Similarly, we can transform linear program (4.6) to the inference-proof lin-

ear program by pre-multiplying ak × m′ random matrixB to both sides of the

constraints:

min : cT x

s.t. BA′x + BD′x′
s = Bb′, x ≥ 0, x′

s ≥ 0
(4.8)

where the random matrixB ∈ Rk×m′

, k ≥ m′ andrank(B) = m′. Note

that the constraint matrixA andD of [75, 90] are replaced byA′ andD′ respec-

tively (where the size and rank of the matrices are increasedwithout changing the

feasible region).

Proposition 4.2 [90] Let k ≥ m′ for the random matrixB ∈ Rk×m′

. The secure

linear program (4.8) is solvable if and only if the linear program (4.6) is solvable

in which case the solution sets of the two linear programs areidentical.

Therefore, linear programs (4.5) and (4.8) have the identical optimal solution.
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Inference-proof Algorithm

Algorithm 1 : Secure Sum Algorithm
Input : Partyi holdsRi (matrix, vector or real number) wherei = 1 . . . p,

and∀i, Ri has the same size
Output : R =

∑p

i=1 Ri

R← 0;1

for each partyi = 1 . . . p do2

generates a privately held random (matrix, vector or real number)R′
i3

with the same size asRi;
R← R + Ri + R′

i;4

for each partyi = 1 . . . p do5

R← R −R′
i;6

/* Note that R1 (or R2) might be computed by party
2 (or 1) if p = 2, but this does not affect the
security of Algorithm 2 (see detailed analysis
later on) */

We let every partyi = 1 . . . p locally create(m′
i − mi) artificial constraints,

convert each of its inequality constraints to equality withone or more slack vari-

ables and computeB.Ii
A′

Ii.
, B.Ii

b′Ii
, B.Ii

D′
Ii

with its privately held matricesB.Ii

andD′
Ii

. To obtain linear program (4.8), we can securely sumBA′ =
∑p

i=1 B.Ii
A′

Ii.
,

BD′ =
∑p

i=1 B.Ii
D′

Ii
andBb′ =

∑p

i=1 B.Ii
b′Ii

overp parties with Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 ensures that only the sum of the distributed matrix products shares

are disclosed. SinceB.Ii
A′

Ii.
, B.Ii

D′
Ii

andB.Ii
b′Ii

are unknown to other parties

(the special casep = 2 is discussed later on), the equations with real variables

cannot be established. Thus, besides hidingm, the secure sum algorithm (Algo-

rithm 1) can also reduce the inference probability, compared with revealing every

share of the matrix products to public in the prior work [75,90].

Next, we present the detailed steps of the inference-proof algorithm in Algo-

rithm 2. While solving linear program (4.8), partyi = 1 . . . p can only learn:
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Algorithm 2 : Inference-proof Algorithm to PPHPLP

Each partyi = 1 . . . p locally creates some artificial constraints, thus1

AIi. ∈ Rmi×n andbIi
∈ Rmi are expanded toA′

Ii.
∈ Rm′

i×n andb′Ii
∈ Rm′

i

respectively wherem′
i > mi andrank(A′

Ii.
) > rank(AIi.);

Each partyi = 1 . . . p locally converts each of its inequality constraints into2

equality with one or more slack variables where the total number of slack
variablesTi ≥ m′

i;
All p parties securely summ′ =

∑p

i=1 m′
i andt =

∑p

i=1 Ti where3

t > m′ > m (Algorithm 1);
Each partyi = 1 . . . p generates its privately held random matrix4

D′
Ii
∈ Rm′

i×t for the slack variables generated in Step 2 (as discussed in
Section 4.1.2), wherem′

i is the number of rows held by partyi in D′ as
shown in (4.7);
All p parties agree on an integer value fork ≥ m′, wherek is the number of5

rows of the random matrixB ∈ Rk×m′

as defined in (4.1) and (4.2);
Each partyi = 1 . . . p generates its privately held random matrix6

B.Ii
∈ Rk×m′

i, wherem′
i is the number of columns held by partyi in

B = [B.I1 , B.I2, . . . , B.Ip
] ∈ Rk×m′

;
Each partyi = 1 . . . p locally computes the matrix productsB.Ii

A′
Ii.

,7

B.Ii
D′

Ii
andB.Ii

b′Ii
;

All p parties securely sum the matrix products (Algorithm 1) to get the8

constraint matrix of the inference-proof linear program (4.8):
9

BA′ = [B.I1A
′
I1. + B.I2A

′
I2. + · · ·+ B.Ip

A′
Ip.] ∈ Rk×n

10

BD′ = [B.I1D
′
I1

+ B.I2D
′
I2

+ · · ·+ B.Ip
D′

Ip
] ∈ Rk×t

and the right hand side vector for linear program (4.8):11

12

Bb′ = [B.I1b
′
I1

+ B.I2b
′
I2

+ · · ·+ B.Ip
b′Ip

] ∈ Rk

Solve LP (4.8) to get the optimal solution(x∗, (x′
s)

∗), thusx∗ is optimal for13

LP (4.5);

• the valuem′ (securely summed in Step 3), which can be far greater thanm.

• the value ofrank(BA′) = rank(A′), which can be far greater thanm and

rank(A) (m = rank(A) if all the rows inA are linearly independent).
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• all p parties’ total number of slack variablest (securely summed in Step

3), which can be far greater thanm andℓ (m = ℓ if all the constraints are

inequalities).

Note that in two-party case (p = 2), even thoughB.I1A
′
I1., B.I1D

′
I1

and

B.I1b
′
I1

can be computed from Algorithm 1 by party2 (or vice-versa), party1’s

number of constraintsm1 can be only inferred as any number no greater than

m′ − m′
2 or t − m′

2 for party2 in Algorithm 2 since party2 knows at mostm′,

t andm′
2 (m′ andt can be sufficiently large). With unknownm1, party2 cannot

further infer party1’s privately held constraints (or vice-versa). Thus, Algorithm

2 is still secure whenp = 2.

Overall, Algorithm 2 reveals significantly less information than [75,90]:m, ℓ,

{i = 1 . . . p, mi, B.Ii
AIi., B.Ii

DIi
, B.Ii

bIi
}, BA, BD, Bb andrank(A) .etc are

not disclosed to public. Moreover, every party’s private constraints cannot be

inferred by formulating equations with real variables since the number of con-

straints are unknown anymore. To further reduce the inference risk, every party

i = 1 . . . p can locally increasem′
i andTi by adding more artificial constraints and

slack variables.

Efficiency and Security Tradeoff Discussion

Recall that the transformation approach in [75, 90] tends tosuffer high risk of

inference attack in some vulnerable cases (e.g.,p = 2). Indeed, Algorithm 2 can

resolve the inference attack for any horizontally partitioned linear program held

by p parties, but expands the problem size and thus trades off some efficiency
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for enhanced security. We now discuss this efficiency and security tradeoff for

different PPHPLPs.

First, if p = 2 (two-party), clearly, we should utilize Algorithm 2 to tackle the

potential inference attack since every party’s number of constraintsm1 or m2 are

explicitly disclosed to each other in [75,90].

Second, ifp > 2 (multiparty), Algorithm 2 is also effective to enhance se-

curity. In this case, since the probability of inferring anyparty i’s number of

constraintsmi by another partyj 6= i with its knownmj is quite low:mi can be

any integer in[1, m −mj − (p− 2)] (assuming that each of the remainingp − 2

parties should include at least1 constraint), the probability of inferring partyi’s

constraints is even lower. Note that the prior approach [75,90] remains applicable

with better efficiency.

However, for anyp > 2, there exist some special cases which are still vulnera-

ble if directly applying the approach in [75,90]: e.g.,p = 4, m = 9, mj = 6, party

j can infer that each of the remaining three parties has exactly only 1 constraint,

and then their constraints can be reconstructed by the inference attack described

in Section 4.1.1 if their transformed share are explicitly revealed [75, 90]. There-

fore, we should adapt our secure sum into the prior PPHPLP algorithm (simply

replacing step (III) in Algorithm 3.1 in [90] with Algorithm1) for keeping every

party’s transformed share private (note that this has not resolved the inference on

every party’s number of constraints yet).

In summary, if stronger security is desired and the slightlydeclined efficiency

is tolerable, it would be better to apply our inference-proof algorithm (Algorithm
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2) for PPHPLP co-held by any number of partiesp. If more efficiency is required

and every party does not care the potential inference on its number of constraints

whenp > 2, we can integrate Algorithm 1 and the prior PPHPLP algorithm[75,

90].

4.1.3 Computational Results

We conduct experiments similar to those in [90] to demonstrate the computation

cost with MATLAB on a 6G-RAM PC. Specifically, we generatem = 400 con-

straints forn = 1000 variables (ℓ = 200 inequality constraints) for linear pro-

gram (4.5):A ∈ R400×1000 is randomly generated where every element inA is

uniformly distributed in the interval[−50, 50]; b ∈ R400×1 is randomly generated

in the interval[300, 500]. The linear program is horizontally partitioned among

3 parties:m1 = 100, m2 = 100, m3 = 200 (half of each party’s constraints are

inequalities).

To formulate linear program (4.8), we generate100, 100 and200 artificial con-

straints for3 parties respectively: given an equality or inequality constraint, we

reduce a positive coefficient or increase a negative coefficient of the constraint

while retaining the same righthand side value (this is not the only way to cre-

ate artificial constraints). Thus, we havem′
1 = 200, m′

2 = 200, m′
3 = 400

andℓ′ = 600. We let every party utilize two slack variables to convert each of

its local inequality constraints to equality, thent = 1200. Every party gener-

atesD′
I1
∈ R200×1200, D′

I2
∈ R200×1200 andD′

I3
∈ R400×1200 where the positive

random numbers in them are uniformly distributed in the interval (0, 1]. We let

k = 1000 > m′ = 800 and generate three random matricesB.I1 ∈ R1000×200,
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B.I2 ∈ R1000×200 andB.I3 ∈ R1000×400 with elements uniformly distributed in the

interval[0, 1]. Thus, we haveA′ ∈ R800×1000, D′ ∈ R800×1200, B ∈ R1000×800 and

b′ ∈ R800×1.

We solve linear programs (4.5) and (4.8), and compare the optimal solutions of

them – which are identical. The computation time was 16.583sfor the inference-

proof linear program (4.8) which is comparable to 8.34s for linear program (4.5).

4.2 Arbitrarily Partitioned LP Problem

Recall that Chapter 1 has given a story in the packaged goods industry – using

a web-based collaborative logistics service (Nistevo.com), the freight costs can

be cut by15%, for an annual savings of$2 million [123]). This required send-

ing all information to a central site. Such complete sharingof data may often be

impossible for many corporations, and thus result in great loss of possible effi-

ciencies. Since transportation problem can be modeled withLP, aCollaborative

LP solution that tightly limits the information disclosure would make this possi-

ble without the release of proprietary information. Specifically, such optimiza-

tion problem can facilitate cooperative parties to jointlymaximize global profits

(or minimize costs) while satisfying several global and/orlocal linear constraints.

Since each party’s share of the global constraints and the local constraints gener-

ally refer to its private limitations or capacities and the optimal solution represents

its decision, limited disclosure should prevent revealingthose commercial secrets

in this distributed computing scenario.

While completely arbitrary partitioning of constraints and variables is pos-

sible, in many realistic collaborative LP problems, each company holds its own
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variables: the values for which together constitute the global optimum decision.

Variables are generally not shared between companies because collaborators may

have their own operations w.r.t. a maximized profit or minimized cost. Consider

the LP model for the collaborative production example in Table 1.1:

max 40x1 + 50x2

s.t.





x1 ≥ 0
x2 ≥ 0

:
4x1+ 3x2 ≤ 60 + 60
x1 ≤ 10

2x2 ≤ 30

(4.9)

As shown above, the constraints arearbitrarily partitioned. Arbitrary parti-

tion implies that some constraints are globally formulatedamong multiple parties

(“vertically partitioned” global constraints – each partyknows only a share of

these constraints) whereas some constraints are locally held and known by only

one party (“horizontally partitioned” local constraints –each party completely

owns all these constraints). After solving this problem, Factory 1 should only

know the number of bowls to be produced while Factory 2 shouldonly know the

number of mugs to be produced in the collaboration. However,they should not

learn anything about the private constraints and the share of the optimal solution

as well as the objective function from each other. A generalized form of such

story (K factories share raw materials for manufacturing more products) is given:

Example 4.1 (Collaborative Production) K factoriesP1 . . . PK share some raw

materials for production (maximizing profits): the number of companyPi’s (i ∈

[1, K]) product j to be manufactured are denoted asxij , thusPi holds xi =

{∀j, xij}.
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In this general form,P1 . . . PK should have some local constraints (e.g., each

company’s non-shared local raw materials or labor) and someglobal constraints

(e.g., shared raw materials or labor for global usage). After solving the problem,

each company should only know its production assignment foreach of its products

(the values ofxi in the global optimal solution).

Similarly, we can also model the collaborative transportation problem with

this category of collaborative LP problem:

Example 4.2 (Collaborative Transportation) K CompaniesP1 . . . PK share some

of their delivery trucks for transportation (seeking minimum cost): the amount of

transportation from locationj to locationk for companyPi(i ∈ [1, K]) are de-

noted asxi = {∀j, ∀k, xijk}, thusPi holds its own set of variablesxi.

In the collaborative transportation,P1 . . . PK should have some local con-

straints (e.g., its maximum delivery amount from locationj to k, or the capac-

ities of its non-shared trucks) and some global constraints(e.g., the capacity of its

shared trucks for global usage). After solving the problem,each company should

know its delivery amount from each location to another location (the values ofxi

in the global optimal solution).

To summarize, we formally define the problem as below:

Definition 4.1 (K-Party LP Problem (K-LP)) An LP problem is solved byK

distributed parties where each partyPi privately holdsni variablesxi, itsmi local

constraintsBixi ⊲⊳i bi, a share of the objective vectorci, and the matrix/vector
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shareAi/b
i
0 in m0 global constraints

∑K

i=1 Aixi ⊲⊳0 b0 as shown in Equation

4.102,3 (i ∈ [1, K] and
∑K

i=1 bi
0 = b0).

max cT
1 x1 + cT

2 x2 + · · ·+ cT
KxK

s.t.






x1 ∈ R
n1

x2 ∈ R
n2

...
xK ∈ R

nK

:




A1 . . . AK

B1

. . .
BK







x1

x2
...

xK




⊲⊳0

⊲⊳1
...

⊲⊳K




b0

b1
...

bK




(4.10)

Besides collaborative production and transportation, K-LP problems occur

very frequently in reality, e.g., selling the goods in bundles for distributed parties

to maximize the global profits, and determining profit-maximized travel packages

for hotels, airlines and car rental companies.

In this section, first, we introduce a secure and efficient protocol for K-LP

problem by revising Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition [28,122]which was originally

proposed for efficiently solving large-scale LP problems with block-angular con-

straint matrix. Specifically, we transform the K-LP problemto a private infor-

mation protected format and design the secure K-party column generation (SCG)

protocol to solve the transformed LP problem securely and efficiently. Second, we

also give privacy analysis by showing that the probability of inferring any private

information from each other is nearly impossible. Finally,we present communi-

cation and computation cost analysis for our protocol.

2⊲⊳ denotes≤, = or≥
3Matrices:i ∈ [1, K], Ai ∈ R

m0×ni , Bi ∈ R
mi×ni , ci ∈ R

ni , b0 ∈ R
m0 andbi ∈ R

mi
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4.2.1 Revised Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition

As shown in Equation 3.1, K-LP problem has a typical Block-angular structure,

though the number of global constraints can be significantlylarger than each

party’s local constraints. Hence, we can solve the K-LP problem using Dantzig-

Wolfe decomposition. In this section, we transform our K-LPproblem to an data-

hidden format that preserves each party’s private information. Moreover, we also

show that the optimal solution for each party’s variables can be derived after solv-

ing the transformed problem.

K-LP Transformation

Du [32, 33] and Vaidya [124] proposed a transformation approach for solving

two-party collaborative LP problems: transforming anm×n constraint matrixM

(and the objective vectorcT ) to anotherm×n matrixM ′ = MQ (andc′T = cT Q)

by post-multiplying ann × n matrix Q, solving the transformed problem and

reconstructing the original optimal solution. Bednarz et al. [11] showed that to

ensure correctness, the transformation matrixQ must be monomial. Following

them, we let each partyPi (i ∈ [1, K]) transform its local constraint matrixBi, its

share in the global constraint matrixAi and the global objective vectorci using its

privately held monomial matrixQi.

We let each partyPi(i ∈ [1, K]) transformAi andBi by Qi individually for

the following reason. Essentially, we extend a revised version of Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition to solve K-LP and ensure that the protocol is secure. Thus, an

arbitrary party should be chosen as the master problem solver whereas all par-

ties (including the master problem solving party) should solve the pricing prob-
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lems. For transformed K-LP problem (Equation 4.11), we can let∀i ∈ [1, K], Pi

send its transformed matrices/vectorAiQi, BiQi, cT
i Qi to another partyPj (j ∈

[1, K], j 6= i) and letPj solvePi’s transformed pricing problems. In this case,

we can show that no private information can be learnt while solving the prob-

lems (the attack specified in [11] can be eliminated in our secure K-LP problem).

Otherwise, if each party solves its pricing problem, since each party knows its

transformation matrix, additional information might be learnt from master prob-

lem solver to pricing problem solvers in every iteration (this is further discussed

in Section 4.2.2).

max

K∑

i=1

cT
i Qiyi

s.t.






y1 ∈ R
n1

y2 ∈ R
n2

...
yK ∈ R

nK




A1Q1 . . . AKQK

B1Q1

. . .
BKQK







y1

y2
...

yK




⊲⊳0

⊲⊳1
...

⊲⊳K




b0

b1
...

bK




(4.11)

The K-LP problem can be transformed to another block-angular structured LP

problem as shown in Equation 4.11. We can derive the originalsolution from the

solution of the transformed K-LP problem using the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1 Given the optimal solution of the transformed K-LP problemy∗ =

(y∗
1, y

∗
2, . . . , y

∗
K), the solutionx∗ = (Q1y

∗
1, Q2y

∗
2, . . . , QKy∗

K) should be the opti-

mal solution of the original K-LP problem.

Proof. Supposex∗ = (Q1y
∗
1, Q2y

∗
2, . . . , QKy∗

K) is not the optimal solution

of the original vertical LP problem. In this case, we have another vectorx′ =
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(x′
1, x

′
2, . . . , x

′
K) such thatcT x′ > cT x∗ =⇒ cT

1 x′
1 + · · ·+ cT

Kx′
K > cT

1 x∗
1 + · · ·+

cT
Kx∗

K whereMx′ ⊲⊳ b andx′ ≥ 0. Lety′ = (y′
1, . . . , y

′
K) = (Q−1

1 x′
1, . . . , Q

−1
K x′

K),

thus we havecT
1 Q1y

′
1 + · · · + cT

KQKy′
K = cT

1 Q1Q
−1
1 x′

1 + · · · + cT
KQKQ−1

K x′
K =

cT
1 x′

1 + · · ·+ cT
Kx′

K .

Thus,cT
1 x′

1+· · ·+cT
Kx′

K = cT
1 Q1y

′
1+· · ·+cT

KQKy′
K > cT

1 x∗
1+· · ·+cT

Kx∗
K =⇒

cT
1 Q1y

′
1 + · · ·+ cT

KQKy′
K > cT

1 Q1Q
−1
1 x∗

1 + · · ·+ cT
KQKQ−1

K x∗
K =⇒ cT

1 Q1y
′
1 +

· · ·+cT
KQKy′

K > cT
1 Q1y

∗
1+· · ·+cT

KQKy∗
K (sinceQ−1

1 x∗
1 = y∗

1, . . . , Q
−1
K x∗

K = y∗
K)

Hence,y′ is a better solution thany∗ which is a contradiction to thaty∗ is the

optimal solution. Thus, Theorem 4.1 has been proven.

Hiding Righthand Side Valueb

Essentially, with a transformed matrix, nothing about the original constraint ma-

trix can be learnt from the transformed matrix (every appeared value in the trans-

formed matrix is a scalar product of a row in the original matrix and a column

in the transformed matrix, thoughQ is a monomial matrix) [11, 32, 124]. Be-

sides protecting each party’s share of the global constraint matrixAi and its local

constraint matrixBi, solving the LP problems also requires the righthand side

constantsb in the constraints. Sinceb sometimes refers to the amount/quantity of

limited resources (e.g., labors, materials) or some demands (e.g., the quantity of

one product should be no less than 10,xij ≥ 10), they should not be revealed. We

can hideb for each party before transforming the constraint matrix and sending

them to other parties.

Intuitively, in the K-LP problem, each partyi ∈ [1, K], Pi has two distinct

constant vectors in the global and local constraints:bi
0 andbi whereb0 =

∑K

i=1 bi
0.
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We can createartificial variablesandequality constraintsto hide bothbi
0 andbi.

While hiding bi
0 in the global constraints

∑K

i=1 Aixi ⊲⊳0

∑K

i=1 bi
0, each partyPi

creates a new artificial variablesij (sij is always equal to a fixed random number

ηij) and a random coefficientαij of sij for thejth global constraint (j ∈ [1, m0]).

Consequently, we expandAi to a largerm0 × (ni + m0) matrix as shown in

Equation 4.12 (A1
i , . . . , A

m0

i denote the rows of matrixAi).

Aixi =




A1
i

A2
i

...
Am0

i


xi =⇒ A′

ix
′
i =




A1
i αi1 0 . . . 0

A2
i 0 αi2 . . . 0

...
...

...
. . .

...
Am0

i 0 0 . . . αim0







xi

si1
...

sim0




(4.12)

As a result,bi
0 can be hidden as(bi

0)
′ where∀j ∈ [1, m0], (b

i
0)j and (bi

0)
′
j

denote thejth number in(bi
0) and(bi

0)
′ respectively, and∀j ∈ [1, m0], αij andηij

are random numbers generated by partyPi:

bi
0 =




(bi
0)1

(bi
0)2
...

(bi
0)m0


 =⇒ (bi

0)
′ =




(bi
0)1 + αi1ηi1

(bi
0)2 + αi2ηi2

...
(bi

0)m0
+ αim0

ηim0


 (4.13)

To guarantee the equivalence of∀j ∈ [1, m0], sij = ηij, each partyPi cre-

ates additionalm0 (or more) locallinear independentequality constraints with

artificial variablessi = {∀j, sij} and random coefficientsrijk, k ∈ [1, m0]:

s.t.






∑m0

j=1 rij1sij =
∑m0

j=1 rij1ηij∑m0

j=1 rij2sij =
∑m0

j=1 rij2ηij

...
...

...∑m0

j=1 rijm0
sij =

∑m0

j=1 rijm0
ηij

(4.14)
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where the abovem0 ×m0 constraint matrix is randomly generated (note that

the random rows in the constraint matrix can be considered aslinearly independent

[36]). Thus,∀j ∈ [1, m0], sij = ηij always holds since the rank of the constraint

matrix is equal tom0 (with m0 linearly independent rows in the constraint matrix;

if we generate more thanm0 equality constraint using the random coefficients,

the rank of the constraint matrix remainsm0). We thus let partyPi add those

linear independent equality constraints (Equation 4.14) into its local constraints

Bixi ⊲⊳i bi. Therefore, we have:

• thejth global constraint should be converted to
∑K

i=1 Aj
ixi +

∑K

i=1 sij ⊲⊳j
0

∑K

i=1(b
i
0)

′
j where(bi

0)
′
j represents thejth number in the length-m0 vector

(bi
0)

′ and it can be any random number (thus,b′0 =
∑K

i=1(b
i
0)

′ can be se-

curely summed or directly summed byK parties).

• additional local linear independent equality constraintsensure
∑K

i=1 Aixi ⊲⊳0

bi
0 for a feasible K-LP problem since∀i, si = ηi.

Apart frombi
0, we can hidebi using a similar way.Pi can use the same set of ar-

tificial variablessi to hidebi. By generating linear combination (not required to be

linear independent at this time) of the artificial variablessi = {∀j ∈ [1, m0], sij},

the left-hand side of thewth(w ∈ [1, mi]) constraint inBixi ⊲⊳i bi can be up-

dated:Bw
i xi ← Bw

i xi +
∑m0

j=1 hijwsij wherehijw is a random number and the

wth value in bi is updated asbw
i ← bw

i +
∑m0

j=1 hijwηij . If hiding bi as above,

adversaries may guessm0 additional local constraints out of(mi +m0) total local

constraints fromPi’s sub-polyhedron. The probability of guessing out the addi-

tional linear independent constraints and calculating theexact values of the artifi-
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cial variables is m0!mi!
(mi+m0)!

(since we standardize all the operational symbols “⊲⊳i”

into “=” with slack variables while solving the problem, guessing the additional

m linear independent equality constraints is equivalent to randomly choosingm0

from (mi + m0) constraints).

Algorithm 3 : Hiding Righthand Side Valueb

/* Aj
i, (Aj

i )
′, Bj

i and (Bj
i )

′ denote the jth row of Ai,
A′

i, Bi and B′
i respectively */

forall partyPi, i ∈ [1, K] do1

generatesm0 pairs of random numbers∀j ∈ [1, m0], ηij , αij;2

initializesm0 artificial variablessi = {si1, . . . , sim0
} where3

∀j ∈ [1, m0], sij = ηij ;
for thejth global constraint (j ∈ [1, m0]) do4

(Aj
i )

′x′
i ← Aj

ixi + αijsij ;5

(bi
0)

′
j ← (bi

0)j + αijηij ;6

for thewth local constraintBw
i xi ⊲⊳w

i bw
i in Bixi ⊲⊳i bi (w ∈ [1, mi]) do7

generates a linear equation using all the artificial variables8

∀j ∈ [1, m0], sij ∈ si:
∑m0

j=1 hijwsij =
∑m0

j=1 hijwηij where
{∀j ∈ [1, m0], hijw} are random numbers;
Bw

i xi ⊲⊳w
i bw

i ←− Bw
i xi +

∑m0

j=1 hijwsij ⊲⊳w
i bw

i +
∑m0

j=1 hijwηij ;9

generatesm0 (or more) local equality constraints with random10

coefficients:∀k ∈ [1, m0],
∑m0

j=1 rijksij =
∑m0

j=1 rijkηij wherem0 ×m0

random numbers∀rijk guaranteem0 linear independent equality
constraints form0 artificial variablessi [36];
unionBixi ⊲⊳i bi (hidden in Step 10) andm0 linear independent local11

equality constraints∀k ∈ [1, m0],
∑m0

j=1 rijksij =
∑m0

j=1 rijkηij to get
the updated local constraintsB′

ix
′
i ⊲⊳i b′i;

/* for every global constraint, we can create
more than one artificial variable to obtain
more rigorous privacy guarantee */

Furthermore, since hidingb should be implemented prior to the matrix multi-

plication transformation, even though the adversary knowsm0 linearly indepen-

dent equations, it is also impossible to figure out∀j ∈ [1, m0], αijηij in (bi
0)

′ and

∀w ∈ [1, mi],
∑m0

j=1 hijwηij in b′i because: 1) the coefficients of variablessi in all
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constraints have been multiplied with unknown random numbers (thus the vari-

able values computed from those linearly independent equations are no longer

∀j ∈ [1, m0], ηij), 2) si’s random coefficients inA′
i: {∀j ∈ [1, m0], αij} and ran-

dom coefficients inB′
i: {∀w ∈ [1, mi], ∀j ∈ [1, m0], hijw} are only known to who

hidesb (the data owner). Hence,bi andbi
0 can be secure against semi-honest ad-

versaries. Algorithm 3 introduces the detailed steps of hiding b. Note that if any

partyPi pursues higher degree of privacy guarantee,Pi can generate more artifi-

cial variables and more local equality constraints for hiding bothbi
0 andbi (which

is a typical tradeoff between privacy and efficiency).

Revised Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition was originally utilized to solve large-scale block-

angular structured LP problems [28, 122]. Indeed, we can appropriately partition

the constraints of every K-LP problem into block-angular structure (as shown in

Equation 3.1). Specifically, we can consider each partyPi(i ∈ [1, K])’s hori-

zontally partitioned local constraint matrixBi as a block. However, treating the

vertically partitioned constraints that are shared by at least two parties as global

constraints among all parties, each partyPi holds a shareAi in the global con-

straint matrix. Even ifAi may have more rows thanBi, the constraints are still

block-angular partitioned.

Furthermore, the structure of the local constraints blockB′
iQi and the global

constraints shareA′
iQi will not change after locally hidingb and transforming the

blocks. Hence, we can apply Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition tothe transformed

K-LP problem. We thus summarize the complete procedure as Revised Dantzig-
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Wolfe Decomposition:

Definition 4.2 (Revised Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition)A secure and efficient

approach to solving K-LP problems that includes the following stages: locally

hiding b by every party, locally transforming blocks by every party,locally de-

composing the transformed K-LP problem with Dantzig-Wolfedecomposition by

every party, and finally solving the decomposed problem.

According to Equation 3.4, the Dantzig-Wolfe representation of the trans-

formed K-LP problem is:

max
∑

j

c′T1 Q1y
j
1λ1j + · · ·+

∑

j

c′TK QKyj
KλKj

s.t.






∑
∀j A′

1Q1y
j
1λ1j + · · ·+

∑
∀j A′

KQKyj
KλKj ⊲⊳0 b′0∑

∀j δ1jλ1j = 1

. . .
∑

∀j δKjλKj = 1

λ1 ∈ R
|E′

1
|, . . . , λK ∈ R

|E′

K
|, δij ∈ {0, 1}, i ∈ [1, K]

(4.15)

where∀i ∈ [1, K], ci ⊆ c′i, Ai ⊆ A′
i, Bi ⊆ B′

i (c′i, A
′
i, B

′
i are expanded from

ci, Ai, Bi for hiding b, note that the coefficient of all the artificial variables inc′i

is equal to0), and|E ′
1|, . . . , |E

′
K | represent the number of each party’s extreme

points/rays in the transformed problem. In sum, Figure 4.1 depicts the three steps

of Revised Dantzig-Wolfe Decomposition.

Furthermore, after solving the transformed problem, each partyPi should ob-

tain an optimal solutionλi = {∀j, λij}. Figure 4.2 shows the steps of deriv-

ing each party’s optimal solution for the original K-LP problem. Specifically,
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Figure 4.1. Local Transformation in Revised Dantzig Decomposition

in step1, the optimal solutions for each party’s transformed problem can be ob-

tained by computing the convexity combination of all vertices/extreme raysyj
i :

yi =
∑

∀j λijy
j
i . In step2 (x′

i = Qiyi)4, the optimal solution of the original prob-

lem with hiddenb can be derived by left multiplyQi for each party (Theorem 4.1).

In step3, each party can extract its individual optimal solution in the K-LP prob-

lem by excluding the artificial variables (for hidingb) from the optimal solution

of x′
i.

4Apparently, ifyi = 0 and we havex′

i = Qiyi, x′

i should be0 and revealed to other parties.
However,yi includes some transformed variables that is originally thevalue-fixed yet unknown
artificial variables for hidingb. Hence,x′

i cannot be computed due to unknownQi and non-zero
yi (the situation when the optimal solution inyi is 0, is not known to the holder other thanPi), and
this possible privacy leakage can be resolved.
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Figure 4.2. Optimal Solution Reconstruction after Solvingthe Transformed K-LP
Problem

At first glance, we can let an arbitrary party formulate and solve the trans-

formed master problem (Equation 4.15). However, the efficiency and security is

not good enough for large-scale problems since the number ofvertices/extreme

rays are approximately n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
(choosingn′

i basis variables out ofm′
i total

variables) for each party and all the vertices/extreme raysshould be sent to the

master problem solver (assuming that the K-LP problem is standardized with

slack variables before executing Algorithm 3 and the transformation). In Sec-

tion 4.2.2, we introduce our secure K-party Column Generation (SCG) Protocol

that is based on the column generation algorithm associatedwith Dantzig-Wolfe

decomposition [28, 122] – iteratively formulating restricted master problems (the

master problem/Equation 4.15 with some variables inλ equal to0) and pricing

problems (the optimal solutions/columns of the pricing problems are sent to the

master problem for improving the objective value) until global optimum of the

restricted master problem is achieved (the detailed protocol and analysis will be

given later on).

The advantages of this sort of decomposition and column generation are: 1)

the decomposed smaller pricing problems can be formulated and solved indepen-

dently (this improves the efficiency of solving large-scaleLP problems); 2) the
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master problem solver does not need to get into the details onhow the proposals of

the pricing problems are generated (this makes it easier to preserve privacy if the

large problem could be solved without knowing the precise contents of the pricing

problems); 3) if the pricing problems have special structure (e.g., perhaps one is a

transportation problem) then those specialized problem solving techniques can be

used.

4.2.2 Secure Column Generation (SCG) Protocol for K-LP Problem

Solving K-LP by revised Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition and column generation is

fair to all K parties. Hence, we assume that an arbitrary party can be the mas-

ter problem solver. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, it is inefficient to solve the

full master problem since every party holds a huge number of vertices/extreme

rays, derived from their local constraints. In this section, we present an efficient

protocol – the secure column generation (SCG) for revised Dantzig-Wolfe decom-

position in semi-honest model. We also give the analysis of privacy and computa-

tion/communication cost for the protocol.

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, the full master problem in therevised Dantzig-

wolfe decomposition includes
∑K

i=1
n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
variables. However, it is not nec-

essary to involve all the vertices/extreme rays simply because a fairly small num-

ber of constraints in the master problem might result in manynon-basis variables

in the full master problem. Hence, restricted master problem (RMP) of the trans-

formed K-LP problem is introduced to improve efficiency.

We let [ci] = (∀j ∈ [1,
n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
], c′Ti Qiy

j
i ) and[Ai] = (∀j ∈ [1,

n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
],

A′
iQiy

j
i ). For RMP, we denote the coefficients in the master problem restricted to
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R
|cE1|, . . . , R|dEK | (|Ê1|, . . . , |ÊK| represent each party’s number of vertices/extreme

rays in current RMP) aŝci, Âi, ŷi, δ̂ and λ̂. Specifically, some of the variables

in λ for all parties are initialized to non-basis0. τi denotes the number of ver-

tices/extreme rays inPi’s pricing problem proposed to the master solver where

∀i ∈ [1, K], τi ≤
n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
. Hence, we represent the RMP as below:

max ĉ1
T λ̂1 + · · ·+ ĉK

T λ̂K

s.t.






Â1λ̂1 + · · ·+ ÂKλ̂K ⊲⊳0 b′0∑τ1
j=1 δ1jλ1j = 1

. . .
∑τK

j=1 δKjλKj = 1

λ1 ∈ R
|cE1|, . . . , λK ∈ R

|dEK |, δij ∈ {0, 1}

(4.16)

In the general form of column generation algorithm [28, 122]among dis-

tributed parties (without privacy concern), every party iteratively proposes local

optimal solutions to the RMP solver for improving the globaloptimal value while

the RMP solver iteratively combines all the proposed local optimal solutions to-

gether and computes the latest global optimal solution. Specifically, the column

generation algorithm repeats following steps until globaloptimum is achieved: 1)

the master problem solver (can be any party, e.g.,P1) formulates the restricted

master problem (RMP) based on the proposed optimal solutions of the pricing

problems from all partiesP1, . . . , PK (the optimal solution of any pricing prob-

lem is also a proposed column of the master problem and an new vertex or ex-

treme ray of the pricing problem). 2) the master problem solver (w.l.o.g.,P1)

solves the RMP and sends the dual values of the optimal solution to every pricing

problem solverP1, . . . , PK . 3) every pricing problem solver thus formulates and

solves a new pricing problem with its local constraintsBixi ⊲⊳i bi (only the ob-
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jective function varies based on the received dual values) to get the new optimal

solution/column/vertex or extreme ray (which should be possibly proposed to the

master problem solverP1 to improve the objective value of the RMP).

To improve the degree of privacy protection, we can let each party’s pricing

problems be solved by another arbitrary party since other parties cannot apply

inverse transformation to learn additional information. If this is done, more infor-

mation can be hidden5 while iteratively formulating and solving the RMPs and

the pricing problems. Without loss of generality, we assumethat P1 solves the

RMPs,Pi sendsA′
iQi, B′

iQi, c′Ti Qi, (bi
0)

′ andb′i to the next partyP(i mod K)+1 and

P(i mod K)+1 solvesPi’s pricing problems (P1 solvesPK ’s pricing problems).

Solving Restricted Master Problem (RMP) by an Arbitrary Party

Algorithm 4 : Solving the RMP by an Arbitrary Party
Input : K partiesP1, . . . , PK where∀i ∈ [1, K], P(i mod K)+1 holdsPi’s

variablesyi, transformed matricesA′
iQi, B

′
iQi, c

′T
i Qi and

transformed vectorsb′i, (b
i
0)

′

Output : the optimal dual solution of RMP(π∗, µ∗
1, . . . µ

∗
K) or infeasibility

/* Party Pi’s τi pairs of vertices/extreme rays

(∀j ∈ [1, τi], yj
i ∈ ŷi) and variables λij ∈ λ̂i have been

sent to P1 from P(i mod K)+1 (si ≤
n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
and P1

solves the RMP) */

P1 constructs the objective of the RMP:
∑K

i=1

∑τi

j=1 c′Ti Qiy
j
i λij ;1

P1 constructs the constraints of the RMP:
∑K

i=1

∑τi

j=1 A′
iQiy

j
i λij2

⊲⊳j
0

∑K

i=1(b
i
0)

′ and∀i ∈ [1, K],
∑τi

j=1 δijλij = 1 whereb0 =
∑K

i=1(b
i
0)

′ can
be securely summed or directly summed byK parties;
P1 solves the above problem using Simplex or Revised Simplex method;3

The detailed steps of solving RMP in revised Dantzig Wolfe decomposition

5The solutions and the dual optimal values of the true pricingproblems
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are shown in Algorithm 4. We can show that solving RMP is secure in semi-

honest model.

Lemma 4.1 Algorithm 4 Reveals at most:

• the revised DW representation of the K-LP problem;

• the optimal solution of the revised DW representation;

• the total payoffs (optimal value) of each party;

Proof. RMP is a special case of the full master problem where some variables

in λi are fixed to be non-basis (not proposed to the RMP solverP1). Hence, the

worst case is that all the columns of the master problem are required to formulate

the RMP whereP1 can obtain the maximum volume of data from other parties

(though this scarcely happens). We thus discuss the potential privacy leakage in

this case.

We look at the matrices/vectors acquired from all other parties∀i ∈ [1, K], Pi

by P1. Specifically,[ci] = (∀j ∈ [1,
n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
], c′Ti Qiy

j
i ) and [Ai] = (∀j ∈

[1,
n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
], A′

iQiy
j
i ) should be sent fromPi to P1. At this time,[ci] is a vector

with size n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
and[Ai] is am0 ×

n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
matrix. Thejth value in[ci] is

equal toc′Ti Qiy
j
i , and thejth column in matrix[Ai] is equal toA′

iQiy
j
i .

SinceP1 does not knowyj
i andQi, it is impossible to calculate or estimate

the (sizen′
i) vector c′i and sub-matrices/blocksAi and Bi. Specifically, even

if P1 can construct(m0 + 1) ·
n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
non-linear equations based on the el-

ements from[ci] and [Ai], the number of unknown variables in the equations
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(from c′i, A′
i, Qi and∀j ∈ [1,

n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
], yj

i ) should ben′
i + m0n

′
i + n′2

i + n′
i ·

n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
. Due ton′

i >> m0 in linear programs, we haven′
i + m0n

′
i + n′2

i + n′
i ·

n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
>> (m0 +1) ·

n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
. Thus, those unknown variables inc′i, A

′
i, Qi

6 and∀j ∈ [1,
n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
], yj

i cannot be derived from those non-linear equations

(∀j ∈ [1,
n′

i!

m′

i!(n
′

i−m′

i)!
], yj

i constitute the private sub-polyhedronBixi ⊲⊳i bi). As a

result,P1 learns nothing aboutAi, ci, bi
0 (hidden) andBixi ⊲⊳i bi from any party

Pi.

By contrast, while solving the problem,P1 formulates and solves the RMPs.

Pi thus knows the primal and dual solution of the RMP. In addition, hiding b

and transformingci, Ai andBi do not change the total payoff (optimal value) of

each party, the payoffs of all values are revealed toP1 as well. Since we can let

arbitrary party solve any other party’s pricing problems, the payoff owners can

be still unknown to the RMP solver (we can permute the pricingsolvers in any

order).

Therefore, solving the RMPs is secure – the private constraints and the mean-

ings of the concrete variables cannot be inferred with limited information disclo-

sure.

Solving Pricing Problems by Peer-party

While solving the K-LP problem by the column generation algorithm, in every

iteration, each party’s pricing problem might be formulated to test whether any

column of the master problem (extreme point/ray of the corresponding party’s

6As described in [11],Qi should be a monomial matrix, thusQi hasn′

i unknown variables
located inn′2

i unknown positions.
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pricing problem) should be proposed or not. If any party’s pricing problem cannot

propose column to the master solver in the previous iterations, no pricing problem

is required for this party any further. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, we permute the

pricing problem owners and the pricing problem solvers where private information

can be protected via transformation. We now introduce the details of solving

pricing problems and analyze the potential privacy loss.

Assuming that an honest-but-curious partyP(i mod K)+1(i ∈ [1, K]) has re-

ceived partyPi’s variablesyi, transformed matrices/vectorA′
iQi, B

′
iQi, c

′T
i Qi and

the transformed vectorsb′i, (b
i
0)

′ (as shown in Figure 4.1(c)). PartyP(i mod K)+1

thus formulates and solves partyPi’s pricing problem.

More specifically, in every iteration, after solving RMP (byP1), P1 sends the

optimal dual solution(π∗, µ∗
i ) to P(i mod K)+1 if the RMP is feasible. The reduced

costdij of variableλij for partyPi can be derived:

dij = (c′Ti Qi−π∗A′
iQi)y

j
i −

{
(µ∗

i )j if yj
i is an extreme point (vertex)

0 if yj
i is an extreme ray

(4.17)

Therefore,P(i mod K)+1 formulatesPi the pricing problem as below:

max (c′Ti Qi − π∗A′
iQi)yi

s.t.

{
B′

iQiyi ⊲⊳ b′i
yi ∈ R

n′

i

(4.18)

Algorithm 5 presents the detailed steps of solvingPi’s pricing problem by

P(i mod K)+1 which is secure.

Lemma 4.2 Algorithm 5 reveals (toP(i mod K)+1) only:
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Algorithm 5 : Solving Pricing Problem by Peer-party
Input : An honest-but-curious partyP(i mod K)+1 holds partyPi’s

variablesyi, transformed matrices/vectorA′
iQi, B′

iQi, c′Ti Qi and
vectorsb′i, (bi

0)
′

Output : New Optimal Solution or Infeasibility of the Pricing Problem

/* P1 solves the RMPs and sends π∗ and µ∗
i to

P(i mod K)+1 */
P(i mod K)+1 constructs the objective function of the pricing problem ofPi:1

zi = [c′Ti Qi − π∗(A′
iQi)]yi;

P(i mod K)+1 constructs the constraints:B′
iQiyi ⊲⊳i b′i;2

P(i mod K)+1 solves the above pricing problem using Revised Simplex3

algorithm or a specialized algorithm if the problem has specific structure
(e.g., transportation problem) ;
if the problem is infeasiblethen4

the original problem is infeasible and return;5

switch the optimal valuez∗i do6

caseis bounded andz∗i > µi7

/* this optimal extreme point’s corresponding
variable (λ∗

ij) in the master problem is a
candidate to enter the basis of the RMP */

P(i mod K)+1 sends the DW represented new variable and8

coefficients (c′Ti Qiy
j
i λ

∗
ij , A

′
iQiy

j
i λ

∗
ij) to P1;

caseis unbounded9

/* this extreme ray’s corresponding variable
(λ∗

ij) in the master problem is a candidate
to enter the basis of the RMP */

P(i mod K)+1 sends the DW represented new variable and10

coefficients (c′Ti Qiy
j
i λ

∗
ij , A

′
iQiy

j
i λ

∗
ij) to P1;

casez∗i ≤ µi11

no extra variable (λij) from Pi enters the basis of the RMP;12

• the feasibility ofPi’ block sub-polyhedronBixi ⊲⊳i bi;

• dual optimal values (π, µi) of the RMP;

Proof. Since we can let another arbitrary peer-party solve any party’s pricing

problems (fairness property): assuming that∀i ∈ [1, K], P(i mod K)+1 solvesPi’s
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pricing problems. Similarly, we first look at the matrices/vectors acquired from

Pi by P(i mod K)+1: sizen′
i vectorc′Ti Q, m′

i× n′
i matrixB′

iQi andm0× n′
i matrix

A′
iQi. Thejth value inc′Ti Qi is equal toc′Ti Qj

i (Qj
i denotes thejth column ofQi),

and the value of thekth row and thejth column inA′
iQi (or B′

iQi) is equal to the

scalar product of thekth row of A′
i (or B′

i) andQj
i .

SinceP(i mod K)+1 does not knowQi, it is impossible to calculate or estimate

the (sizen′
i) vectorc′i and matricesA′

i (or Ai) andB′
i (or Bi). Specifically, even

if P(i mod K)+1 can construct(m0 + m′
i + 1)n′

i non-linear equations based on the

elements fromc′Ti Qi, A′
iQi andB′

iQi, the number of unknown variables in the

equations (fromc′i, A′
i, Bi andQi) should ben′

i + m0n
′
i + m′

in
′
i + n′

i. Due to

n′
i >> 0 in linear programs, we haven′

i +m0n
′
i +m′

in
′
i +n′

i >> (m0 +m′
i +1)n′

i.

Thus, those unknown variables inc′i, A′
i, Bi andQi cannot be derived from the

non-linear equations.7

Hence,P(i mod K)+1 learns nothing aboutAi, Bi, ci, bi
0 and bi from Pi if

P(i mod K)+1 solvesPi’s pricing problems.

By contrast, before solving the pricing problem,P(i mod K)+1 should acquire

the some dual optimal values of the RMP (onlyπ and µi). P(i mod K)+1 thus

knows the dual optimal solution of the RMP related to the convexity combina-

7Bednarz et al. [11] proposed a possible attack on inferringQ with the known transformed and
original objective vectors (cT Q andcT ) along with the known optimal solutions of the transformed
problem and the original problem (y∗ andx∗ = Qy∗). However, this attack only happens to the
special case of the collaborative LP problem in Vaidya’s work [124] where one party holds the
objective function while the other party holds the constraints. In our protocol,Pi sendsc′Ti Qi

to P(i mod K)+1, but c′Ti is unknown toP(i mod K)+1, hence it is impossible to compute all the
possibilities ofQi by P(i mod K)+1 in terms of Bednarz’s approach. In addition, the original
solution is not revealed as well. It is impossible to verify the exactQi by P(i mod K)+1 following
the approach in [11].
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tion represented global constraints (π) and the constraints
∑

∀j δijλij = 1 (µi).

However,P(i mod K)+1 cannot learn the true pricing problem since everything in

the K-LP has been transformed. Furthermore, if the polyhedron B′
iQiyi ⊲⊳i b′i

is infeasible, we have: polyhedronB′
ixi ⊲⊳i b′i is also infeasible (Theorem 4.2).

Hence, the specific party with the infeasible local constraints should be spotted

(indeed, this should be revealed in any case). However, the private constraints and

the meanings of the concrete variables cannot be inferred with this information

(for more rigorous privacy protection, we can randomly permute the parties).

Hence, solving the Pricing Problems by another arbitrary party is secure.

Theorem 4.2 The polyhedraBixi ⊲⊳i bi andBiQiyi ⊲⊳i bi have the same feasi-

bility wherei ∈ [1, K].

Proof. We prove this equivalence in two facts:

First, suppose that the polyhedronBixi ⊲⊳i bi is feasible and one of its feasible

solutions isxi. Now, we have all the constraints (equalities or inequalities) inBi

that satisfyBixi ⊲⊳i bi. Letxi = Qiyi, henceBiQiyi ⊲⊳i bi are all satisfied and the

polyhedronBiQiyi ⊲⊳i bi is feasible.

On the contrary, suppose that the polyhedronBiQiyi ⊲⊳i bi is feasible and

one of its feasible solutions isyi. Now, we have all the constraints (equalities or

inequalities) inBiQi that satisfyBiQiyi ⊲⊳i bi. Let yi = Q−1
i xi, henceBixi ⊲⊳i bi

are all satisfied and the polyhedronBixi ⊲⊳i bi is feasible.

Thus, Theorem 4.2 has been proven.
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Secure K-party Column Generation (SCG) Protocol

Algorithm 4 and 5 illustrate the detailed steps of one iteration while solving the

transformed DW representation of the K-LP problem using column generation

algorithm [28, 122]. In a K-party distributed computing environment, the RMP

solver will handle the revised DW represented global constraints by asking the

pricing problem solvers for proposals. The master problem solver will choose

a combination of proposals that maximizes global profits while meeting all the

constraints. Algorithm 6 presents the secure K-party column generation (SCG)

protocol for securely solving the K-LP problem with revisedDantzig-Wolfe de-

composition.

Also, for better illustrating the secure K-party column generation protocol

(Algorithm 6), we present a protocol overview in Figure 4.3 where step 1-4 in

the figure represent:

1. P1 initializes/formulates and solves a RMP problem.

2. P1 distributes dual values (π, µi) to P(i mod K)+1.

3. P(i mod K)+1 solvesPi’s pricing problems.

4. P(i mod K)+1 proposesPi’s optimal solution of the latest pricing problem/column

to P1 if necessary.

Practically, the main drawback of this approach is in possible convergence

problems. Normally, this method gets very good answers quickly, but it requires a

lot of time to find the optimal solution. The subproblems may continue to generate
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Algorithm 6 : Secure K-party Column Generation (SCG) Protocol

/* P1 solves the RMPs and P(i mod K)+1 solves Pi’s
pricing problems where i ∈ [1, K]. Thus, each
party’s share in the transformed K-LP problem
has been delivered to the corresponding pricing
problem solver. */

forall partyP(i mod K)+1, i ∈ [1, K] do1

computes all the extreme points/rays and its convexity coefficientλij in2

polyhedronB′
iQiyi ⊲⊳i b′i;

choosesĒi ⊆ Ei and initialize the best known dual value of the master3

problemz̄∗ =∞ (a least upper bound);
computesA′

iQiy
j
i andc′Ti Qiy

j
i and sendsA′

iQiy
j
i λij, c′Ti Qiy

j
i λij and4

(bi
0)

′ to P1;

P1 forms the RMP and solve it (Algorithm 4,z∗ is the objective function5

value if the RMP is feasible) ;
if RMP is feasiblethen6

P1 sendsπ∗ andµ∗
i to P(i mod K)+1 (∀i ∈ [1, K]);7

else8

the K-LP problem is infeasible and return;9

forall partyPi, i ∈ [1, K] do10

solves the pricing problem, tests the optimal improvement and sends a11

new column (extreme point/ray) toP1 if necessary (Algorithm 5, the
optimal valuez∗i is also sent toP1 if near-optimal test is specified) ;

if a new column is proposed toP1 then12

go to Step 5;13

else14

/* the optimal solution of the current RMP is
the optimal solution of the master problem

*/
P1 sends the share of the optimal solution∀i ∈ [1, K], λi to partyPi;15

forall partyPi, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} do16

derive its solutionxi (global optimum) byλi (as shown in Figure17

4.2);

/* apply near-optimal solution test if necessary

*/
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Preliminary Steps: 

Each party Pi (i=1...K) locally hides bi, b0
i
, transforms Ai’, Bi’, ci’ with its 

privately held monomial matrix Qi and sends Ai’, Bi’, ci’, bi’ to the next party 

Pi+1 (PK sends AK’, BK’, cK’, bK’ to P1)

b0’ is securely summed or directly summed by all K parties

Repeat Step 1-4 until global optimum achieved
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3 3 3

Figure 4.3. Secure K-party Column Generation Protocol

proposals only slightly better than the ones before. Thus, we might have to stop

with a near-optimal solution for efficiency reasons if necessary [122]. Specifically,

if the RMP is feasible and the pricing problems are all feasible and bounded,P1

can calculate a new upper bound (dual value) of the master problem ẑ = z∗ +

∑K

i=1(z
∗
i − µi). If ẑ < z̄∗, update the best known dual valuez̄∗ ← ẑ. P1 thus

compute the optimal gapd = z̄∗ − z∗ and the relative optimal gapd′ = d
1+|z∗|

. If

the gap is tolerable, we stop the protocol where the optimal solution of the current

RMP is near-optimal. In case of near-optimal tolerance, allthe optimal values of

the pricing problems∀i ∈ [1, K], z∗i should be sent toP1 along with the proposed

column. However, the protocol is still secure in semi-honest model.

Theorem 4.3 The K-party Column Generation Protocol is secure in Semi-honest
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model.

Proof. As proven in Lemma 4.1 and 4.2, solving RMPs and pricing problems

is secure for all K honest-but-curious parties. Since our K-party Column Gener-

ation Protocol involves repeated steps of solving transformed RMPs and pricing

problems, it is straightforward to show that the protocol issecure against semi-

honest adversaries.

Computation and Communication Cost Analysis

Our secure column generation protocol is mainly based on local transformation

rather than cryptographic tools that dominates the cost in most of the privacy-

preserving collaborative linear programming techniques [32,74,124,125]. Hence,

our approach significantly outperforms the above work on both computation and

communication costs, especially in large-scale K-LP problems.

Computation cost. we discuss the computation cost in two facts: transform-

ing the K-LP problem and solving the transformed problem with column gener-

ation. Note that the size of the constraints matrix (all the constraints) should be

(m0 +
∑K

i=1 mi) ×
∑K

i=1 ni. After locally hidingb, the constraint matrix is en-

larged to(m0+
∑K

i=1 m′
i)×

∑K

i=1 n′
i. On one hand, only one-time(m0+m′

i+1)n′
i

scalar product computation is required for each partyPi to transformA′
i, B

′
i and

c′i since hidingb only incurs nominal computation cost (generating random num-

bers and equations). On the other hand, for large-scale block-angular structured

LP problems, column generation algorithm has been proven tobe more efficient

than directly applying some standard methods to solve the problem(e.g., simplex

or revised simplex method) [97, 122]. In summary, our secureK-party column
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generation (SCG) protocol requires similar computation cost as solving the cen-

tralized K-LP problem with column generation (which is extremely efficient).

Communication cost. Similarly, we analyze the communication cost in two

facts: sending transformed matrices/verctors and solvingthe transformed problem

with column generation. On one hand, after every party transforms its shares of

the K-LP problem,i ∈ [1, K], Pi sendsA′
iQi, B

′
iQi, c

′T Qi, (bi
0)

′ andb′i to another

party, thus the communication complexity isO(K(m0 +m′
i +1)n′

i +m0 +m′
i) ≈

O(K(m0+m′
i)n

′
i) if assuming that every number requiresO(1) bits. In every iter-

ation, one round communication between the RMP solver and every party (pricing

problem solver) is called to deliver the dual values and the proposed columns, thus

the communication complexity isO(Kt(m0 + n′
i)) if assuming the number of it-

erations ast. Indeed, to seek the near-optimal solution (t is generally bounded

with fast convergence), the communication overheads are rather small and can be

ignored in practical situations.

4.2.3 Experiments

In this section, we present the experimental results to evaluate the performance

of the SCG protocol using both synthetic data and real data. Specifically, we

study: (1) the computational performance of the SCG protocol compared with

Secure Transformation (ST) [124], Secure Revised Simplex Method (SRS) [125]

and Secure Simplex Method (SS) [74]; (2) the scalability of the SCG protocol

in terms of computational performance. Note that the communication overheads

of the SCG protocol are extremely tiny in the K-LP problem (wethus skip such

evaluation).
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Experimental Setup

Datasets. Our experiments are conducted on both synthetic datasets and real-

world dataset (MovieLens dataset8). In the experiments on synthetic data, we

generate10 K-LP problems for every test and average the result. All the ran-

dom numbers generated in the shares of the constraint matrix∀i ∈ [1, K], Ai, Bi

are non-negative in the range [0,10] (with density 30%), theobjective vector

c = [c1 c2 . . . cK ] is randomly selected in the range [10, 20] and the righthand

side valuesb0, b1, . . . , bK are randomly generated from the range [100,500]. All

the constraints are inequalities with operational symbol “≤”, which guarantees

the feasibility of the LP problems. In addition, we also formulate a K-LP prob-

lem by extracting data from the MovieLens dataset with the same problem size

as every10 synthetic data based K-LP problems. Since the MovieLens dataset is

a collection of 71567 users’ ratings for 10681 movies (including 10,000,054 rat-

ings in total, represented as the entries in auser ×movie matrix), we can extract

constraint matrices as the subsets of such large-scale matrix. With the same set-

ting on the righthand side values, objective vector and the operational symbol as

the randomly generated LP problems, the LP problems based onthe MovieLens

dataset are also feasible. Note that we run the same groups ofexperiments on both

synthetic and real data.

Protocol Comparison Setting.We compare the computational performance

of our SCG protocol with some prior secure collaborative LP methods. In that

experimental setting, we assume that the K-LP problems are jointly solved by

8http://www.grouplens.org
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two parties, because only two-party collaborative LP problems can be securely

solved by Secure Transformation (ST) [124], Secure RevisedSimplex Method

(SRS) [125] and Secure Simplex Method (SS) [74]. More specifically, we test the

computation costs of our SCG protocol and the above three methods on a group

of two-party LP problems with varying problem size:15 × 20, 30 × 40, 45 ×

60, 60 × 80, 75 × 100 (we choose this groups of medium-scale LP problems be-

cause some methods cannot scale well to large-scale problems), where each party

holds1/2 of the total variables and1/3 of the total constraints (as the local con-

straints), and the remaining1/3 of the total constraints are generated as the global

constraints. While creating the constraints matrix (with the synthetic data or the

real-world data), we generate elements for specific blocks in the constraints ma-

trix: ∀i ∈ [1, K], Ai, Bi. For the blocks in the synthetic matrices, the density

of the matrix is fixed at 30% and each non-zero entry is uniformly chosen from

the range (0,10] (as described as above); for the blocks in the real matrix, we se-

lect some popular movies (the number of distinct movies is equal to the number

of variables in every LP problem, and each party holds1/2 of them), create the

global constraints matrix by selectingm0 users’ ratings on all the selected movies,

and finally selectmi users’ ratings for each partyPi’s movies as the elements in

the block of local constraintsBi. Table 4.1 describes the detail of the collaborative

LP problems for comparing four protocols.

Groups of Experiments for Evaluating the SCG Protocol.While evaluating

the scalability of the SCG and the incentive compatible protocol with regard to the

computational performance, we use the same mechanism as above to formulate

the K-LP problems with the synthetic and real data. Specifically, we build two
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Table 4.1. Experimental Setting for Protocol Comparison (Two Parties)

Synthetic and Real Data Setting

LP Size
Each party’s # of Global Const. Each party’s # of Local

# of Variables (Users with Const. (Users with ratings
(Distinct Movies) Overall Ratings) on Each party’s Movies)

15× 20 10 5 5
30× 40 20 10 10
45× 60 30 15 15
60× 80 40 20 20
75× 100 50 25 25

groups of collaborative LP problems as shown in Table 4.2 and4.3.

Table 4.2. K-LP Problems with Varying # of Parties (Problem Size: 500× 1000)

Synthetic and Real Data Setting

# of Parties
Each party’s # of Global Const. Each party’s # of Local

# of Variables (Users with Const. (Users with ratings
(Distinct Movies) Overall Ratings) on Each party’s Movies)

2 500 100 200
5 100 100 80
10 50 100 40
20 25 100 20
50 10 100 8

To test the scalability of the SCG protocol, we conduct two groups of experi-

ments:

1. fixing the LP problem size as500 × 1000 and letting all parties have the

same number of variables, we test the computation cost of theSCG protocol

on varying number of parties:2, 5, 10, 20, 50 (see the detail of the K-LP

problems in Table 4.2);

2. fixing the number of parties as20 and letting all parties have the same num-
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Table 4.3. K-LP Problems with Varying Size (20 Parties)

Synthetic and Real Data Setting

LP Size
Each party’s # of Global Const. Each party’s # of Local

# of Variables (Users with Const. (Users with ratings
(Distinct Movies) Overall Ratings) on Each party’s Movies)

100× 200 10 20 4
200× 400 20 40 8
300× 600 30 60 12
400× 800 40 80 16
500 × 1000 50 100 20

ber of variables, we test the computation cost of the SCG protocol on vary-

ing LP size:100× 200, 200× 400, 300× 600, 400× 800, 500× 1000 (see

the detail of the K-LP problems in Table 4.3).

Note that the near-optimal tolerance parameter for column generation is given

as10−6.

Platform. The algorithms were implemented in Matlab, and all the experi-

ments were carried on an HP machine with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU 3GHz and 3G

RAM.

Secure K-party Column Generation (SCG) Protocol

Figure 4.4 shows the computational performance of four privacy-preserving lin-

ear programming protocols: Secure Column Generation (SCG), Secure Transfor-

mation (ST), Secure Simplex Method (SS) and Secure Revised Simplex Method

(SRS). For different size of the LP problems, the SCG protocol requires signifi-

cantly less runtime to solve the two-party collaborative LPproblems formulated

by both synthetic data (Figure 4.4(a)) and real data (Figure4.4(b)).
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Figure 4.4. Computational Performance Comparison of Secure Collaborative LP
Protocols (Logarithmic Scale)

Figure 4.5(a) illustrates the scalability of the SCG protocol on varying num-

ber of parties (fixed LP problem) and varying LP problem size (fixed number of

parties). The computation cost of the SCG protocol scales well to (synthetic and

real) large size LP problems – the runtime increases approximately in linear trend

in both groups of experiments (Figure 4.5(a) and 4.5(b)).
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CHAPTER 5

MALICIOUS COLLABORATIVE LINEAR PROGRAMMING (LP)

Chapter 4 introduced the secure K-party column generation (SCG) protocol which

protects each party’s private information against honest-but-curious parties. How-

ever, in reality, parties involved in the collaborative LP problem cannot be guaran-

teed to follow the protocol. For instance, a selfish party mayattempt to modify the

protocol (e.g., sending fake messages to other parties) forincreasing its payoff and

sacrificing other parties’ payoffs. In this Chapter, we introduce an incentive com-

patible protocol to securely solve the K-LP problems against malicious parties,

and also demonstrate the efficiency (computational performance) and scalability

of the protocol with experimental results.

5.1 Malicious Behavior in the SCG Protocol

While executing the secure K-party column generation (SCG)protocol, the re-

stricted master problem (RMP) solver and the pricing problems solvers might be

the potential cheater – feigning the messages in the protocol as shown in Figure

4.3. We now discuss some major potential malicious behaviorby examining the

messages exchanged among the RMP solver and the Pricing Problem Solvers.

1) Dishonest RMP Solver. If the restricted master problem (RMP) solver

(w.l.o.g.,P1) cheats in the SCG protocol, two categories of fake messagescan be
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generated.

First, after the global optimum is achieved, the RMP solver (P1) may distribute

a fake share of the optimal solution (e.g.,Pi’s optimal solutionλi = {∀j, λij}) to

the corresponding owner (e.g.,Pi) wherePi’s optimal value (payoff) is less than

the true payoff. Thus, the RMP solver can create an increasedpayoff in the global

optimal solution for itself. This is an explicit way of cheating to gain extra payoff

for the RMP solver.

Second, while solving any RMP, the RMP solver (P1) may distribute a fake

dual values(π, µi) which is a share of the dual optimal solution of current RMP

to P(i mod K)+1 (note thatπ andµi in the dual optimal solution correspond to the

global constraints andPi’s pricing problems respectively). The fake dual values

might result in – no further column is required to propose from Pi’s pricing prob-

lems. This is an implicit way of reducing the payoff of other parties – even though

the fake dual values may deviate the objective function of the pricing problems,

any generated fake dual values cannot guarantee other parties’ payoff decrease or

increase (simply because the detailed pricing problems areunknown to the RMP

solver).

2) Dishonest Pricing Problem Solver. If the pricing problem solver (e.g.,

P(i mod K)+1 solvesPi’s pricing problems) cheats in the SCG protocol, no matter

what P(i mod K)+1 does can be summarized to one category of potential cheat-

ing, which is sending a fake optimal solution of the pricing problem (which is a

proposed column) to the RMP solver (note that all the pricingproblem solvers’

potential malicious behavior such as modifying the pricingproblem or directly

modifying the local optimal solution would lead to the same possible outcome –
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the proposed optimal solutions are deviated).

3) Collusion. Moreover, the K-party SCG protocol may also suffer a substan-

tial risk of a typical dishonest behavior – collusion as shown below.

• First, ℓ parties (either RMP solver or pricing problem solvers andℓ < K)

can collude to infer additional information. For example, parties may col-

lude with each other to learn its online optimal solutions inevery iteration of

the SCG protocol. Specifically, ifP2 solvesP1’s pricing problems,P2 may

send the pricing problems (including the dual values) back to P1 in every

iteration of the SCG protocol. With known transformation matrix Q1, the

proposed columns are then revealed toP1. This violates the protocol since

additional information in the SCG protocol has been revealed.

• Second,ℓ (less thanK) parties may realign a dishonest coalition to corrupt

the SCG protocol by sending fake solutions/columns to otherparties. The

probability of detecting cheating from the coalition mightbe reduced since

all the cheating implemented by the parties in the dishonestcoalition are

known to them: all the parties in the dishonest coalition cansend the iden-

tical fake messages to the recipients, thus it is even difficult to detect such

cheating by the parties outside the dishonest coalition.

Our following incentive compatible protocol eliminates the above malicious

behavior and enforce honesty while securely solving the K-LP problem.
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5.2 Nash Equilibrium in the SCG Protocol

The essence of establishing an incentive compatible protocol is to force all rational

participants to follow the protocol based on a Nash Equilibrium – “all participants

play honestly”. In the Nash Equilibrium, no participant cangain more payoff by

changing its strategy from “honest play” to “cheat”.

5.2.1 Dominant Strategy for Nash Equilibrium

Assuming that any partyPi (i ∈ [1, K]) might be the malicious party, we de-

note the true payoff ofPi in the SCG protocol asTi. Indeed, if any dishonest

play/cheating is caught in a protocol, we can consider its payoff as “c(Ti)” (or

0) due to lost cooperation, reputation and so on (clearly,c(Ti) < Ti); otherwise,

its payoff of the uncaught cheating may achieve a bounded value “u(Ti)” (this is

bounded – since even if all parties’ payoffs have been gainedby such party, the

optimal value is still bounded by practical constraints). Moreover, we denote the

probability that any cheating in the protocol is caught asǫ. Thus, if we show that

for all partiesPi (i ∈ [1, K]), strategy “honest play”strictly dominates“cheat”

in the protocol (see Equation 5.1), “all participants play honestly” should be the

only pure-strategy Nash Equilibrium (in this paper, we onlyconsiderpure strategy

which means choosing exactly one strategy from “honest play” and “cheat”; on

the contrary, mixed strategy means a probabilistic strategy that combines “honest

play” and “cheat” with a corresponding probability [40]).

Ti > ǫ ∗ c(Ti) + (1− ǫ) ∗ u(Ti) (5.1)
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Thus, if the probability of cheating detectionǫ satisfies the following inequal-

ity, all rational participants will play honestly at the Nash Equilibrium.

∀i ∈ [1, K], ǫ >
u(Ti)− Ti

u(Ti)− c(Ti)
(5.2)

We denote the ratiou(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
(less than 1) as “payoff ratio” of partyPi which

will be used to build cheating detection mechanism in the incentive compatible

protocol.

5.2.2 Approach to Establish Nash Equilibrium

As discussed above, we have to ensure that the inequalities∀i ∈ [1, k], Ti >

ǫ ∗ c(Ti) + (1 − ǫ) ∗ u(Ti) hold to establish the honesty enforced Nash Equilib-

rium. Since∀u(Ti) are bounded, the primary breakthrough point is to enhance

the probability of cheating detection in the protocol. A naive approach to detect

cheating (or increase the probability of cheating detection ǫ) is solving the K-LP

problems by running the SCG protocol multiple times with distinct RMP solvers

and pricing problem solvers for all parties in every time (see Example 5.1).

Example 5.1 Four partiesP1, P2, P3, P4 jointly solve a K-LP problem. If we run

the SCG protocol twice: in the first run,P1 solves the RMP whileP3 solvesP2’s

pricing problems; in the second run,P3 solves the RMP whileP1 solvesP2’s

pricing problems. IfP2’s optimal solution is deviated due to a malicious behavior

(by eitherP1 or P3), P2 can compare its share in two global optimal solutions and

catch the cheating since partiesP1 and P3 do not know the potential malicious

behavior (onP2’s share of the K-LP problem) of each other.
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Dishonest Coalition.In the above example, the cheating can be discovered if

P1 andP3 do not collude (the probability of cheating detectionǫ = 1). Since solv-

ing the K-LP problem can be regarded as amulti-player game, some parties may

collude with each other to play dishonestly as a coalition. Thus, the above cheat-

ing (by P1 or P3) cannot be caught ifP1 andP3 form a dishonest coalition (the

fake information forP2 can be identical since they are generated by the parties in

this dishonest coalition). However, we can increase the number of multiple SCG

protocol run with distinct RMP and pricing problem solvers to improve the prob-

ability of cheating detectionǫ (since distinct RMP and pricing problem solvers

other than the colluding partiesP1 andP3 might be chosen, which assistP2 to

detect the optimal solution deviation resulting from the dishonest coalition ofP1

andP3).

In the remaining part of this chapter, we will present our approach to prevent

the malicious behavior by establishing the Nash Equilibrium of “honest play” for

all participants, assuming that the largest dishonest coalition includes no more

thanℓ malicious parties (ℓ < K).

5.3 Incentive Compatible Protocol

Two categories of collusion have been discussed in Section 5.1: colluding to infer

additional private information, and cheating as a dishonest coalition. We first

present a multiparty based transformation to resolve the first collusion issue, and

then propose the incentive compatible protocol against malicious participants if

the largest dishonest coalition include at mostℓ colluding parties.
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5.3.1 Multiparty Transformation

Before running the SCG protocol, each partyPi(i ∈ [1, K]) locally transforms

their shares in the K-LP problem by hidding the right-hand side value of the con-

straints (bi andbi
0) and post-multiplying a privately held monomial matrixQi to

matricesA′
i, B′

i and vectorc′Ti . Thus, if another party (e.g.,P(i mod K)+1) solves

Pi’s pricing problems, any element inA′
i, B′

i and c′Ti cannot be inferred with

known A′
iQi, B′

iQi and c′Ti Qi. Formally speaking, a monomial matrixQi is a

generalized permutation matrix where there is exactly one non-zero element in

each row and each column. The non-zero entry can be randomly generated in our

revised DW transformation. For example, ifPi transformsA′
i with Qi as below:

A′
i =




a11 a12 . . . a1n′

i

a21 a22 . . . a2n′

i

...
...

. . .
...

am01 am02 . . . am0n′

i


 ∈ R

m0×n′

i (5.3)

Qi =




0 0 . . . 0 rn′

i

r1 0 . . . 0 0
0 r2 . . . 0 0
0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 . . . rn′

i−1 0



∈ R

n′

i×n′

i (5.4)

A′
iQi =




a12r1 a13r2 . . . a11rn′

i

a22r1 a23r2 . . . a21rn′

i

...
...

. . .
...

am02r1 am03r2 . . . am01rn′

i


 (5.5)

Thus, post-multiplyingQi can be considered as two steps – 1) permute the

columns of matrixA′
i (or B′

i andc′T ) according to the positions of the non-zero

elements inQi: the same as permutation matrix where there is exactly one non-

zero element “1” in each row and each column, and 2) multiply arandom number
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to every column of the column-permutedA′
i, B′

i andc′T : for the same column in

A′
i, B

′
i andc′T , e.g., the first column inA′

i, B
′
i andc′T , the multiplied random num-

bers are identical; for different columns inA′
i, B′

i or c′T , the multiplied random

numbers are distinct.

As discussed earlier, ifP(i mod K)+1 solvesPi’s pricing problems,P(i mod K)+1

cannot learn any element inA′
i, B′

i and c′Ti (Bednarz’s attack [11] can be also

avoided), andPi cannot learn any information with regard to its pricing problems

(P(i mod K)+1 cannot learn it either since the pricing problems have been trans-

formed byQi). However, ifP(i mod K)+1 colludes withPi, P(i mod K)+1 can de-

liver everything regardingPi’s transformed pricing problems toPi. Thus,Pi can

learn everything in its original pricing problems (e.g., the proposed optimal solu-

tions/columns and the dual values) sincePi knowsQi. Even though this additional

private information does not directly hurt other parties inthe protocol, retaining

them unknown to every participant is better while securely solving K-LP prob-

lems. Moreover, ifPi cannot learn the proposed column of every pricing problem,

it could mitigate the incentive of sending the fake payoff-increased columns to the

RMP solver.

To resolve this collusion, we can extend the matrix post-multiplication based

transformation in Chapter 4 to multiparty transformation by integrating both pre-

multiplication and post-multiplication: for every share (block) of the constraints

matrix in K-LP problem, e.g.,A′
i, B

′
i, let all the partiespost-multiply a mono-

mial matrix, and also pre-multiply a monomial matrix toA′
i or B′

i. Similar to

post-multiplying a monomial matrix (see Equation 5.4 and 5.5), pre-multiplying

a monomial matrix toA′
i (or B′

i) can be also considered as two steps [38]: 1) per-
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mutate the rows inA′
i (or B′

i) according to the positions of the non-zero elements

in the monomial matrix, and 2) multiply a random number to every row of the

row-permutedA′
i (or B′

i). For example:

A′
i =




a11 a12 . . . a1n′

i

a21 a22 . . . a2n′

i

...
...

. . .
...

am01 am02 . . . am0n′

i


 ∈ R

m0×n′

i (5.6)

Q′
i =




0 0 . . . 0 r′m0

r′1 0 . . . 0 0
0 r′2 . . . 0 0
0 0 . . . 0 0
0 0 . . . r′m0−1 0



∈ R

m0×m0 (5.7)

Q′
iA

′
i =




am01r
′
m0

am02r
′
m0

. . . am0n′

i
r′m0

a11r
′
1 a12r

′
1 . . . a1n′

i
r′1

...
...

. . .
...

a(m0−1)1r
′
m0−1 a(m0−1)2r

′
m0−1 . . . a(m0−1)n′

i
r′m0−1


 (5.8)

Therefore, if we involve all parties in transforming partyPi(i ∈ [1, K])’s

share,A′
i, B

′
i, c

′T
i , (bi

0)
′ andb′i can be transformed by all parties∀j ∈ [1, K], Pj: 9

∀i ∈ [1, K], A′
i =⇒

K∏

j=1

QjA
′
i

K∏

j=1

Qij , (bi
0)

′ =⇒

K∏

j=1

Qj(b
i
0)

′

∀i ∈ [1, K], B′
i =⇒

K∏

j=1

Q′
ijB

′
i

K∏

j=1

Qij , b′i =⇒
K∏

j=1

Q′
ijb

′
i

∀i ∈ [1, K], c′Ti =⇒ c′Ti

K∏

j=1

Qij

(5.9)

9Each partyPj(j ∈ [1, K]) generates three privately held monomial matricesQij ∈ R
n′

i
×n′

i ,
Qj ∈ R

m0×m0 andQ′

ij ∈ R
m′

i
×m′

i for transformingPi’s share in the K-LP problem
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Note that(bi
0)

′ andb′i should be implemented with the same pre-multiplication

asA′
i andB′

i respectively since the righthand side values of the constraints should

be consistent with the corresponding rows in the constraints matrix in permuta-

tion. Moreover, first, since every partyPi’s A′
i in the global constraints has the

same number of rows and the applied permutation (to∀i ∈ [1, K], Ai) should be

consistent (otherwise, the global constraints cannot be formulated anymore), we

should let each partyPj(j ∈ [1, K]) generate a privately held monomial matrix

Q′
j ∈ R

m0×m0 for all i ∈ [1, K], A′
i; second, every partyPi’s B′

i in its local con-

straints has different number of rowsm′
i, we should let each partyPj(j ∈ [1, K])

generate a different monomial matrixQij for transformingPi’s B′
i.

Why pre-multiply different matrices for A′
i and B′

i. Since matricesA′
i ∈

R
m0×n′

i, B′
i ∈ R

m′

i×n′

i have different number of rows, the pre-multiplied monomial

matrices should have different size. From the perspective of permutation, we

should apply the same column permutation toA′
i andB′

i. However,A′
i is a share in

the global constraints whereasB′
i is the constraints matrix ofPi’s local constraints,

thus the row permutation should be separated.

Why we need pre-multiplication and post-multiplication involving all par-

ties while transforming A′
i and B′

i to tackle Collusion. If only multiparty post-

multiplication is applied (as shown in the semi-honest model), the collusion of

learning additional private information cannot be resolved. Specifically, assume

that P(i mod K)+1 solvesPi’s pricing problems and they collude to learn addi-

tional information regardingPi’s true pricing problems, thusP(i mod K)+1 obtains

{A′
i

∏K

j=1 Qij , B′
i

∏K

j=1 Qij , c′Ti
∏K

j=1 Qij} (if only multiparty post-multiplication

is applied). Then,P(i mod K)+1 sends back the transformed matrices/vector toPi.
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Since the matrix multiplication can be considered as columnpermutations to the

matrices (and the transpose of the vector) plus an unknown coefficient to every

column,Pi can still learn the multiparty column permutation by comparing the

columns in{A′
i

∏K

j=1 Qij , B′
i

∏K

j=1 Qij and{A′
i, B

′
i} (the corresponding column

in the transformed matrix is equal to the original column times a positive number,

which can be simply discovered in the transformed matrices;note thatPi can-

not compare the columns inc′Ti andc′Ti
∏K

j=1 Qij since every column is a single

number rather than a vector in them, the relation between theoriginal number

and the corresponding number inc′Ti
∏K

j=1 Qij cannot be inferred). Thus, besides

multiparty post-multiplication, we have to let all partiespermute the rows in the

transformed constraints and multiply a random number to every row as well (do-

ing this via pre-multiplication).

In summary, after each partyPi(i ∈ [1, K]) locally hides(bi
0)

′ andb′i, all party

can jointly transform the K-LP problem into:

max
K

X

i=1

(c′Ti

K
Y

j=1

Qij)yi

s.t.

8

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

:

y1 ∈ R
n′

1

y2 ∈ R
n′

2

...
yK ∈ R

n′

K

0

B

B

B

B

@

(
QK

j=1 Qj)A
′

1(
QK

j=1 Q1j) . . . (
QK

j=1 Qj)A
′

K(
QK

j=1 QKj)

(
QK

j=1
Q′

1j)B
′

1
(
QK

j=1
Q1j)

. . .

(
QK

j=1 Q′

Kj)B
′

K(
QK

j=1 QKj)

1

C

C

C

C

A

×

0

B

B

B

@

y1

y2

...
yK

1

C

C

C

A

⊲⊳0

⊲⊳1

...
⊲⊳K

0

B

B

B

B

@

(
QK

j=1
Qj)b′0

(
QK

j=1
Q′

1j)b
′

1

...
(
QK

j=1
Q′

Kj
)b′

K

1

C

C

C

C

A

(5.10)

The detailed steps of multiparty transformation are presented in Algorithm 7.

Theorem 5.1 Multiparty transformation does not reveal additional private infor-

mation against arbitrary number of colluding parties.
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Algorithm 7 : Multiparty Transformation

forall partyPi, i ∈ [1, K] do1

generates a privately held monomial matrixQi ∈ R
m0×m0 (for2

pre-multiplication of∀i ∈ [1, K], A′
i and(bi

0)
′) where non-zero

elements are random numbers;
forall partyPi, i ∈ [1, K] do3

generates two privately held monomial matricesQii ∈ R
n′

i×n′

i (for4

post-multiplication ofA′
i, B′

i andc′Ti ) andQ′
ii ∈ R

m′

i×m′

i (for
pre-multiplication ofB′

i andb′i) where non-zero elements are random
numbers;
transformsA← QiA

′
iQii, B ← Q′

iiB
′
iQii, c

T ← c′Ti Qii, bA ←5

Qi(b
i
0)

′, bB ← Q′
ii(b

i
0)

′;
sendsA, B, cT , bA andbB to the next partyPj , j ∈ [1, K], j 6= i;6

forall partyPj , j ∈ [1, K], j 6= i do7

generates two privately held monomial matricesQij ∈ R
n′

i×n′

i (for8

post-multiplication ofA′
i, B′

i andc′Ti ) andQ′
ij ∈ R

m′

i×m′

i (for
pre-multiplication ofB′

i andb′i) where non-zero elements are
random numbers;
transformsA← QjAQij , B ← Q′

ijBQij, c
T ← cT Qij , bA ←9

QjbA, bB ← Q′
ijbB;

sendsA, B, cT , bA andbB to the next party;10

output the transformed shares of the K-LP problem;11

Proof. We first look at the correctness of the multiparty transformation. Since

the product of any two permutation matrices remains a permutation matrix [38],

the product of any two monomial matrices should be a monomialmatrix as well.

Thus,∀i ∈ [1, K],
∏K

j=1 Qij and
∏K

j=1 Q′
ij are also monomial matrices, and trans-

formingA′
i, B

′
i andc′Ti by multiplying

∏K

j=1 Qij is correct while solving the K-LP

problem (after obtainingPi’s share in the optimal solution of the transformed

problemy∗
i , the original share in the global optimal solutionx∗

i can be derived as
∏K

j=1 Qijy
∗
i by all parties). Moreover, pre-multiplying

∏K

j=1 Qj to∀i ∈ [1, K], A′
i

andb′0 (the global constraints) and pre-multiplying
∏K

j=1 Q′
ij to ∀i ∈ [1, K], B′

i

andb′i do not change feasible region and the optimal solution [90] –this can be
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considered as swapping the order of the constraints and multiplying the same ran-

dom number to both sides of the constraints. Thus, applying pre-multiplication

and post-multiplication from party to party generates correct transformation. Fi-

nally, each partyPi(i ∈ [1, K])’s share in the original optimal solution can be

derived by pre-multiplying
∏K

j=1 Qij to its share in the optimal solution of the

multiparty transformed problem (inverse row permutation/pre-multiplication to

the optimal solution is not necessary [90]).

Clearly, in case thatℓ parties collude whereℓ < K, since for every party for

Pi(i ∈ [1, K])’s share of the K-LP problem, three monomial matrices
∏K

j=1 Qj ,
∏K

j=1 Qij ,
∏K

j=1 Q′
ij are unknown to all parties, it is impossible to compute the

optimal solution/proposed columns of any ofPi’s pricing problems without in-

volving all parties (even if the colluding parties knowA′
i, B′

i andc′Ti ). From the

perspective of permutation and multiplication, for any party Pi(i ∈ [1, K])’s input

matrices/vector{A′
i, B′

i andc′i}, every partyPj (including itself) applies a new

column permutation to each of them and multiplies a new random number to ev-

ery column (both steps execute as post-multiplyingQij), and then apply similar

transformation to rows by pre-multiplyingQj or Q′
ij . The overall row and column

permutation and multiplied random numbers in the monomial matrices (which are

only jointly generated) are unknown to all parties, and without the participation of

any party, the true column and row permutation indices and the multiplied random

numbers cannot be reconstructed.

Thus, for arbitrary number (ℓ) of colluding parties(ℓ < K), no additional

information can be revealed in the protocol with multipartytransformation, and

this completes the proof.
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5.3.2 Achieving Incentive Compatibility

A naive approach to establish Nash Equilibrium has been introduced in Section

5.2.2 – run the SCG protocol for multiple times with distinctRMP solver and pric-

ing problem solvers. We now discuss how it works in two cases:1) no colluding

parties, and 2)ℓ (less thanK) colluding parties.

1) No Colluding Malicious Parties. Assuming that the SCG protocol runs

N times, we then describe the detection of all the malicious behavior (except

collusion) listed in Section 5.1 (e.g., the RMP solver modifies the final optimal

solution or the dual values in every iteration of the SCG protocol, and the pricing

problem solver proposes fake local optimal solutions/columns to the RMP solver).

If all the parties follow the SCG protocol, the optimal solutions derived fromN

times SCG protocol run with different RMP solvers should be identical10.

• In anyN runs of the SCG protocol, suppose that the RMP solver modifies

the final optimal solution or the dual values in an iteration of the SCG pro-

tocol. Any difference of theN optimal solutions should be detected by the

owner of the share in the optimal solutions. Note that if the modification

does not cause distortion to the output – this may happen if the RMP solver

modifies the dual values which does not result in distinct proposed local op-

timal solutions/columns, the modification does not affect the protocol and

we can ignore it.

• Similarly, in anyN runs of the SCG protocol, any pricing problem solver

10If the LP problem has multiple optimal solutions, all the optimal solutions should be given as
the output, and they should be identical as well.
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may propose wrong local optimal solutions/columns to the RMP solver –

this distorts the optimal solution. At this time, the pricing problem owner

can detect such modification if the modification leads to deviated output,

since the pricing problem owner also receives the optimal solutions from

parties in the remainingN − 1 SCG protocol runs.

To sum up, since any malicious behavior can be caught throughmultiple SCG

protocol run with different RMP and pricing problem solvers, the Nash Equilib-

rium on “honest play” always holds in case of no colluding malicious parties.

2) Against ℓ Colluding Malicious Parties. We now extend the discussion to

a more general form: assuming at mostℓ (less thanK) malicious parties cheat to-

gether as a dishonest coalition, and the number of dishonestcoalitions may exceed

one11. In this case, all the parties inside the same dishonest coalition can behave

the identical malicious action in the multiple SCG protocolrun (e.g., send the

same wrong message to the corresponding party), and the cheating from the same

dishonest coalition cannot be explicitly caught by comparing the results from dif-

ferent parties.

We still employ the multiple SCG protocol run to build the Nash Equilibrium

by increasing the probability of detecting cheating from the dishonest coalitions

with at mostℓ malicious parties. Initially, we denoteN as the number of multiple

SCG protocol run with randomly picked RMP and pricing problem solvers. In all

N SCG protocol run, we uniformly pickN different RMP solversfrom K parties

11We assume that one party cannot collude with parties in more than one dishonest coalition
in the K-LP problem (if this happens, we can consider the union of all the dishonest coalitions
involving the same party as a larger dishonest coalition)
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and also pickN different pricing problem solversfrom K parties for solving each

party’s pricing problems (clearly,N ≤ K). Note that we allow each party solving

its own transformed pricing problems: the pricing problem owner (collude with

less thanK parties) cannot learn additional information while solving them with

multiparty transformation (Theorem 5.1). Otherwise, the malicious behavior can-

not be eliminated in the worst case thatℓ = K − 1 – if the only party outside the

dishonest coalition is not allowed to solve its pricing problems, the cheating from

the coalition cannot be caught in any case since all the pricing problems of the

only victim party are solved by the parties from the dishonest coalition, no matter

how many times of running the SCG protocol with permuted solvers.

Essentially, for every partyPi(i ∈ [1, K]) in the K-LP problem, ifPi’s N

groups of pricing problems are solved by at least two non-colluding parties in the

N times SCG protocol run, andN groups of RMPs are also solved by at least two

non-colluding parties, the cheating with regard toPi’s share in the K-LP problem

should be caught. Note that the caught cheating here covers all kinds of message

modification while solving the problem. Therefore, while uniformly picking N

distinct RMP solvers out ofK parties andN distinct pricing problem solvers out

of K parties for each party’s pricing problems inN SCG protocol run, we can

utilize either of the following two criteria to detect cheating:

1. N ≥ ℓ + 1;

2. at least one RMP solver is picked from the largest dishonest coalition and

at least one RMP solver is picked outside the coalition; for every party’s

pricing problems, at least one solver is picked from the largest dishonest
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coalition and at least one solver is picked outside the coalition.

If either of the above two criteria is satisfied, modifying any party’s share in

the K-LP problem will be caught since every party’s share in the global optimal

solution are generated by at least two non-colluding parties in theN SCG protocol

run. Thus, for maintaining efficiency, our incentive compatible protocol should

seek theminimumN satisfying either of the two criteria.

⋄. Clearly, ifCriterion 1holds, then every party’s share in theN ≥ ℓ+1 global

optimal solutions should be generated by at least two parties since the largest

dishonest coalition includes onlyℓ participants, and any cheating will be definitely

caught.

⋄. We now look at the probability of satisfyingCriterion 2 if random solvers

are picked. Specifically, if pickingN distinct RMP solvers out ofK parties (N ≤

K), the probability of picking at least one RMP solver outsideand at least one

RMP solver inside the largest dishonest coalition (ℓ malicious parties collude to

modify the protocol) is equal to:

ProbR = 1−
N−1∏

i=0

ℓ− i

K − i
−

N−1∏

i=0

(K − ℓ)− i

K − i
(5.11)

Moreover, since pickingN pricing problem solvers (out ofK) for all parties

are independent and similar to uniformly pickingN RMP solvers, for every party

Pi(i ∈ [1, K])’s pricing problems, the probability of picking at least onesolver

outside and at least one party inside the largest dishonest coalition in theN SCG

protocol run is:
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ProbP = 1−
N−1∏

i=0

ℓ− i

K − i
−

N−1∏

i=0

(K − ℓ)− i

K − i
(5.12)

Note that ifN > max{K − ℓ, ℓ}, we haveProbR = ProbP = 1 in Equation

5.11 and 5.12 (suchN also satisfies Criterion 1:N ≥ ℓ+1). Since we are seeking

the leastN for the incentive compatible protocol, we only need to consider the

caseN ≤ max{K − ℓ, ℓ} for Criterion 2.

Since the probability of catching the malicious behavior with Criterion 2 is

ProbR ∗ ProbP (picking RMP and pricing problem solvers are independent),we

consider the probability of detecting cheating asǫ = ProbR∗ProbP for all parties.

In addition, if the probability of detecting cheating for every partyPi(i ∈ [1, K])

satisfiesǫ > u(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
(Equation 5.2) wherePi’s payoff ratio u(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
< 1 ,

“honest play” should be the strictly dominant strategy for all parties. As a result,

if the following K inequalities hold, the protocol should be incentive compatible.

∀i ∈ [1, K], [1−
N−1∏

i=0

ℓ− i

K − i
−

N−1∏

i=0

(K − ℓ)− i

K − i
]2 >

u(Ti)− Ti

u(Ti)− c(Ti)
(5.13)

Since every party’s payoff ratio∀i ∈ [1, K], u(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
is fixed in the K-LP

problem, if the maximum payoff ratio among allK partiesmax{∀i ∈ [1, K],

u(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
} is less than[1−

∏N−1
i=0

ℓ−i
K−i
−

∏N−1
i=0

(K−ℓ)−i

K−i
]2, the incentive compat-

ibility always holds. Thus, while satisfying Criterion 2, we obtainN as the least

integer to satisfy:

N−1∏

i=0

ℓ− i

K − i
+

N−1∏

i=0

(K − ℓ)− i

K − i
< 1−

√

max{∀i ∈ [1, K],
u(Ti)− Ti

u(Ti)− c(Ti)
} (5.14)
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Note that1 −
√

max{∀i ∈ [1, K], u(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
} is fixed in the range(0, 1) and

∏N−1
i=0

ℓ−i
K−i

+
∏N−1

i=0
(K−ℓ)−i

K−i
is anti-monotonic onN , we can always find a least

integerN to acquire the Nash Equilibrium (ifN > max{K − ℓ, ℓ}, we have
∏N−1

i=0
ℓ−i
K−i

+
∏N−1

i=0
(K−ℓ)−i

K−i
= 0 and the inequality also holds).

In summary, we can combine two criteria together, andcompute the smallest

N to satisfy either of them. Indeed, Criterion 1 is more effective to catch cheating

for smallerℓ and Criterion 2 is more effective to catch cheating for larger ℓ.

Theorem 5.2 RunningN times SCG protocol with random distinct RMP and

pricing problem solvers (N is given as thesmaller number of ℓ + 1 and the least

integer in Equation 5.14) is incentive compatible against malicious participants if

the largest dishonest coalition include at mostℓ colluding parties.

Proof. We can simply prove this theorem with an inverse analysis based on

the above discussion. Assuming that the largest coalition includes at mostℓ ma-

licious parties, ifN > ℓ or N satisfies the inequality in Equation 5.14, for any

party Pi (i ∈ [1, K])’s pricing problems (Pi can be an party inside or outside

the dishonest coalition), the probability of receivingPi’s share inN global op-

timal solutions from at least two non-colluding parties is absolutely greater than

∀i ∈ [1, K], u(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
. Moreover, we assume that the malicious behavior onPi’s

share in the K-LP problem is done by another partyPj, j 6= i (or more parties).

Hence, the probability of generatingPi’s share inN global optimal solutions by

at least one party which does not collude withPj (and its colluding parties) is

greater than max(Tj )−Tj

max(Tj )−min(Tj )
. Since such random solvers can catch all the mali-

cious behavior onPi’s share in the K-LP problem, the probability of detecting
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Pj ’s cheatingǫj is greater thanu(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
. Thus, the strategy “honest play” forPj

strictly dominates the strategy “cheating”.

Similarly, we can show that all malicious parties have a strictly dominant

strategy of “honest play”, though at mostℓ parties can collude to form a dis-

honest coalition. According to the Nash Equilibrium, the incentive compatibility

is proved.

Algorithm 8 : Incentive Compatible Protocol

/* Each party Pi’s share (bi
0 and bi) in the righthand

side values have been hidden into (bi
0)

′ and b′i
respectively. */

Transform each partyPi’s share in the K-LP problemsA′
i, B

′
i, c

′T , (bi
0)

′1

andb′i using Algorithm 7 (i ∈ [1, K]);
Solvethe transformed K-LP problem with the SCG protocol (Algorithm 6)2

for N times where all theN RMP solvers and each party’sN transformed
pricing problem solvers are uniformly picked from parties all parties
P1, P2, . . . , PK (N is given as thesmaller numberof ℓ + 1 and the least
integer in Equation 5.14);
Distribute K shares of theN global optimal solutions to the corresponding3

pricing problem owners;
Compute each partyPi’s share in the original optimal solution by (K4

parties) jointly pre-multiplying
∏K

j=1 Qij to the optimal solutions received
from the RMP solvers;
/* It is not necessary to apply inverse row

permutation (pre-multiplication) after
obtaining the optimal solutions. */

Report cheating if any difference among each party’s share inN optimal5

solutions is found;

5.3.3 Protocol and Analysis

For any K-LP problem, all parties can estimate the maximum payoff of uncaught

cheating and determine the payoff of caught cheating with punishment. Thus, the

least integerN to establish Nash Equilibrium can be estimated using Equation
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(5.14). The incentive compatible protocol can be given asN times SCG protocol

run with randomly picked distinct RMP and pricing problem solvers (Algorithm

8).

Computation and Communication Cost Analysis. Since the incentive

compatible protocol runs the SCG protocol forN times (N is not required to

be greater thanmax{K − ℓ, ℓ}), the computation and communication complexity

of it are approximatelyO(N) to the complexity of the SCG protocol, which is still

efficient.

5.4 Experiments

In this section, we present the experimental results to evaluate the performance

of the incentive compatible protocol using the same experimental setup as the

semi-honest model (Section 4.2.3).

5.4.1 Groups of Experiments

While evaluating the scalability of the incentive compatible protocol with regard

to the computational performance, we use the same mechanismas Section 4.2.3 to

formulate the K-LP problems with the synthetic and real data. Specifically, with

two groups of collaborative LP problems as shown in Table 4.2and 4.3, we con-

duct four groups of experiments to test the scalability of the incentive compatible

protocol:

1. fixing the LP problem (500 × 1000) and the largest dishonest coalition in-

cludes at most 1/2 of the total parties, test the computationcost of the in-
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centive compatible protocol on varyingnumber of parties: 2, 5, 10, 20, 50

(see the detail of the K-LP problems in Table 4.2);

2. fixing the number of parties as 20 (10 of them collude), testthe computation

cost of the incentive compatible protocol on the varyingLP problem size:

100× 200, 200× 400, 300× 600, 400× 800, 500× 1000 (see the detail of

the K-LP problems in Table 4.3);

3. fixing the LP problem (500 × 1000) and the number of parties as 20, test

the computation cost of the incentive compatible protocol on thenumber of

colluding parties in the largest dishonest coalition: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14,

16, 18;

Note that in the above three groups of experiments, we use an estimated

maximum payoff ratiomax{∀i ∈ [1, K], u(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
} = 1

2
(this is de-

termined by the real collaborative LP problem as a number in the range

(0,1) and 1/2 is a common value in such range – e.g.u(Ti) = 100, Ti =

50, c(Ti) = 0).

4. fixing the LP problem (500 × 1000), number of parties as 20 (10 of them

collude), we also test the computation cost of the incentivecompatible pro-

tocol on all possible values for themaximum payoff ratiomax{∀i ∈ [1, K],

u(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
} from 0.1 to 0.9.

Identically, the near-optimal tolerance parameter for column generation is

given as10−6.
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5.4.2 Performance

Similar to the evaluation on the SCG protocol in Chapter 4, Figure 5.1(a) and

5.1(b) illustrate the computational performance of the incentive compatible proto-

col on varying number of parties (fixed LP problem, percentage of the colluding

parties and the maximum payoff ratio), and varying LP problem size (fixed total

number of parties, percentage of the colluding parties and the maximum payoff

ratio). The incentive protocol also scale well to solve collaborative LP problems

with large size or number of parties.
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Figure 5.1. Computational Performance I of the Incentive Compatible Protocol

Moreover, we capture the minimum number of SCG protocol run required in
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Table 5.1.N in the Incentive Compatible Protocol
Exp. Exp. ℓ Minimum Number of

Groups Results the SCG Protocol Run
1) Figure 5.1(a) ℓ = 1, 2, 5, 10, 25 N = 2, 3, 3, 3, 3
2) Figure 5.1(b) allℓ = 10 N = 3, 3, 3, 3, 3
3) Figure 5.2(a) ℓ = 2, 4, 6, . . . , 16, 18 N = 3, 5, 4, 3, 3, 3, 4, 5, 9
4) Figure 5.2(b) allℓ = 10 N = 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4
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Figure 5.2. Computational Performance II of the Incentive Compatible Protocol

every group of experiments (see Table 5.1). The minimum number of required

SCG protocol runN in the above two groups of experiments does not exceed 3,

especially in the first group of experiments – no matter how many parties exist

in the K-LP problem, if only half of them collude and the maximum payoff ratio

equal to 1/2, only 3 times SCG run with random RMP and pricing problem solvers

could make the protocol incentive compatible.

In the third group of experiments, we test the computation cost of the incen-
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tive compatible protocol tuning on parameter – the number ofcolluding parties

in the largest dishonest coalition (fixed LP problem, total number of parties and

the maximum payoff ratio). As shown in the second row of Table5.1, forℓ = 2

and 4, the incentive compatible protocol runsN = ℓ + 1 = 3 and 5 times SCG

protocol respectively (Criterion 1); forℓ > 4, N turns to the value computed from

Criterion 2: 4, 3, 3, 3, 4, 5, 9 (which are less thanℓ + 1). Another interesting

point is that ifℓ is close to half of the entire number of partiesK/2, for anyN ,
∏N−1

i=0
ℓ−i
K−i

+
∏N−1

i=0
(K−ℓ)−i

K−i
(which is approximately symmetric to the value of

N = ⌊K/2⌋) becomes smaller. Thus,N could be small to satisfy Criterion 2 due

to 1−
√

max{∀i ∈ [1, K], u(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
} is fixed whenN is close toK/2. The prac-

tical computation cost shown in Figure 5.2(a) demonstratesa similar varying trend

as the minimum number of SCG protocol run required in the incentive compatible

protocolN (this matches the above analysis).

Finally, we examine the computation cost of the incentive compatible proto-

col (andN) on different maximum payoff ratiosmax{∀i ∈ [1, K], u(Ti)−Ti

u(Ti)−c(Ti)
}

(fixed LP problem, total number of parties and percentage of the colluding par-

ties). We can see that if the maximum payoff ratio increases (perhaps the payoff

of the uncaught cheatingu(Ti) or the payoff of the caught cheatingc(Ti) in any

partyPi(i ∈ [1, K])’s payoff ratio increases),N should be enlarged to maintain

incentive compatibility. We can observe this in Figure 5.2(b) and the fourth row

of Table 5.1.



CHAPTER 6

GOING BEYOND LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Apart from collaborative linear programming, sharing datain many other collab-

orative optimization problems is unacceptable as well. In this chapter, we address

the security and privacy issues for optimization models beyond linear program-

ming. Specifically, privacy-preserving techniques for non-linear programming

(NLP), graph coloring and traveling salesman problem are given in the follow-

ing three sections respectively.

6.1 Non-linear Programming

Discussed in Chapter 3, non-linear programming (NLP) problem covers a wide

variety of problem formulations, widely applicable to real-world problems in en-

gineering, transportation, machine learning, etc. We particularly look at the NLP

problem (Equation 3.5) which is horizontally partitioned amongst several parties

to solve a real world problem in [58]. To reformulate Equation 3.5 amongr par-

ties with horizontal constraints partition, on one hand, every partyPk(1 ≤ k ≤ r)

holds a set of private linear inequality constraints. On theother hand, all par-

ties know: the non-linear objective function, variables, and the public constraint
∑n

i=1 xi = d. Table 6.1 gives the partitioned shares of the NLP problem amongr

parties, where1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ mk, 1 ≤ k ≤ r (we give a more general form

118
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of such problem and ignore the public constraint
∑n

i=1 xi = d).

Table 6.1. Partitioned NLP Problem

All r Parties Know max :
∑n

i=1[ci log(xi + 1)]
P1 Holds ∀j ∈ [1, m1],

∑n

i=1 tij1xi ≤ bj1

P2 Holds ∀j ∈ [1, m2],
∑n

i=1 tij2xi ≤ bj2
...

...
Pr Holds ∀j ∈ [1, mr],

∑n

i=1 tijrxi ≤ bjr

Following the linear approximation introduced in Section 3.1.2, although we

approximate the (separable) objective function by projecting the variablesx =

(x1, . . . , xn) to {1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ s ≤ K, wi
s ∈ [0, 1]}, the partition scenario of the

projected constraints in the approximated LP problem remains identical to that of

the original NLP problem.

6.1.1 Secure Transformation and Permutation

Mangasarian’s transformation approach [90] pre-multiplies a random matrix to

both sides of the horizontally partitioned constraints, where the transformed lin-

ear constraints are equivalent to the original ones. However, the privacy leakage

cannot be quantified in their transformation approach – additional information

might be learnt by adversaries [53]. Instead, we present a secure transformation

approach to solve the NLP problem (indeed an LP problem afterapproximation)

amongr different parties with quantified information disclosure under SMC defi-

nition.

First, we let each partyPk(1 ≤ k ≤ r) standardize its private linearinequality

constraintsinto linear equality constraints: for party Pk’s jth inequality con-
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straint,
∑n

i=1 tijkxi ≤ bjk, we add a slack variableyjk with a positive random

coefficient12 fjk:

s.t.






∀j ∈ [1, m1],
∑n

i=1 tij1xi + fj1yj1 = bj1

∀j ∈ [1, m2],
∑n

i=1 tij2xi + fj2yj2 = bj2

...
...

∀j ∈ [1, mr],
∑n

i=1 tijrxi + fjryjr = bjr

(6.1)

We denote the standard form of all the linear constraints asTx + Fy = b

where the constraint matrixT =




T1
...

Tr


 andT, T1, . . . , Tr arem×n, m1×n, . . . ,

mr×n matrices and diagonal matrixF = diag[F1, F2, . . . , Fr], whereF1, . . . , Fr

are diagonal matrices with positive entries{f11, . . . , fm11}, . . . , {f1r, . . . , fmrr}

in the diagonals respectively.

Second, we extend the transformation in [75,90] to a securedversion (enabled

by Homomorphic Encryption [101]) and implement an index permutation to the

variablesx = (x1, . . . , xn).

Specifically, Mangasarian [90] has shown that pre-multiplying anℓ ×m ran-

dom matrixA to both side of the linear constraints can guarantee correctness

and security for horizontally partitioned linear constraints: Tx + Fy = b ⇐⇒

ATx + AFy = Ab, whereA is vertically partitioned asA = [A1 A2 . . . Ar] and

A1, . . . , Ar are random matrices generated by partiesP1, . . . , Pr respectively (b is

horizontally partitioned asb =




B1
...

Br


, and1 ≤ k ≤ r, Bk is a vector with length

mk).

12Using coefficientfjk for slack variableyjk is equivalent as simply adding the slack variable
with coefficient1, andfjk can prevent learning the transformation matrix from the horizontally
partitioned linear constraints [75].
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In our secure transformation, we follow the idea ofTx + Fy = b ⇐⇒

ATx + AFy = Ab and utilize Homomorphic Cryptosystem [101] to securely

pre-multiply random matrix to the share of the constraint matrices. One primary

advantage of this process is that we can let every partyPk(1 ≤ k ≤ r) permutate

the columns of the transformed constraint matrixAT (via permutating the cipher-

texts) with its own permutation (or considered as permutating the variables of the

optimization problem). Thus no party can learn the true matrix column/variables

index and the transformation for other parties’ share. See the overall transforma-

tion as below:

P1 : A1T1x + A1F1y = A1B1
...

...
Pr : ArTrx + ArFry = ArBr

=⇒
∑r

k=1 Ak(Tkx + Fky) =
∑r

k=1 AkBk

(6.2)

where the feasible region of the linear constraints remainsinvariable in this

linear constraints transformation. Note that theℓ × n matrix
∑r

k=1 AkTk leaks

even less information after implementing the column/variable index permutation.

6.1.2 Algorithm

The detailed steps of the collaborative NLP problem are presented in Algorithm 9.

To improve the security and efficiency of the protocol, we canemploy an external

party or the cloudP0 to solve the transformed optimization problem. Then, we

can let it generate the public-privacy key pair(pk, sk) and send the public keypk

to the data holdersP1, . . . , Pr for encryption.

Consequently, every party first encrypts all the required scalar products in the
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Algorithm 9 : Privacy-preserving Collaborative NLP
Input : Horizontally partitioned constraint matrixTk held byPk

(1 ≤ k ≤ r), P0 is an external party
Output : Optimal Solutionx = (x1, . . . , xn)
/* all party agree on an large integer value ℓ ≥ m

*/
every partyPk (1 ≤ k ≤ r) generates anℓ×mk random matrixAk;1

P0 generates a pair of public-private key(pk, sk) and sendspk to2

P1, . . . , Pr;
/* Homomorphic Encryption: a random nonce is

chosen for each encryption */
for k = 1, . . . , r do3

Pk encrypts all the entries inAk, Tk, Fk with pk: Encpk(Ak) = A′
k,4

Encpk(Tk) = T ′
k, andEncpk(Fk) = F ′

k;
for each rows ∈ [1, ℓ] of A′

k and each columni ∈ [1, n] of T ′
k do5

Pk computesEncpk[AkTk]si =
∏mk

j=1[A
′
k]

(Tk)′ji

sj ;6

Pk computesEncpk[AkFk] andEncpk[AkBk] similar to Step 5-6;7

P1, . . . , Pr jointly computesEncpk[AT ] =
∏r

k=1 Encpk[AkTk],8

Encpk[AF ] =
∏r

k=1 Encpk[AkFk], andEncpk[Ab] =
∏r

k=1 Encpk[AkBk];
an arbitrary party encrypts the vector in the objective function9
−→c = (c1, . . . , cn) with pk: Encpk[

−→c ];
/* Step 10-12: Variables Permutation */
for k = 1, . . . , r do10

Pk applies index permutationπk to Encpk[AT ] andEncpk[
−→c ], and11

sends them to the next party;

/* the last party sends Encpk[πr(...π1(AT )...)], Encpk[Ab],
Encpk[AF ] and Encpk[πr(...π1(

−→c )...)] to P0 */
P0 decryptsEncpk[πr(...π1(AT )...)], Encpk[AF ], Encpk[Ab] and12

Encpk[πr(...π1(
−→c )...)] with sk to obtainπr(...π1(AT )...), AF , Ab and

πr(...π1(
−→c )...);

P0 solve the transformed NLP problem: linear constraints13

πr(...π1(AT )...)x + AFy = Ab, and non-linear objective function∑n

i=1 [ci log(xi + 1)] (note thatx has been permuted here) using linear
approximation. Then, the permuted optimal solutionπr(...π1(x)...) is
obtained;
/* all parties get the optimal solution in the

true index by applying their inverse
permutations π−1

k (k = r, . . . , 1) to πr(...π1(x)...) in
order */
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matrix multiplicationAkTk, AkFk, AkBk usingpk (Step 3-7). Second, all parties

jointly computes the cipher-texts of
∑r

k=1 AkTk,
∑r

k=1 AkFk and
∑r

k=1 AkBk

with homomorphic property (Step 8). Note that the vector−→c in the objective

function should also be applied with the same permutation asmatrixAT since the

coefficients for variables(x1, . . . , xn) in the objective function are derived from

−→c = (c1, . . . , cn), where−→c should be encrypted before permutation. Third, every

party Pk(k = 1, . . . , r) applies its column/index permutationπk to the cipher-

textsEncpk(
−→c ) andEncpk[AT ] respectively (Step 10-11), and then they send

all the cipher-texts toP0. After receiving the cipher-texts fromr data holders

(P1, . . . , Pr), P0 decrypts the share of the collaborative NLP problem with its

private keysk, and solve the transformed problem with linear approximation (Step

12-13).

Finally, every partyPk(k = r, . . . , 1) can apply their inverse permutations

k = r, . . . , 1, π−1
k to the permuted optimal solutionπr( ... π1(x)...) in order, and

acquirex = (x1, . . . , xn) with the true index.

6.1.3 Security and Cost Analysis

Security Analysis. In Algorithm 9, most of the steps are locally executed by

every party.

Theorem 6.1 In Algorithm 9,P1, . . . , Pr learns onlyP0’s public keypk and the

permuted optimal solutionπr(...π1(x)...) while P0 learns only the transformed

matrices/vectorπr(...π1(AT )...), AF , Ab andπr(...π1(
−→c )...).
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Proof. P1, . . . , Pr’s view: every partyPk(1 ≤ k ≤ r) first encrypts the scalar

products in its transformed matrix/vectorAkTk, AkFk, andAkBk with the public

key pk (Step 3-7), and there is no communication occurring in this stage. This

can be simulated by running these steps by each party where random nonce are

chosen. In addition, step 8 calls a secure sum subprotocol with the inputs of

the distributed matrices/vectors (the messages can be simulated per the proof in

[127]). In the stage of permutation (Step 10-12),P1, . . . , Pr can run an inverse

permutation algorithm to the cipher-texts with permutation πr(...π1(·)...) in linear

time. Thus,P1, . . . , Pr’s view can be simulated in polynomial time, and they learn

only P0’s public keypk and the final outputx.

P0’s view: P0 receives following messages fromr parties (P1, . . . , Pr),

Encpk[πr(...π1(AT )...)], Encpk [AF ], Encpk[Ab] andEncpk[πr(...π1(
−→c )...)] in

only one round communication.P0 learnsπr(...π1(AT )...), AF and vectorsAb

andπr(...π1(
−→c )...) to solve the transformed NLP problem. Thus, the messages

can be simulated by encryptingπr(...π1(AT )...), AF and vectorsAb and

πr(...π1(
−→c )...) with its own public keypk. This simulator is clearly constructed

in linear time.

This completes the proof.

Mangasarian [90] and Li et al. [75] have shown that it is nearly impossible

to learn matricesA, F and vectorb with the known transformed matricesAT ,

AF and vectorAb. Besides the matrix multiplication based transformation,we

let all parties jointly permute the variables in the NLP problem. Thus,P0 can

only formulate a random NLP problem which reveals nothing about the original

problem.
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Optimization Computation Cost. In the protocol, an NLP problem with lin-

ear constraints is securely transformed byP1, . . . , Pr and solved byP0. Such NLP

problem is formulated withn variables andm private linear constraints wherem

linear constraints are securely transformed intoℓ new linear constraints (ℓ ≥ m).

SinceP0 solves the transformed problem by linear approximation withK intervals

in [0, d], the final LP problem consists ofKm variables andℓ linear constraints.

Indeed, simplex method or revised simplex method can seek the optimal solution

for such LP problem in a very short time, which can be ignored in the protocol.

Encryption and Decryption Cost. Every partyPk first encrypts the scalar

products ofℓ(n + m + 1) pairs of length-mk vectors (one time length-n vector

encryption is also required for objective function). The secure sum then executes

with ℓ(n + m + 1) entries amongstr parties. Note that the computation cost of

permutation can be ignored compared to encryption and decryption. Finally,P0

runs one time decryption forℓ(n + m + 1) + n entries.

Communication Cost. The external party (or cloud)P0 first sends its public

key toP1, . . . , Pk. Consequently, the secure sum and variables permutation call

(r−1) rounds of communication amongP1, . . . , Pr in total while the outsourcing

calls one-time communication betweenPr andP0. Thus, the total bit cost for this

step isr ∗ pk size + 2(r − 1)(ℓ ∗ n + ℓ ∗m + ℓ) + (ℓ ∗ n + ℓ ∗m + ℓ + n) ≈

O(rℓ(m+n)) bits (the communication cost of inverse permutation on the length-n

optimal solution can be ignored due to tiny overheads).
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6.2 Collaborative Graph Coloring

Collaborative graph coloring problem can be used to solve the multiparty schedul-

ing with conflicted resources, networked resource allocation and so on [91]. For

instance, we consider a simple multiparty job scheduling problem:

Example 6.1 As discussed in Section 1.1.3, Alice, Bob and Carol need to assign

their 7 different jobs into3 time slots. Figure 1.2 shows that Alice, Bob and Carol

has job{1, 2, 3},{4, 5} and{6, 7} respectively; some jobs cannot be assigned into

the same time slot due to resource conflicts (e.g., sharing the same machine); is it

possible to complete such scheduling without sharing information?

If Alice, Bob and Carol do not care security and thus share their information,

the above scheduling problems can be typically modeled by a k-coloring problem:

the decision problem of graph coloring. Specifically, givenk = 3 different colors

(k time slots), an undirected graphG = (V, E) is provided in Figure 6.1(a) to

specify all the conflicts among jobs where the vertex and edgein the graph rep-

resent the job and the conflict, respectively. Each vertex inthe graph should be

assigned with one color out ofk colors – choosing one time slot out ofk time

slots for each job. However, the endpoints of each edge should not be assigned

with the same color – every two jobs that have a conflict shouldnot be scheduled

into the same time slot. In the above circumstances, we seek afeasible coloring

solution for all vertices without violating any conflict, which is the job scheduling

solution.

However,G is partitioned as follows: each party holds some vertices and the

edges related to its own vertices. As shown in Figure 6.1(a),Alice, Bob and
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(b) Partitioned Adjacency Matrix

Figure 6.1. Collaborative Graph Coloring Problem

Carol have3, 2 and2 jobs, respectively. The graph is thus partitioned and each

party only knows a share of the graph (see the adjacency matrix in Figure 6.1(b)).

Since each party’s partition in the graph represents its preferences, constraints or

limitations, Alice, Bob and Carol are not always willing to reveal them to each

other. Also, the assigned time slots for every party’s private jobs are given as the

colors in the graph coloring problem. Therefore, those distributed parties would
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be eager to find an approach to securely solve such optimization problem.

Furthermore, since graph coloring and its decision problem(k-coloring) have

been proven to be NP-hard and NP-complete respectively, exhaustive search is not

feasible to solve them regardless of security concern. Thus, securely solving graph

coloring problem should be even more challenging due to the computational com-

plexity posed by both security and optimization. Note that some meta-heuristics

(e.g., tabu search) are given as generic approaches to solvethe graph coloring

problem in literature [41, 42, 49]. Even though meta-heuristics cannot always

guarantee the optimal solution and polynomial time complexity, they can obtain

near-optimal outputs in an acceptable running time. In thissection, we thus pro-

pose a secure and efficient solver for collaborative graph coloring problem based

on the tabu search meta-heuristic.

6.2.1 Problem Definition

In combinatorial optimization, the decision problem of graph coloring is denoted

as k-coloring – does graphG admit a proper vertex coloring withk colors (NP-

complete [102]). Since the optimization problem of graph coloring is to seek the

minimum k (NP-hard) for a given graph and it can be converted into a set of

k-coloring problems, we work on the collaborativek-coloring problems in this

dissertation.

While solving either thek-coloring problem or the chromatic numberk seek-

ing problem, the number of adjacent vertices that have the same color should be

minimized to0. We thus denote any two adjacent vertices with the same coloras a

“conflict” in a colored graph. Then, givenk different colors, if we letµ represent
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the total number of conflicts in a coloredG, we thus have: ifmin(µ) = 0, G is

k-colorable.

Givenk colors, we can represent the color of any vertex in the graph using a

length-k boolean vectorx (domainΦ(k): all the length-k boolean vectors include

only one “1” andk − 1 “0”s). If the ith number in the boolean vector is1,

the current vertex is colored with theith color wherei ∈ [1, k]. Thus, we let

x = {xi, ∀vi ∈ G} be a coloring solution in ak-coloring problem wherexi

represents vertexvi’s color. In addition, given the colors of two adjacent vertices

xi, xj ∈ Φ(k), we can represent the conflict ofvi andvj ’s colors as the scalar

product ofxi andxj :

µij(x) =

{
0 if xi · xj = 0 (vi andvj are not conflicted in solutionx)
1 if xi · xj = 1 (vi andvj are conflicted in solutionx)

(6.3)

whereµ(x) =
∑

∀eij∈G µij(x). We thus formulate thek-coloring problem as

{min :
∑

∀eij∈G xi · xj , s.t.∀vi, vj ∈ G, xi, xj ∈ Φ(k)}. If and only if the optimal

value is0, the problem isk-colorable. To seek the chromatic numberk, we can

solve the above problem using differentk and find the minimumk.

6.2.2 Privacy-preserving Tabu Search

In the partitioned graph shown in Figure 6.1, we define two different edges: 1.

internal edge: any edgeeij ’s two endpoints (vi andvj) belong to the same party;

2. external edge:any edgeeij ’s two endpoints (vi andvj) belong to two different

parties.

While m different parties are collaboratively solving the coloring problem,
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each party does not want to reveal its partition inG and its vertex colors to each

other. For instance, suppose we color the graph in Figure 6.1(a) usingk = 3

colors, a3-colored solution is given in Figure 6.1(a). In current solution, Alice,

Bob and Carol could only know the information shown in Figure6.2 respectively.

1
22

1

4

5

3

5

76
Alice’s 

View Bob’s View

76

Carol’s View

Figure 6.2. Private Information in Collaborative Graph Coloring

We have two security goals while solving the above optimization problem:

first, protecting each party’s substructure of the graph including its vertices and

the internal edges (note that the external edges and their endpoints should be in-

evitably known by the involved two parties); second, protecting the colors of each

party’s all vertices (including the endpoints of the external edges) in every itera-

tion. As discussed in Chapter 1, a secure communication protocol is indispensable

to replace the trusted third-party for solving the problem without private informa-

tion disclosure, assuming that all parties are honest-but-curious. We follow the

same line of research as the collaborative LP problem.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, a typical tabu search algorithm for graph col-

oring problem includes numerous repeated computation as: computing the total

number of conflicts for a solution, searching better neighborhoods for a specific

solution, verifying a new vertex color pair with all the taboos and updating the

best solution and tabu list if necessary. We now introduce how to secure them.
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Fundamental Cryptographic Building Blocks

While composing the secure communication protocol for any complex SMC func-

tion such as solving the graph coloring problem with tabu search, some common

fundamental protocols are iteratively integrated as building blocks of the overall

protocol. Specifically, they are summarized as following.

• Homomorphic Cryptosystem for Secure Conflict Computation. Given

any solution (a colored graph) in the collaborative graph coloring problem,

the key criterion to justify its optimum is the total number of conflicts. As

introduced earlier, the total number of conflicts in a solution x – µ(x) can

be represented as the sum of all the scalar products of every pair of adja-

cent vertices’ coloring vectors. To securely compute the scalar product of

two vectors, we utilize a public-key cryptosystem with homomorphic prop-

erty. Goethals et al. [48] propose a simple and provably secure method to

compute the scalar product using Homomorphic Encryption. The problem

is defined as follows:Pa has a length-n vector ~X while Pb has another

length-n vector~Y . At the end of the protocol,Pa should get vector vector

~X · ~Y + rb whererb is a random number chosen from a uniform distribution

and is known only toPb. The key idea behind the protocol is to use a homo-

morphic encryption system such as the Paillier cryptosystem [101]. Homo-

morphic encryption is a semantically-secure public-key encryption which

has the additional property that given any two encryptionsE(A) andE(B),

there exists an encryptionE(A ∗ B) such thatE(A) ∗ E(B) = E(A ∗ B),

where∗ is either addition or multiplication (in some abelian group). The
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cryptosystems mentioned above are additively homomorphic(thus the op-

eration∗ denotes addition). Using such a system, it is quite simple tocreate

a secure scalar product computation protocol. IfPa encrypts its vector~X

and sendsEncpk( ~X) with the public keypk to Pb, Pb can use the additive

homomorphic property to compute the encrypted sum of scalarproduct and

its random number:Encpk( ~X · ~Y +rb). Finally,Pb sendsEncpk( ~X · ~Y +rb)

back toPa. Thus,Pa decrypts and obtain~X · ~Y + rb (rb and ~X · ~Y are un-

known toPa). SincePb cannot decryptEncpk( ~X · ~Y + rb) with a public

key, it cannot learn the scalar product either.

Therefore, we can adopt the above cryptographic building block to securely

compute the total number of conflictsµ(x) in solutionx (Secure Conflict

Computation). Note: while computingµ(x), it is not necessary to securely

compute the number of each party’s conflicted internal edgesin x. Alterna-

tively, we can let each party independently count them, and sum the number

with its shares in secure scalar product computation. The detailed steps are

shown in Algorithm 10.

Figure 6.3(b) and 6.3(a) provide a simple example of Secure Conflict Com-

putation. For each external edge, such ase24, e36, e56 ande57, an homomor-

phic encryption is implemented between two involved parties. As shown

in Figure 6.3(b), the returned number in secure scalar product computation

is the sum ofµij(x) and a random numberrij generated by the other party

(Note that the scalar product of every external edge is securely computed

only once). To generate each party’s output, each party thussums all the

returned numbers and its number of conflicted internal edges, and finally
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(b) Each Party’s Share inµ(x)=2

Figure 6.3. Secure Conflict Computation (Secured Sum of the Scalar Products)

minus all its generated random numbers. At this time, the sumof all par-

ties’ outputs should beµ(x). Clearly, this protocol is provably secure.

• Secure Comparison.

Additionally, given two solutionsx andx′, we can let each partyPa generate
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Algorithm 10 : Secure Conflict Computation
Input : G = (V, E) is colored asx ∈ Φ(k) where the color of∀vi ∈ G is

denoted asxi ∈ x
Output : each partyPa’s shareµa(x) in µ(x) whereµ(x) =

∑
∀a µa(x)

for each partyPa do1

count the total number of its conflicted internal edges asµa(x);2

forall external edgeseij ∈ G do3

/* Suppose that vi and vj belong to Pa and Pb,
respectively */

W.l.o.g.Pa creates a public and private key pair(pk, sk);4

Pa encrypts its color vectorxi asx′
i = Encpk(xi) and sendsx′

i andpk5

to Pb;
Pb generates a random integerrij , encrypts the scalar product as:6

x′′
i = Encpk(xi · xj) ∗ Encpk(rij) with the public keypk, and sendsx′′

i

back toPa;
Pa decryptsx′′

i with its private keysk and obtainsij = xi · xj + rij ;7

for each partyPa do8

µa(x)← µa(x) +
∑
∀sij (received from other parties)−

∑
∀rij9

(generated byPa);

its sharesµa(x) andµa(x
′) in µ(x) andµ(x′) respectively, ensuring that

µ(x) =
∑

∀a µa(x) and
∑

∀a µa(x
′). However,µ(x) andµ(x′) cannot be

revealed to any party because they may lead to potential privacy breach in

generating neighborhoods (we will discuss it later on).

To securely compareµ(x′) andµ(x) using all parties’ partitioned shares, we

can employ Yao’s secure comparison protocol [132] that compares any two

integers securely. Yao’s generic method is one of the most efficient methods

known. Recently, FairplayMP [12] is developed for secure multiparty com-

putation wherem untrusted parties with private inputsx1, . . . , xm wish to

jointly compute a specific functionfi(x1, . . . , xm) and securely obtain each

party’s output. Specifically, FairplayMP is implemented bywriting func-

tions with a high-level language – Secure Function Definition Language
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(SFDL) 2.0 and describing the participating parties using aconfiguration

file. The function is then complied into a Boolean circuit, and a distributed

evaluation of the circuit is finally performed without revealing anything. In

our secure comparison, each party has the shares inµ(x) andµ(x′) respec-

tively; the function should beµ(x′)−µ(x) (computed by allm parties); the

outputµ(x′) < µ(x) or µ(x′) ≥ µ(x) is generated for designated parties.

Furthermore, we have to compareµ(x) and0 for testing whether the opti-

mization should be terminated or not. With the same protocol, we can let all

parties securely compareµ(x) and1 with inputs from all parties (the shares

of µ(x) and1). The outputµ(x) < 1 or µ(x) ≥ 1 is similarly generated for

corresponding parties.

Analysis

1) Distributed Tabu List. In each iteration of the Tabucol algorithm, a set of

neighborhoods is generated for current solutionx in local search. While gen-

erating a new neighborhoodx′, if the new vertex color inx′ has already been

considered as a taboo in the previous iterations,x′ should be abandoned only ex-

cept thatµ(x′) < µ(x) (aspiration criteria). Thus, checking whether the tabu list

T includes a move[x → x′] or not (we call the color change for only one vertex

as a “move”) should be a key step in privacy-preserving tabu search.

Similar to Hertz’s work [49], we define every taboo inT as a visited color for

a specific vertex. Moreover, if all parties share a global tabu list, the taboos in

T may reveal private information (each parties’ vertices andunallowed colors).

To protect such information, we can let each partyPa, a ∈ [0, m − 1] establish a
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tabu listTa to record the latest color of one of its vertices that leads toa critical

move (µ(x) is reduced). We thus haveT =
⋃

∀a Ta. Obviously, since each party

maintains its own tabu list, distributed tabu list does not breach privacy in any

case.

2) Inference Attack from the Outputs of Local Search. Since tabu search

is a local search based technique, the computation in local search – generating

neighborhoods should be secured. However, even if computing the number of

conflicts and comparingµ(x) and µ(x′) are guaranteed to be secure by SMC,

potential inference attack still exists in the outputs of secure computation adapted

local search.

In a partitioned graph (as shown in Figure 6.1(a)), an edge iseither internal

(belongs to one party) or external (belongs to two parties).Similarly, we can

divide the vertices into two complementary groups: 1.Inner Vertex: a vertex that

is not on any external edge (i.e.,v1 in Figure 6.3(a)), and 2.Border Vertex: a

vertex that is on at least one external edge (might be on both of external edges and

internal edges, e.g.,v2 in Figure 6.3(a)).

We first assume that no secure comparison is applied andvi is the color

changed vertex in generatingx’s neighborhoodx′ (µ(x) is then revealed in each

iteration). If vi is an inner vertex, sincevi is disconnected with other parties’

vertices, nothing is revealed to each other. However, ifvi is a border vertex, we

first look at a simple case:vi is an endpoint of only one external edge (e.g.,v2

in Figure 6.3(a)). Assume thatPa andPb hold vi (color xi) andvj (color xj) re-

spectively whereeij is the external edge. While changingvi’s color fromxi to x′
i,

since the number ofPa’s conflicted internal edges inx andx′ are known toPa and
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the total number of conflicts on the remaining edges (including all the external

edges excepteij and other parties’ internal edges) are identical inx andx′, the

difference betweenµij(x) (eij has a conflict or not in solutionx) andµij(x
′) (eij

has a conflict or not in solutionx′) can be inferred byPa. We thus discuss the

potential privacy breach in three cases whereδ = µij(x
′)− µij(x):

1. δ = 1. Pa can inferxj = x′
i. The color ofvj is thus learnt byPa.

2. δ = 0. Pa can inferxj 6= xi andxj 6= x′
i. It is secure for largek. For small

k, Pa can guessxj as any color out of the remainingk − 2 colors exceptxi

andx′
i.

3. δ = −1. Pa can inferxj = xi. The color ofvj is also learnt byPa.

More generally, ifvi is adjacent ton border vertices from other parties and no

secure comparison is implemented in tabu search, movingvi to generate neigh-

borhoods is under the risk of inference attack:

Lemma 6.1 Given a coloring solutionx, we generatex’s neighborhoodx′ by

changing the color of a border vertexvi of partyPa which is adjacent ton vertices

{∀j ∈ [1, n], vj} from other parties. If no secure comparison is implemented

in tabu search (Pa knowsδ =
∑

∀j∈[1,n][µij(x
′) − µij(x)]), precisely one of the

following holds:

1. if δ ≥ 0, Pa can guess the color ofvj asxj = x′
i with Prob[xj = x′

i] =

δ+⌊n+δ
2

⌋

2n
and guessxj = xi with Prob[xj = xi] =

⌊n−δ
2

⌋

2n
whereδ ∈ [0, n];

2. if δ < 0, Pa can guess the color ofvj asxj = xi with Prob[xj = xi] =

−δ+⌊n−δ
2

⌋

2n
and guessxj = x′

i with Prob[xj = x′
i] =

⌊n+δ
2

⌋

2n
whereδ ∈ [−n,−1].
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Proof. Assuming thatvi is an endpoint ofn external edgeseij , j ∈ [1, n], we

represent that the colors ofeij ’s endpoints inx (andx′) are conflicted or not as

µij(x) = 0 or 1 (andµij(x
′) = 0 or 1).

If µ(x) andµ(x′) are revealed in each iteration, whilePa changes the color

of vi (from xi to x′
i),

∑
∀j∈[1,n][µij(x

′) − µij(x)] (denoted asδ) is known toPa.

Specifically,δ ∈ [−n, n] has following cases:

• Case 1: if δ = n, Pa learns: no edge from∀j ∈ [1, n], eij has a conflict in

x , but all then edges have conflicts inx′ (thus, the colors of alln border

vertices from other parties are identical tox′
i);

• Case 2: if δ = −n, Pa learns: all the edges have conflicts inx but all the

conflicts are eliminated inx′ (thus, the colors of alln border vertices from

other parties are identical toxi);

• Case 3: more generally, if−n < δ < n, every edge has a probability

to have conflict. We denote the probability that a specific edge eij has no

conflict inx but has conflict inx′ (and has conflict inx but has no conflict in

x′) asProb[µij(x → x′) : 0 → 1] (andProb[µij(x → x′) : 1 → 0]) where

δ ∈ (−n, n) (since inferring thateij has conflict in eitherx or x′ should

result in learningvj ’s color byPa).

⋄. We first consider thatδ ≥ 0 (if δ < 0, we can obtain a similar result). We

denote the number of edges (out ofn) whereµij(x) → µij(x
′) : 0 → 1 asδ1;

denote the number of edges (out ofn) whereµij(x) → µij(x
′) : 1 → 0 asδ0;

denote the number of edges (out ofn) whereµij(x) → µij(x
′) : 0 → 0 as δc
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(1→ 1 is impossible sincexi is changed). Thus, we haveδ1 + δ0 + δc = n. Since

δ1 − δ0 = δ (overall difference), we haveδ1 ≤ ⌊
n+δ

2
⌋ andδ0 ≤ ⌊

n−δ
2
⌋ (if n − δ

is an odd number, due toδc ≥ 0, we haveδ1 < n+δ
2

). Furthermore, it is clear that

δ1 ≥ δ. We now discuss all possible values of(δ1, δ0).

Specifically, givenδ andn, (δ1, δ0) has following possible pairs of values:

(δ, 0), (δ + 1, 1), . . . , (⌊n+δ
2
⌋, ⌊n−δ

2
⌋) (equally possible for all pairs). Hence, the

probability of valuing each pair is 1
⌊n−δ

2
⌋+1

. As a consequence, for a given edge,

Prob[µij(x → x′) : 0 → 1] = 1
⌊n−δ

2
⌋+1
× [ δ

n
+ δ+1

n
+ · · · +

⌊n+δ
2

⌋

n
]=

δ+⌊n+δ
2

⌋

2n
and

Prob[µij(x → x′) : 1 → 0] = 1
⌊n−δ

2
⌋+1
× [ 0

n
+ 1

n
+ · · ·+

⌊n−δ
2

⌋

n
]=

⌊n−δ
2

⌋

2n
. We thus

have:

1. since the probabilityProb[µij(x → x′) : 0 → 1] = Prob[xj = x′
i] with a

known fixedδ, partyPa can guess thatxj = x′
i and the endpoint colors of

eij are conflicted in solutionx′ with a probability of
δ+⌊n+δ

2
⌋

2n
.

2. since the probabilityProb[µij(x → x′) : 1 → 0] = Prob[xj = xi] with a

known fixedδ, partyPa can guess thatxj = xi and the endpoint colors of

eij are conflicted in solutionx with a probability of
⌊n−δ

2
⌋

2n
.

⋄. Similarly, if δ < 0, we can deduce thatProb[xj = xi] = Prob[µij(x →

x′) : 1 → 0] =
−δ+⌊n−δ

2
⌋

2n
andProb[xj = x′

i] = Prob[µij(x → x′) : 0 → 1] =

⌊n+δ
2

⌋

2n
.

Finally, we verify Case 1 and 2 in the general probability computation: if

δ = n, we haveProb[µij(x → x′) : 0 → 1] = 1 andProb[µij(x → x′) :

1 → 0] = 0, hence the color ofvj is determined asx′
i; if δ = −n, we have
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Prob[µij(x → x′) : 0 → 1] = 0 andProb[µij(x → x′) : 1 → 0] = 1, hence the

color ofvj is determined asxi.

This completes the proof.

Note that we do not discuss the probability of guessingxj as any color out

of remainingk − 2 colors exceptxi andx′
i since the probability is fairly small

in general. Hence, ifµ(x) is revealed in each iteration (no secure comparison

protocol is applied), the probability of guessing any otherparties’ border vertex

color is high. For instance, assuming thatxi = Blue, x′
i = Red, δ = 3 andn = 5,

Pa can guess thatxj is eitherRedwith a probability0.7 or Bluewith a probability

0.1. If Pa iteratively movesxi and learns the probabilities in such process, the

color of vj should be almost determined. Furthermore, ifδ is close to eithern or

−n, the probability of inferring privacy is extremely high, especially in case that

δ = n or −n (the worst privacy breach case for any border vertex onn external

edges).

Alternatively, if we utilize the secure comparison protocol to securely compare

µ(x′) andµ(x) in each iteration, such probabilities can be significantly reduced –

especially in case thatδ is close ton or−n, simply becauseδ could be any integer

in [−n, n].

Lemma 6.2 In the same circumstance of Lemma 6.1, if we securely compareµ(x)

and µ(x′) (does not revealµ(x) and µ(x′)), the risk of inference attack can be

reduced in general but still exists in two worst cases with knownδa
13 as below:

1. If δa
13 = n − 1 andµ(x′) < µ(x) is the output of the secure comparison,

Pa learns∀j ∈ [1, n], xj = xi;
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2. If δa
13 = −n andµ(x′) ≥ µ(x) is the output of the secure comparison,Pa

learns∀j ∈ [1, n], xj = x′
i.

P1(n=3): if 1= n-1=2 but (x) , should be less than -2, thus

all e0,e1,e2 should be conflicted in x and not conflicted in x’

P1P0 P2

P0(n=1): if 0= n-1=0 but (x) , e0 should be conflicted in x and 

not conflicted in x’ (This happens very often)

e0 e1

e2

P2(n=2): if 2= n-1=1 but (x) , should be less than -1, thus

all e1,e2 should be conflicted in x and not conflicted in x’

(a) Worst Case 1

P1(n=3): if 1= -n=-3 but (x’) (x), should be no less than 3, 

thus all e0,e1,e2 should be conflicted in x’ and not conflicted in x

P1P0 P2

P0(n=1): if 0= -n=-1 but (x’) (x), e0 should be conflicted in 

x’ and not conflicted in x (This happens very often)

e0 e1

e2

P2(n=2): if 2= -n=-2 but (x’) (x), should be no less than 2, 

thus all e1,e2 should be conflicted in x’ and not conflicted in x

(b) Worst Case 2

Figure 6.4. An Example for Inference Attack on Secure Comparison [P1(n=3)
has a border vertex that is adjacent to one vertex ofP0(n=1) and two vertices of
P2(n=2)]

Proof. We letµa(x) andµa(x
′) be the number ofPa’s conflicted internal edges

in x andx′ respectively, and denoteδa asµa(x
′) − µa(x). If only µ(x′) < µ(x′)

or µ(x′) ≥ µ(x) are revealed in each iteration, whilePa changes the color ofvi

(from xi to x′
i), Pa knows onlyδ + δa < 0 or δ + δa ≥ 0 (δ =

∑
∀j∈[1,n](µij(x

′)−

13δa denotes the difference between the number ofPa’s conflicted internal edges in solutionx
andx′, which is known toPa in every iteration
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µij(x))). We now try to compute the probabilityProb[xj = x′] andProb[xj =

x]. Essentially, ifδ is known and fixed,Prob[xj = x′] andProb[xj = x] can

be computed in terms of Lemma 6.1. Hence, we discuss the possible privacy

breaches for all cases. SincePa knowsδa and the relationship betweenδ + δa and

0, we look at two cases:

• Case 1: if δ + δa < 0, we haveδ < −δa. Sinceδa is known toPa and it

can be any integer, we discuss all possibleδa as following.

1. if δa ≥ n, it is impossible to obtainδ + δa < 0 becauseδ ∈ [−n, n];

2. if δa < −n, δ can be any integer in[−n, n] to generate outputµ(x′) <

µ(x), hence, probabilitiesProb[xj = x′
i] andProb[xj = xi] is mini-

mized (no additional information is revealed);

3. if −n ≤ δa ≤ n − 1, Pa can learn that−n ≤ δ < −δa (regularly,

−n ≤ δ ≤ n is known toPa). With the greater−δa, Pa learns less

additional information. The worst privacy breach case should beδa =

n− 1 such thatδ = −n is inferred. At this time,Pa can inferxj with

probabilityProb[xj = xi] = 1.

• Case 2: if δ + δa ≥ 0, we haveδ ≥ −δa. Similarly, we discuss following

cases:

1. if δa < −n, it is impossible to obtainδ + δa ≥ 0 becauseδ ∈ [−n, n];

2. if δa ≥ n, δ can be any integer in[−n, n] to generate outputµ(x′) ≥

µ(x), hence, probabilitiesProb[xj = x′
i] andProb[xj = xi] is mini-

mized (no additional information is revealed);
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3. if −n ≤ δa < n, Pa can learn that−δa ≤ δ ≤ n (regularly,−n ≤

δ ≤ n is known toPa). With the smaller−δa, Pa learns less additional

information. The worst privacy breach case should beδa = −n such

that δ = n is inferred. At this time,Pa can inferxj with probability

Prob[xj = x′
i] = 1.

In sum, with greater−δa in Case 1 and smaller−δa in Case 2, it should be

more difficult to guessδ and inferxj = xi or xj = x′
i in most cases, compared

with known δ (to Pa). Hence, the risk of inference attack has been reduced in

general. However, we have two worst cases that still breaches privacy: 1. As

δa = n − 1 andµ(x′) < µ(x) are the output toPa in an iteration, thusPa learns

∀j ∈ [1, n], xj = xi; 2. As δa = −n andµ(x′) ≥ µ(x) are the output toPa in an

iteration, thusPa learns∀j ∈ [1, n], xj = x′
i.

This completes the proof.

As described in Lemma 6.2, the worst privacy breach cases cannot be com-

pletely resolved by the secure comparison protocol. We showan example for two

worst cases in Figure 6.4. While changing the color ofP0, P1, or P2’s one border

vertex to generate neighborhoods, possible privacy breachoccurs in these worst

cases. For example,P0 moves its border vertex: if the number ofP0’s conflicted

internal edges has not been changed in the movex → x′ andµ(x′) < µ(x) is

the comparison result (both are known toP0), the only external edgee0 should be

conflicted inx and not conflicted inx′. ThusP0 can infer that the other endpoint’s

color (P1’s one border vertex) is the same as its border vertex’s colorin x (before

move). This happens very often.
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Therefore, we will try to mitigate such inference attack andfurther reduce the

guessing probability as follows.

3) Synchronous Move in Local Search.Note that the inference attack still

exists in the worst cases if we reveal the secure comparison result, and it is ex-

tremely difficult to build an efficient protocol for such a complex function without

any information disclosure. Thus, we alternatively reducethe probability of infer-

ring information from the secure comparison results by slightly modifying local

search.

More specifically, if any border vertexvi is chosen for move while generating

neighborhoods for one party, we can let another party locally change the color of

one of its vertices (either inner or border) or “does not move”. We denote this

mechanism assynchronous move. Then, the potential inferences can be mitigated

by greatly reducing the probability of guessing something from the comparison

results.

Lemma 6.3 Synchronous move significantly mitigates the inference attack stated

in Lemma 6.1 and 6.2.

Proof. We first present some notations in synchronous move in Table 6.2.

With a synchronous move,µ(x′) < µ(x) or µ(x′) ≥ µ(x) is revealed.δa andδb

are known toPi andPj respectively. We now discuss the potential inferences on

the above revealed information.

First, if µ(x′) < µ(x), we thus haveδa + δ + δb + δ′ < 0. Pa knowsδa and

δ ∈ [−n, n]. Sinceδb andδ′ can be any integer, no additional information other
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Table 6.2. Notations in Synchronous Move
vi andvj Pa andPb’s vertex for move

µa(x) andµa(x
′) Pa’s number of conflicted internal edges

in x andx′ respectively
µb(x) andµb(x

′) Pb’s number of conflicted internal edges
in x andx′ respectively

δa andδb δa = µa(x
′)− µa(x), δb = µb(x

′)− µb(x)
∀s, eis n external edges with endpointvi

∀t, ejt n′ external edges with endpointvj

∀s, µis(x) andµis(x
′) eis is conflicted or not inx andx′

∀t, µjt(x) andµjt(x
′) ejt is conflicted or not inx andx′

δ δ =
∑

∀s[µis(x
′)− µis(x)]

δ′ δ′ =
∑

∀t[µjt(x
′)− µjt(x)]

thanδ < −δa − δb − δ′ can be inferred (as soon asδa is very large,δ can still

be any integer in[−n, n] becauseδb + δ′ may be negative and sufficiently small

to anonymizeδ). Similarly, if vj is a border vertex ofPb, Pb cannot learn any

additional information other thanδa + δ + δb + δ′ < 0 andµ(x′) < µ(x).

Second, ifµ(x′) ≥ µ(x), we thus haveδa + δ + δb + δ′ ≥ 0. For the same

reason,δ is an unknown integer between[−n, n] to Pi, and δ′ is an unknown

integer between[−n′, n′] to Pj . No additional information can be inferred.

In a special case,Pa’s vi is adjacent to a vertex ofPb (this is unknown toPb).

Pb knows thatPa is moving a border vertex and the result of securely comparing

µ(x) andµ(x′). However,Pb cannot infer thatPa is moving a border vertex that

is adjacent toPb without colluding with other parties (sincePa may have many

border vertices, adjacent to many parties). Hence, synchronous move guarantees

security for this special case.

Thus, the inference attack stated in Lemma 6.1 and 6.2 can be significantly

mitigated. This completes the proof.
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Essentially, some generated neighborhoods may include twomoves. In other

words, the number of moves is at most2, thus it is still effective to maintain

the performance of local search. To improve the search performance, the color

changed vertex (either inner vertex or border vertex) can bepreferentially chosen

as the endpoints of edges with conflicts. Since only the conflicted internal edges

are known to corresponding parties, we can iteratively let each party change the

color of the endpoints of its conflicted internal edges. If moving an inner vertex,

that party can independently compare two unknown numbersµ(x′) andµ(x) (by

comparing its shares inµ(x′) andµ(x)) and check its tabu list along with specific

operations on its vertices colors inx′ – updatex and tabu list withx′, or abandon

x′; Otherwise, moving a border vertex, securely computing allscalar products

and securely comparingµ(x′) andµ(x) are required. Hence, while changing a

border vertex color by one party, our privacy-preserving tabu search protocol14

calls synchronous move, secure conflict computation and secure comparison. The

result of secure comparison is only revealed to two involvedparties, they thus

check their own tabu lists along with specific operations on their vertices colors in

x′.

Protocol

In our secure tabu search protocol, we can iteratively let every party (one by one)

execute independent tabu search to eliminate all the conflicted internal edges15.

Each party individually moves inner vertices or jointly/synchronously move bor-

14Since no party knows the conflicted external edges, they cannot generate neighborhoods by
directly changing the endpoint color of conflicted externaledge. So the search performance should
be slightly compromised for ensuring privacy protection (this is inevitable).
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P0 colors its

partion using

Tabu Search

P1 colors its

partion using

Tabu Search

Pm-1 colors its

partion using

Tabu Search

5. Securely Compare (x) and 1: if (x)<1, terminate protocol with k-colorable output

2. Synchronous Move: randomly choose another party Pb to possibly move one vertex color

5 5 5

1. Locally Compare (x) and (x’) by Pa: if (x’)< (x), let x=x’ and update tabu list Ta by Pa

5

4. Securely Compare (x) and (x’): if (x’)< (x), let x=x’ and update tabu lists Ta, Tb by Pa, Pb

Initialize x by

all parties

P0, P1…Pm-1

3

3. Secure Conflict Computation: (x) or (x’) is partitioned among all m parties

If an inner vertex is chosen for move by  Pa (a=0,1…m-1),

call Procedure 1; Otherwise, call Procedure 2, 3 and 4 

Procedures:

Figure 6.5. Privacy-preserving Tabu Search Protocol

der vertices in local search. If the selected party does not have any conflicted

internal edge (localk-coloring is attained), this party can still propose moves on

one of its border vertices while triggering the synchronousmove, or skip its local

search and jump into the next party. In addition, in each move, tabu list is locally

checked and the aspiration criteria are applied to every solution (locally for inner

vertex move or globally for synchronous move in two parties’tabu lists). Finally,

we have to call the secure comparison protocol to securely compareµ(x) and0

when any localk-coloring is achieved. Note that since the output of secure com-

parison is divided into< and≥, we compareµ(x) with 1. If µ(x) = 0, our secure

tabu search is terminated withk-colorable output. Ifµ(x) ≥ 1 after a given num-

ber of iterations, our privacy-preserving tabu search is terminated with an opposite

output. The detailed steps are presented in Figure 6.5 and Algorithm 11.

15Each party’s partition in the graph is a subset ofG. Hence, if the graph partition is notk-
colorable, we can conclude thatG is notk-colorable either.

16Aspiration Criteria: ifµ(x′) < µ(x), (vi, x
′

i) ∈ Ta is allowed; Otherwise, abandonx′.
17Aspiration Criteria: ifµ(x′) < µ(x), (vi, x

′

i) ∈ Ta and(vj , x
′

j) ∈ Tb are allowed; Otherwise,
abandonx′.
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Algorithm 11 : Privacy-preserving Tabu Search
Input : m partiesP0, . . . , Pm−1, GraphG = (V, E);
initialize a solutionx: randomly coloring all vertices by all parties;1

call Secure Conflict Computation: each party hold a share ofµ(x):2

∀a ∈ [0, m− 1], µa(x);
for partyPa, a ∈ [0, m− 1] do3

while the number ofPa’s conflicting internal edges is greater than0 do4

Pa generates a neighborhoodx′ by changing the color of vertexvi5

that is the endpoint of one of its conflicting internal edges:xi → x′
i;

if vi is an inner vertexthen6

Pa locally compare its shares inµa(x) andµa(x
′) and check its7

tabu listTa;
if µa(x

′) < µa(x) 16 then8

let x = x′, update the tabu listTa and continue;9

else10

pick a random partyPb (b 6= a) to possibly change the color of11

vertexvj: xj → x′
j (x′ is generated by synchronous move);

call Secure Conflict Computation and Secure Comparison for12

µ(x′) andµ(x);
if µ(x′) < µ(x) 17 then13

let x = x′, update the tabu listTa, Tb by Pa, Pb respectively14

and continue;

if x’s rep neighborhoods are generated (rep is given), choose a best15

neighborhoodx′ where(vi, x
′
i) /∈ Ta, let x = x′ and updateTa (vi is

an inner vertex ofPa);
if Pa’s partition inG cannot bek-colored in maximum number of16

iterations, terminates protocol with output:G is not k-colorable;

if Pa’s partition isk-colored,Pa can move its border vertices to17

generate newk-coloring solutions (call synchronous move, secure
conflict computation and secure comparison);
call Secure Comparison to compareµ(x) and 1 among allm parties;18

if µ(x) < 1, terminates protocol with output:G is k-colorable by19

solutionx;
if µ(x) ≥ 1 after a given number of iterations, terminates protocol with20

output:G is not k-colorable;
a = (a + 1) mod m;21
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6.2.3 Security and Cost Analysis

Security Analysis

The communication of the PPTS protocol occurs primarily in two sub-protocols:

secure scalar product computation and secure comparison. Thus, the security of

the PPTS protocol highly relies on the security of these two building blocks. Given

these secure protocols, the security proof comes down to demonstrating that the

outputs of those sub-protocols can be simulated while knowing one’s own input

and the final results. The composition theorem [45] then enables completing the

proof of security.

Theorem 6.2 PPTS is secure against semi-honest behavior.

Proof. We first look at the view of each party (received messages in the proto-

col) during executing PPTS. While one partyPa, a ∈ [0, m− 1] is chosen to color

its partition (this is iteratively done in PPTS), two cases occur.

First, if Pa changes the color of its inner vertices (Step 6-9),Pa learns only

µ(x′) < µ(x) or µ(x′) ≥ µ(x) by locally comparing its shares inµ(x′) andµ(x).

Other parties learns nothing either: the number of iterations required for coloring

Pa’s partition is also unknown to other parties. Hence, these can be simulated by

simply executing those steps.

Second, ifPa moves one of its border vertices, a synchronous move is trig-

gered. At this time,Pa andPb (b ∈ [0, m − 1], b 6= a) know µ(x′) < µ(x) or

µ(x′) ≥ µ(x).We now examine each party’s view in Step 11-14 and possibly Step

17, and build a polynomial simulator that runs for the known synchronous moves.
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Steps in PPTS P0 ’s view P1 ’s view P2 ’s view … Pm-1 ’s view

P colors its 0 1 0 1 1 0 1P0 colors its

partition

0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1…

1 (Syn. Move)1 (Syn. Move)

1, 1, 0, 1…

0 (Syn. Move)
0 (Syn. Move)

0, 1, 1…

1 (Syn. Move)1 (Syn. Move)

P1 colors its 

partition

1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1… …

p

P2 colors its 

partition

0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1… …

1 (Syn. Move) 1 (Syn. Move)

… … … … … …

Figure 6.6.P0, . . . , Pm−1’s View (the sign ofµ(x′) − µ(x): 1 isµ(x′) < µ(x); 0
is µ(x′) ≥ µ(x))

Pa’s view: in order to simulatePa’s view, the polynomial simulator must sat-

isfy the following condition: givenPa’s partition (input) and the final solution

(output), simulate the views of secure conflict computationand secure compari-

son in every synchronous move (the shares in secure scalar product computation

and a sequence of results of secure comparison as shown in Figure 6.6). The

simulator is built as below:

• The result of secure scalar product computationsij = xi · xj + rij (w.l.o.g.,

we letPa be the receiver ofsij), can be simulated by generating a random

from the uniform probability distribution overF (Note: we assume thatsij

is scaled to fixed precision over a closed field, enabling sucha selection).

Thus,Prob[T = t] = Prob[sij = t] = Prob[rij = t− sij] = 1
F

.

• To simulate the sequence of secure comparison results forPa, we can uti-

lize the inverse steps of tabu search onPa’s border vertices (we denote this
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process as inverse optimization). A key result from inverseoptimization is

that if the original problem is solvable in polynomial time,the reverse prob-

lem is also solvable in polynomial time [4]. Specifically, letting the cost

function be maximizingµ(x) (x′ remains the neighborhood ofx), we start

from the final colorable solution (only inPa’s known part of the graph)18,

generate neighborhoods by changing the color of its border vertices (color

is randomly chosen), and compareµ(x′) andµ(x). If µ(x′) > µ(x), the

simulator outputs an “1”, otherwise it outputs a “0”. Since the comparison

signs in moving these vertices in the simulator are deterministic and known

to Pa, the comparison signs of synchronous move in original PPTS proto-

col can be simulated by this machine. Although the colors andthe vertices

might be different from the original one, the sign of comparison is identical.

Pb’s view: First, Pb knows the sign ofµ(x′) − µ(x) in all synchronous move

in which it is involved. Similarly, we can use the simulator to generate the signs

of comparison as above. Second, in all secure scalar productcomputation, the

random numberrij can be generated again using the same uniform distribution in

secure conflict computation. Since the outputs of other parties are similar toPb,

we can use the same simulator.

In the remaining Steps of PPTS, each party redefines new current solution

and manipulates the tabu list in local computation, thus we can simulate them by

executing those steps. Therefore, PPTS is secure against semi-honest behavior,

18SincePa knows the existence of some adjacent border vertices from other parties, we can
let Pa color them at the beginning of executing the simulator. Thus, movingPa’s any vertex is
deterministic in the simulator.
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assuming that all the parties follow the PPTS protocol.

This completes the proof.

There are several remaining issues. First, since our simulator is also a meta-

heuristic, the worst case running time is not polynomial. This is a problem-

dependent issue: if the problem is always solved by tabu search in polynomial

time, then the simulator is guaranteed to be polynomial, andthe protocol is se-

cure. Since we have defined a maximum number of iterations, wecan consider

that PPTS is polynomial in general and therefore PPTS is secure. Second, some

additional minor information is probably leaked. For example, in the output of

PPTS, each party (e.g.,Pa) has ak-coloring solution with respect to its vertices.

Thus, any other party’s border vertex that is adjacent toPa can be known (toPa)

with a different color fromPa’s border vertices. This is unavoidable in collab-

orative graph coloring problem – even if we build a trusted third-party, such in-

formation should be shared. Moreover, the number of iteratively calling different

parties to color its partition and the fact thatµ(x) > 0 until the last step are also

known to all parties. These information are trivial and do not impact the security

of the PPTS protocol.

Communication and Computation Cost Analysis

Given a partitioned graph withn vertices andne external edges, in PPTS protocol,

we assume thatm parties are repeatedly called to locally color their partition for

c times andℓ synchronous moves are executed while one party is coloring its

partition. We thus discuss the communication and computation cost.

Communication Cost. In PPTS protocol, only secure conflict computation
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and secure comparison require communication among parties. Since computing

the conflict of every external edge requires two communication messages, the

communication cost of total secure conflict computation in PPTS is2c∗(ne∗ℓ+1)

messages of bit communication whereO(ne) = O(n2). Thus, the communication

complexity of the total secure scalar product computation in PPTS isO(cn2ℓ).

Moreover, every secure comparison requiresO(m) parties to compute the out-

put. Since the number of communication messages in every secure comparison

is equal to the number of computing parties [62] and PPTS includesc ∗ (ℓ + 1)

secure comparison, the communication complexity of the total secure comparison

in PPTS isO(cmℓ).

Computation Cost. Since each party callsℓ synchronous moves while col-

oring its partition,c ∗ ℓ + 1 secure conflict computations andc ∗ (ℓ + 1) secure

comparisons are required in PPTS. If we denote the runtime for a single secure

scalar product computation and a single secure comparison as ts and tc respec-

tively, the additional cost can be estimated as(c ∗ ℓ ∗ne + 1) ∗ ts + c ∗ (ℓ + 1) ∗ tc.

Thus, the computation complexity of PPTS isO(cn2ℓ) on secure scalar product

plusO(cℓ) on secure comparison.

6.2.4 Experiments

Experiments Setup

In our experiments, we randomly generate graphs with the number of verticesN

and the density of the graphρ: the probability of presence of each edge. Each

generated graph is partitioned by10 parties (P0, P1, . . . , P9), we let each party

hold N/10 vertices. In each test, we generate10 graphs with the sameN andρ,
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and average the results.

We compare our privacy-preserving tabu search (PPTS) algorithm with the

Tabucol [49] using the same group of graphs in every test. Both algorithms are

terminated if nok-colorable solution can be found in105 iterations. We let each

party hold a tabu list with lengthN/10 in PPTS while the overall tabu list in Tabu-

col is established with tenureN/10. In the synchronous move of PPTS algorithm,

we assume that the second partyPb does not move the color of any vertex with

probability 50%. Furthermore, in PPTS algorithm, Paillier cryptosystem [101]

with 512-bit and 1024-bit key is used for homomorphic encryption while Fair-

playMP [12] with sufficiently large modulus length for10 parties (i.e., 128 bits) is

used for secure comparison. All the experiments are performed on an HP machine

with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU 3GHz and 6G RAM.

We aim at validating two facts: 1. the optimal results (the chromatic number)

of solving the collaborative graph coloring problem using PPTS are close to that

of Tabucol. This indicates that our protocol is as effectiveas the general meta-

heuristics; 2. the runtime of the PPTS is acceptable (linearor polynomial to Tabu-

col). Thus, for the first validation, we compute the chromatic number of the parti-

tioned graphs with varying number of vertices#V = {100, 200, 300, 500, 1000}

and two different densityρ = 10% and30% using both PPTS and Tabucol (for

each pair of#V andρ, we generate10 partitioned graphs; 512-bit key is used

here). For the latter test, first, we compute the runtime of 512-bit key based PPTS

and 1024-bit key based PPTS and the Tabucol with varying#V = {100, 200, 300,

500, 1000} and fixedρ = 20%; second, we compute the runtime for them with

varyingρ = {2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 30%} and fixed#V = 500.
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Experimental Results
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Figure 6.7. Total Number of Conflicts (µ(x)) in each Iteration

Quality of the Result. In the optimal result testing, we first demonstrate the

number of total conflictsµ(x) and the number of iterations required for PPTS

and Tabucol for three different graphs in Figure 6.7 (note thatk is slightly greater

than the chromatic number). While solving the collaborative graph coloring prob-

lem on these three graphs, each iteration’s improvements ofthe optimal solution

(reducedµ(x)) are quite similar for both PPTS and Tabucol. Note that PPTS gen-

erally requires more iterations compared to Tabucol. However, this is unavoidable

because the conflict status of all the external edges are unknown to every party at

any time, and the search performance of PPTS is indeed acceptable.
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Moreover, Figure 6.8(a) shows the chromatic number (min k) for the parti-

tioned graphs with different size and density – for each pairof #V andρ, we

randomly generate10 graphs, solve them with two algorithms and differentk,

and choose themin k. The chromatic numbers are almost identical for two algo-

rithms.

Computation Cost. As shown in Figure 6.8(b) and 6.8(c), the runtime of

PPTS with 512-bit and 1024-bit are acceptable with polynomial trend, though it

consumes approximately30 hours to securely solve a10-party collaborative graph

coloring problem with1000 vertices and density20%. Recall that not every itera-

tion in PPTS requires SMC functions, the efficiency of PPTS can be guaranteed.

6.3 Collaborative Traveling Salesman Problem

Similar to many other optimization problems, the NP-hard problem traveling sales-

man problem (TSP) also has its collaborative version withprivacy concern. Sakuma

and Kobayashi first studied a two-party collaborative TSP problem in [114]:

Example 6.2 [114] Two shipping companiesEA andEB offer different delivery

costs between cities. A clientEC wants to decide which shipping company will

be employed to deliver their goods to a list of cities in termsof a lower overall

transportation cost. However,EC is reluctant to let bothEA andEB know its list

of cities before signing the contract, andEA andEB also do not want to share

their delivery cost information to other parties. How canEC make decision?

The solution provided in [114] is to letEC securely solve the two-party TSP

problem withEA andEB respectively, and then make decision based on the opti-
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mal solutions obtained fromEA andEB. Now, we consider a variant of Example

6.2:

Example 6.3 Three shipping companies Alice, Bob and Carol provide transporta-

tion services between7 cities with their own shipping methods (Figure 6.9(a)). In

reality, they ask for different delivery costs between cities, as shown in Figure

6.9(b), 6.9(c) and 6.9(d). In order to get the minimum freight cost, clientEC can

find an optimal route for delivering its goods to a list of cities by working with all

the shipping companies. Then, Alice, Bob and Carol will be responsible for only a

share of delivery route (since each party charges the fewestfor its share, see Fig-

ure 6.10). In this case,EC would like to know the cheapest route and the total cost

if possible, howeverEC cannot reveal its list of cities to any other party before

contracting with the others. Also, three shipping companies would not disclose

their cost information to any other party, especially theircompetitors in any case.

Therefore, how canEC securely get the cheapest traveling route and the total cost

from three shipping companies with limited information disclosure?

More specifically, in the service provider end, Alice, Bob and Carol offer dif-

ferent freight costs, and each party has its own cost for every pair of cities, which

is given in its cost vector in Figure 6.9. This is very common because different

shipping companies may select different combinations of shipping methods from

ground transportation, airplanes, trains and cargo for different cities. In the other

end, the clientEC would like to find its best supply chain network for its list of

cities by optimizing the entire operation with more than oneshipping company.

Assume thatEC plan to ship goods to cities:1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and a solution is given
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(b) Alice’s Cost Vector
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(c) Bob’s Cost Vector
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(d) Carol’s Cost Vector

Figure 6.9. Collaborative Shipping Companies

in Figure 6.10(a) as:1 → 5 → 6 → 2 → 3 → 1. In each segment of the route,

the shipping company with the minimum freight cost for that segment is chosen.

Note that if the minimum shipping cost of any two cities is co-held by two compa-

nies, either company will be selected as the service provider by EC . For instance,

Carol serves1→ 5, Bob or Carol serves5→ 6, Bob or Carol serves6→ 2, Alice

serves2→ 3, and Carol serves3→ 1, as shown in Figure 6.10(a).
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Essentially if the client finally employs only one shipping company (Alice,

Bob or Carol) to deliver the goods to all the cities on its list, then Example 6.3 be-

comes Example 6.2. Thus, the problem Sakuma and Kobayashi studied in [114]

is a special case of our multiparty collaborative TSP by limiting the supply chain

network to be derived from exactly one shipping company. Theshipping cost

of EC is indeed not minimized from its economic point of view. Preferably, to

additionally cut the cost,EC can collaborate with as many as three shipping com-

panies and design a supply chain network for its list of cities where each shipping

company is responsible for a part of the traveling route.

In sum, we primarily extend the research on collaborative TSP along two di-

mensions in this section. First, the secure communication protocol for the col-

laborative TSP is extended to multiparty scenario – can be two or more parties

where the clientEC can minimize the overall transportation cost with further co-

operation. Second, we build the protocol based on another meta-heuristic solver

– Simulated Annealing heuristic, which is more secure against inference attack.

1 2

Carol Alice

34 Carol

Bob/Carol

5

6

7

Bob/Carol
6

(a) A Traveling Route

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 0 1 (C) 0 1 (C) 0 0

2 1 (A) 0 0 1 (B/C) 0

Alice

3 0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0

5 1 (B/C) 0
Bob/Carol

6

( )

6 0

7

6

(b) The Vector ofEC ’s Traveling Route

Figure 6.10. ClientEC ’s Traveling Route
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6.3.1 Problem Definition

In a TSP,G = (V, E) is a complete undirected graph whereV andE represent the

set of cities and weighted edges (with cost between cities) respectively. Recall that

Sakuma and Kobayashi denoted the traveling route as a boolean vectorx and the

cost of each pair of cities as a non-negative vectory in [114]. Then, the objective

function of TSP is expressed as the scalar product of those two vectors:x · y.

In the prior work [114], Sakuma and Kobayashi studied their two-party TSP

and defined it as(1, 1)-TSP, which includes one client and one shipping company

(see Example 6.2). They also discussed two other models without presenting se-

cure solutions:(k, 1)-TSP and(1, k)-TSP in whichk meansk shipping companies

andk clients in two models respectively. More specifically, in(k, 1)-TSP, the cost

vectory is partitioned tok vectors fork shipping companies, where the cost vec-

tor is given as the sum as the sharesy =
∑k

i=1 yi. And in (k, 1)-TSP, the traveling

route vectorx is partitioned tok shares, wherex =
⋃k

i=1 xi.

Motivated from Example 6.3 and Figure 6.9, we particularly look at a multi-

party TSP model withk shipping companies and1 client. However, it is different

from the (k, 1)-TSP in [114]. We assume thaty is not simply partitioned tok

shares. Instead, each shipping company holds its own cost vector yi for n cities.

The optimal traveling route will be jointly obtained byk shipping companies and

1 client based on the global minimum freight cost derived fromy1, . . . , yk and the

client’s list of cities. Now we formally define the problem, namely(k, 1)min-TSP

as below.

Definition 6.1 ((k, 1)min-TSP) Givenn cities,k shipping companies provide dif-
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ferent cost vectors for every pair of cities, and the clientEC has a subset of cities

that should be visited once (finally visit the original city with a Hamiltonian Cy-

cle). Then,EC finds the optimal traveling route and the total cost for its cities,

such that each shipping company delivers goods for a share ofthe traveling route

and the corresponding delivery cost of each share is the cheapest among allk

shipping companies.

Note that ifk = 1, (k, 1)min-TSP becomes(1, 1)-TSP [114] since the min-

imum cost for every share of the route is given by only one shipping company.

Thus, we study a more general form of the collaborative TSP than Sakuma and

Kobayashi’s work [114] wherek can be any number. Now, we mathematically

model the problem and present a secure solver for the problem.

1) Vectors in (k, 1)min-TSP.

Givenn cities andk shipping companies, we can represent the shipping com-

panies’ cost vectorsy1, . . . , yk for n(n− 1)/2 pairs of cities ask vectors:

Table 6.3.k Shipping Companies’ Cost Vectors

P1 y1 = (y1
(1,2), . . . , y

1
(1,n), y

1
(2,3), . . . , y

1
(2,n), . . . , y

1
(n−1,n))

P2 y2 = (y2
(1,2), . . . , y

2
(1,n), y

2
(2,3), . . . , y

2
(2,n), . . . , y

2
(n−1,n))

...
...

Pk yk = (y1
(1,2), . . . , y

k
(1,n), y

k
(2,3), . . . , y

k
(2,n), . . . , y

k
(n−1,n))

Also, the clientEC ’s traveling route vector can be expressed asx = (x(1,2), . . . ,

x(1,n), x(2,3), . . . , x(2,n), . . . , x(n−1,n)) where

x(i,j) =

{
1 eij is included inEC ’s traveling route

0 Otherwise
(6.4)
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Note that the length of vectorsx and y1, . . . , yk is d = n(n − 1)/2. For

simplicity of notations, we usej = 1, . . . , d to indicate the index of the elements

in all thek + 1 vectors. Therefore, we have a simplified representation forall k

shipping companies’ cost vectors:

Table 6.4.k Shipping Companies’ Cost Vectors (Simplified Notation)

P1 y1 = (y11, y12, y13, . . . , y1d)
P2 y2 = (y21, y22, y23, . . . , y2d)
...

...
Pk yk = (yk1, yk2, yk3, . . . , ykd)

2) Cost Function and Solution (Traveling Route Vector).

As discussed in [114], the cost function of TSP is given as thescalar product

in the two-party scenario:f(x) = x · y =
∑d

i=1 xiyi. However, in our model,

every “1” in x is assigned to a particular party who provides the same service be-

tween two cities yet asks for the minimum cost (we denote thisprocess as “Route

Assignment”). Clearly,x can be drilled down tok boolean vectors fork different

shipping companies. For example, the traveling route vector in Figure 6.10(b) is

drilled down tox1, x2, x3 as shown in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5. Finer-grained Traveling Route Vector with RouteAssignment

Overall x = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)
Alice x1 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
Bob x2 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0)

Carol x3 = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

In a general fashion, we usexij ∈ {0, 1} (i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , d)

to denote whether shipping companyPi delivers goods for thejth corresponding
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pair of cities or not.

One point is worth noting that only the clientEC would know the traveling

route vector in our secure(k, 1)min-TSP model. For every traveling route,EC

can choose a particular shipping company to deliver its goods for every segment

of the route. Hence,EC splits length-d vectorx to k length-d vectorsx1, . . . , xk

according to the selection of the shipping companies. And{x1, . . . , xk} is then

referred as the solution of our(k, 1)min-TSP model, which is finer-grained thanx.

Also, ∀i ∈ [1, k], xi is the solution vector (and the variables) assigned for

shipping companyPi. Given{x1, . . . , xk}, the cost function of the(k, 1)min-TSP

can be derived asf(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑k

i=1 xi · yi =
∑k

i=1(
∑d

j=1 xijyij). All parties

jointly minimize it.

3) Complexity and Heuristics.

We now study the complexity of the(k, 1)min-TSP.

Theorem 6.3 The decision problem of(k, 1)min-TSP is NP-complete.

Proof. Since Hamiltonian Circuit problem is a special case of the original

TSP, the decision problem of the original TSP can be proven tobe NP-complete by

building the complete graphG = (V, E) for all cities/vertices based on the graph

for the Hamiltonian Circuit problemG′ = (V, E ′) (letting cost of one edge be1

if such edge exists inG′; otherwise, let the cost of the edge be2). Thus, whether

there exists a route to visit all the vertices once in theG with a total cost cheaper

thann (the number of cities/vertices) is equivalent to if there exists a Hamiltonian

circuit in G′ [103]. Similarly, for any cost threshold for the decision,G can be
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formulated with different weights/costs to obtain the equivalence between TSP

and Hamiltonian Circuit problem.

For (k, 1)min-TSP, the complete graphG = (V, E) is the same as the original

TSP. The only difference is that every edge inG hask possible weights/costs. If

we determine the weight/cost as any number out of thek choices inG, the problem

turns into the original TSP. Thus, we can also prove that the decision problem of

(k, 1)min-TSP is NP-complete using the Hamiltonian circuit problem.

Theorem 6.4 (k, 1)min-TSP is NP-hard.

Proof. Assume that the maximum weight/cost of the complete graphG =

(V, E) is max (out of k choices for every edge). Finding the traveling route

with minimum overall cost in the original TSP can be completed by solving

O(log(max)) + O(n2) instances of the decision problem [1]. This also applies

to (k, 1)min-TSP because we can bound the total cost. Thus,(k, 1)min-TSP is NP-

hard since it can be polynomially reducible to the NP-complete problem. The

proof is completed.

Apparently, while solving(k, 1)min-TSP, efficiency is our primary concern

besides security since the security enforcement requires large amounts of com-

putation already. It is not so worthwhile to securely findingthe “exact” optimal

solution by sacrificing too much efficiency. We thus build protocol based on the

meta-heuristic –Simulated Annealingto get a sufficiently good solution quickly

for two reasons. First, simulated annealing has been shown to be an effective and

efficient solver for TSP. Second, simulated annealing is more secure against in-

ference attack than other meta-heuristics such as tabu search since it updates the
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current solution with not only better solutions but also worse solutions – it de-

pends on the probability derived at each state. Thus, it is more difficult for every

party to infer information from different messages received by them. The details

will be give later on.

6.3.2 Privacy-preserving Simulated Annealing

As stated above, we build the secure solver for the(k, 1)min-TSP on the basis

of simulated annealing. Due to the meta-heuristic nature, simulated annealing

iteratively searches neighboring solutions and updates the current solution until

a near-optimal solution is found. Note that the criterion ofmoving to another

solution is the probability derived from the current solution and the neighboring

solution in traditional simulated annealing. Thus, every iteration in the simulated

annealing overk + 1 collaborative parties is implemented as below:

Statement 6.1 In every iteration, clientEC proposes a solutionx = {x1, . . . , xk}

and its neighboring solutionx′ = {x′
1, . . . , x

′
k} to all parties, then all parties

jointly compute the energy of two solutionsf(x1, . . . , xk) andf(x′
1, . . . , x

′
k), and

finally compute the probability of moving the solution fromx to x′:

Prob = min{1, exp(−
f(x′

1, . . . , x
′
k)− f(x1, . . . , xk)

T
)} (6.5)

The entire process is secured in privacy-preserving simulated annealing, where

no party knows such probability.
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Building Blocks

Consequently, similar to the SMC protocol presented in the previous sections, we

first discuss the fundamental building blocks which need to be frequently called.

• Secure Scalar Product.Since the cost function of(k, 1)min-TSP is given

asf(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑k

i=1 xi · yi where clientEC holdsx1, . . . , xk and party

Pi, i = 1, . . . , k holdsyi. With the secure scalar product protocol in Algo-

rithm 12,f(x1, . . . , xk) can be securely computed and let each party hold a

share of the output.

Algorithm 12 : Secure Scalar Product
Input : ClientEC ’s finer-grained solutionx1, . . . , xk, k shipping

companiesP1, . . . , Pk’s cost vectorsy1, . . . , yk

Output : f(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑k

i=1 xi · yi co-held by allk + 1 parties
ClientEC creates a public and private key pair(pk, sk);1

EC encryptsx1, . . . , xk to Encpk(x1), . . . , Encpk(xk) with is pk;2

EC sendsEncpk(x1), . . . , Encpk(xk) andpk to all remainingk parties3

P1, . . . , Pk respectively;
for each partyPi, i = 1, . . . , k do4

Pi generates a random integerri, encrypts the scalar product as:5

Encpk(xi · yi) ∗ Encpk(ri) with the public keypk, and sends
Encpk(xi · yi) ∗ Encpk(ri) back toEC ;

EC decryptsEncpk(xi · yi) ∗ Encpk(ri) with its private keysk and obtain a6

random sharesi = xi · yi + ri;
/* EC privately holds ∀i ∈ [1, k], si = xi · yi + ri, and
∀i ∈ [1, k], Pi privately holds −ri. Then, the sum
of all the shares is f(x1, . . . , xk) =

∑k

i=1 xi · yi. */

• Secure Comparison. At current temperatureT , Equation 6.5 is utilized

to determine whether the solutionx = {x1, . . . , xk} should be moved to

x′ = {x′
1, . . . , x

′
k} in simulated annealing. Similar to privacy-preserving

tabu search, we still employ FairplayMP [12] to securely compare the out-
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put of two functions. More specifically,min{1, exp(−
f(x′

1
,...,x′

k
)−f(x1,...,xk)

T
)}

and a random numberη ∈ [0, 1) are requested to be compared while imple-

menting simulated annealing with Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [94]: if

min{1, exp(−
f(x′

1
,...,x′

k
)−f(x1,...,xk)

T
)} > η, then movex = {x1, . . . , xk} to

x′ = {x′
1, . . . , x

′
k}; else, do not move. We thus need to securely compare:

f(x1, . . . , xk) − f(x′
1, . . . , x

′
k) > T log η with FairplayMP [12], where the

inputs forf(x1, . . . , xk) andf(x′
1, . . . , x

′
k) are provided by allk + 1 par-

ties. Equivalently, iff(x1, . . . , xk)−f(x′
1, . . . , x

′
k) > T log η, the clientEC

movesx = {x1, . . . , xk} to x′ = {x′
1, . . . , x

′
k} no matterx′ is better thanx

or not; else, do not move.

Note that if the temperatureT is lowered, simulated annealing algorithm

only accepts moving fromx to worse solutionx′ with closerf(x′
1, . . . , x

′
k)

andf(x1, . . . , xk). This improves the performance of the meta-heuristic.

Top-down Simulated Annealing in(k, 1)min-TSP

Another important point is to define the neighboring solution in (k, 1)min-TSP.

Different from the traditional TSP,(k, 1)min-TSP has two categories of neigh-

boring solutions sincek possible candidate weights (or costs) are available for

every edge (or every pair of cities) inG. First, like the well-known TSP, we

can find the neighboring solutionx′ based on the permutation of the route, e.g.,

x = 1 → 2 → 3 and x′ = 1 → 3 → 2. Second, for every solution, e.g.,

x = 1→ 2→ 3, each route segment (1→ 2 and2→ 3) can be assigned to Alice,

Bob or Carol (“Route Assignment”). Then,x = 1 → 2 → 3 (with a particular

route assignment) has3× 3− 1 = 8 neighboring solutions by choosing different
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combinations of service providers in the finer-grained solution x1, . . . , xk. In-

deed, ify1, . . . , yk are known to the clientEC , EC can simply complete the route

assignment by selecting the shipping company with the lowest cost on each seg-

ment of the route. However, in secure(k, 1)min-TSP model, such information is

prohibitive to disclose. Therefore, we have to run meta-heuristics again to find

the optimal route assignment for every solution (travelingroute) traversed in sim-

ulated annealing.

In summary, while running privacy-preserving simulated annealing, for ev-

ery new solutionx, bottom-level simulated annealing will be conducted to search

the neighborhoods in “Route Assignment”. As soon as a near-optimal solution

of “Route Assignment” for any solution is found, such solution will be updated

as the traveling route vector with its optimal route assignment. Meanwhile, for

x’s neighboring solutionx′ (a permuted traveling route), top-level simulated an-

nealing is required to search the optimal traveling route vector while another

bottom-level simulated annealing is required for the corresponding route assign-

ment. Therefore, the entire search method is referred as “Top-down simulated

annealing” in our approach.

Secure Communication Protocol

The secure communication protocol guarantees that all parties jointly implement

the top-down simulated annealing without revealing any private information. Al-

gorithm 13 shows the detailed steps of the secure communication protocol –

privacy-preserving simulated annealing, and we summarizesome of its conceptual

characteristics as below:
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Algorithm 13 : Privacy-preserving Simulated Annealing
Input : ClientEC ’s initial traveling routex; P1, . . . , Pk ’s cost vectorsy1, . . . , yk;

Initial temperatureT1, T2; Cooling coefficientρ1, ρ2; η ∈ [0, 1)
Output : Near-optimal routebest{x} and the route assignmentbest{x1, . . . , xk}
iter1 ← 0; best{x} ← x; best{x1, . . . , xk} ← {x1, . . . , xk};1

/* Top-level simulated annealing for searching the
optimal route with optimal route assignment */

while iter1 < max iter1 do2

iter2 ← 0;3

/* Bottom-level simulated annealing for the optimal
route assignment of best{x} */

ClientEC drills downbest{x} with a random route assignment:{x1, . . . , xk};4

best1{x1, . . . , xk} ← {x1, . . . , xk};5

while iter2 < max iter2 androute assigned(best{x}) = 0 do6

ClientEC getsbest1{x1, . . . , xk}’s random neighboring route7

assignment:{x′
1, . . . , x

′
k};

Call Algorithm 12 twice to securely computef(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑k

i=1 xi · yi8

andf(x′
1, . . . , x

′
k) =

∑k
i=1 x′

i · yi among allk + 1 parties;
Call secure comparison (FairplayMP [12]) to compare9

f(x1, . . . , xk)− f(x′
1, . . . , x

′
k) andT2 log η among allk + 1 parties;

if f(x1, . . . , xk)− f(x′
1, . . . , x

′
k) > T2 log η then10

best1{x1, . . . , xk} ← {x
′
1, . . . , x

′
k};11

iter2 + +;12

T2 ← ρ2T2 (cooling down after several iterations);13

route assigned(best{x}) = 1;14

ClientEC gets a random neighboring route ofbest{x}: x′;15

/* Bottom-level simulated annealing for the optimal
route assignment of x′

*/
All k + 1 parties repeat Step 3-13 to obtain the near-optimal route assignment16

for x′: best2{x1, . . . , xk} androute assigned(x′) = 1;
Call Algorithm 12 twice to securely computef(best1{x1, . . . , xk}) and17

f(best2{x1, . . . , xk}) among allk + 1 parties;
Call secure comparison (FairplayMP [12]) to comparef(best1{x1, . . . , xk}) -18

f(best2{x1, . . . , xk}) andT1 log η among allk + 1 parties;
if f(best1{x1, . . . , xk})− f(best2{x1, . . . , xk}) > T1 log η then19

ClientEC update:best{x} ← x′; route assigned(best{x}) = 1;20

best{x1, . . . , xk} ← best2{x1, . . . , xk};21

iter1 + +;22

T1 ← ρ1T1 (cooling down after several iterations);23

returnbest{x}, best{x1, . . . , xk} andf(best{x}) (securely summed);24
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• The top-level simulated annealing searches the optimal traveling route vec-

tor where the embedded bottom-level simulated annealing iscalled to search

the optimal route assignment for every solution. More specifically, for any

traveling routex and its neighboring solutionx′ (permuted route) in the top-

level simulated annealing, their corresponding optimal route assignments

are found by bottom-level simulated annealing respectively. Thus, the cur-

rent best route (with its optimal route assignment) moves towards the opti-

mal traveling route (with the optimal route assignment) of the(k, 1)min-TSP.

• To compute the energy of any solution, all parties securely compute the

scalar product using Algorithm 12, and each party holds a share of the result.

• To determine whether move or not, all parties implement FairplayMP [12]

to securely compare the functions with their input shares. Finally, only the

clientEC knows the comparison result and whether move or not.

• For top and bottom-level simulated annealing, we use different sensitivity

parameters: initial temperatureT1 andT2, cooling coefficientρ1, ρ2 (note

that the temperature will be lowered after several iterations). We also setup

different maximum number of iterations for top and bottom-level simulated

annealing respectivelymax iter1 andmax iter2.

• In order to reduce computational complexity, we define an indicator

route assigned(x) ∈ {0, 1} to avoid running the route assignment for ev-

ery routex twice in the protocol – as a neighboring solution and the cur-

rent solution respectively. If the optimal route assignment for x has been

found in previous iterations, we letroute assigned(x) = 1; Otherwise,
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route assigned(x) = 0. As shown in Step 6, we examine the status of

route assigned(x) before going to the bottom-level simulated annealing.

Then, the efficiency can be improved.

• Note thatbest in the protocol does not mean the current solution is the best

solution so far since simulated annealing allows moving to aworse solution

with a reasonable probability for evading getting stuck in local optimum.

• In Step 22,EC andk shipping companies can securely sum the shares of

near-optimal cost and letEC know the resultf(best{x}), which is the min-

imum cost in the(k, 1)min-TSP. We only need to simply implement the se-

cure sum with Paillier’s Homormorphic cryptosystem [101],such thatEC

can only learn the sum of the shares. It is straightforward, so we do not

discuss this in this section.

6.3.3 Security and Cost Analysis

Security Analysis

For analyzing the security of the protocol, we must build a polynomial machine

to simulate the view of every party with SMC theory.

Theorem 6.5 Privacy-preserving simulated annealing protocol (Algorithm 13)

reveals only the near-optimal traveling routebest{x}, the route assignment

best{x1, . . . , xk} and the minimum traveling costf(best{x}) to the clientEC .

Proof. We first look at the steps that do not need communication between

different parties in the protocol. Notice that all the neighboring solutions are pro-

posed byEC in the top-down simulated annealing, then most of the steps are
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locally implemented byEC , e.g., finding the neighboring solution (either the trav-

eling route or the route assignment), updating the current solution based on the

comparison, and reducing the temperature in simulated annealing. These steps

can be simulated by simply executing those steps.

In addition, we must simulate each party’s view (all the received messages in

the protocol) that requires communication in polynomial time. More specifically,

the clientEC andk shipping companiesP1, . . . , Pk iteratively communicate with

each other in Secure Scalar Product (Algorithm 12) and Secure Comparison. We

now examine the messages received by each party.

• Client EC ’s view: First, while calling the secure scalar product computa-

tion every time,EC receivesk encrypted random shares.k random shares

are the actual messages received byEC in those steps. W.l.o.g.,EC gets

si = xi · yi + ri from shipping companyPi. All the random shares gen-

erated in all iterations can be simulated by generating a random from the

uniform probability distribution overF , assuming thatsi is scaled to fixed

precision over a closed field, enabling such a selection. Thus, Prob[si =

t] = Prob[ri = t − si] = 1
F

, and all the shares can be simulated in polyno-

mial time.

Second,EC receives a series of comparison results from FairplayMP. To

simulate the sequence of comparison results (“>” or “≤”), the inverse step

of the simulated annealing can be utilized. Specifically,EC starts from the

near-optimal traveling route, and then finds the given neighboring solutions

in sequence by running the top-down simulated annealing inversely (note
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that temperature increase can be imposed to tune the sensitivity of the mov-

ing probability in the inverse optimization). While comparingf(x′
1, . . . , x

′
k)−

f(x1, . . . , xk) andT2 log η in the bottom-level simulated annealing, if the re-

sult is “>”, the simulator outputs an “1”, otherwise “0”. Now we discuss

how to simulate them in polynomial time.

Recall that all the searched solutions are known toEC in sequence, but the

energy of any state (which is the sum of the local random shares) is unknown

toEC sinceEC does not know the cost vectors from each shipping company.

Fortunately, sinceEC knows its final traveling routebest{x} and the mini-

mum traveling costf(best{x}), we can use the same simulator in [125] to

simulate a (minimum) cost function in polynomial time. Then, the energy

of two compared states (solutions) can be polynomially simulated as well

simply because both solutions are regarded as input forEC . Consequently,

we can simulate “1” or “0” for two reasons: 1) the probabilityof generating

each of them is deterministic with Equation 6.5, and 2) another parameter

η is uniformly distributed in[0, 1). Therefore, a sequence of such compar-

ison results inEC ’s view can be simulated in polynomial time. Similarly,

the sequence of comparison results for top-level simulatedannealing can be

simulated with the same polynomial machine.

In summary, clientEC learns only the near-optimal traveling routebest{x},

the route assignmentbest{x1, . . . , xk} and the minimum traveling cost

f(best{x}) from the protocol.

• Shipping Company∀i ∈ [1, k], Pi’s View: In the protocol, every shipping

company only receives the random shares in secure scalar product compu-
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tation andEC ’s public keypk. As analyzed above, the random shares can

be simulated in polynomial time using the same machine asEC ’s random

share. Hence, every shipping company only learns the publickey pk in the

protocol.

This completes the proof.

Besides the protocol security guaranteed by the SMC theory,it would be

value-added if we can also resolve the privacy leakage resulting from inference

of the messages. Recall that we have to impose synchronous move to resolve

the inference attack occurred in the graph coloring with tabu search, and syn-

chronous move slightly compromises efficiency. However, simulated annealing

provides excellent mechanism to naturally mitigate the inference attack in every

move. Specifically, unlike tabu search, simulated annealing allows moving from

the current solution to itsworse neighboring solution, and the overall cost is un-

revealed in any solution, thus it becomes difficult forEC to learn which solution

outperforms its neighboring solution at this time. Note that if we build the proto-

col based on tabu search,EC can claim that the neighboring solution is better than

the current solution in any move.

Precisely speaking, simulated annealing cannot absolutely eliminate the in-

ference attack.EC can still obtain some information from other parties in the

protocol. For example, from the near-optimal solution,EC can guess that which

company may provide the cheapest freight service for a particular segment of the

traveling route (since this is supposed to be optimized in the route assignment).

Since such information is trivial and do not hurt any other party, the security of
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the protocol is not impacted.

Cost Analysis

Given a(k, 1)min-TSP withn cities, top-down simulated annealing is implemented

in the secure communication protocol. In top and bottom level simulated anneal-

ing, the maximum number of iterations is given asmax iter1 andmax iter2 re-

spectively. For simplicity of notation, we denote them asO(m). We now discuss

the communication and computation cost required in the protocol.

Communication Cost. In the protocol, only secure scalar product computa-

tion and secure comparison require communication amongstk + 1 parties. First,

while calling the secure scalar product computation, it needs one round communi-

cation betweenEC and each shipping company. Then, the communication cost of

total secure scalar product computation isO(2m2 ∗ k ∗ n(n− 1)/2) = O(m2n2k)

messages of bit communication. Second, the number of communication messages

in every secure comparison is equal to the number of computing parties [62].

Then, the communication cost of total secure comparison isO(m(2m + 1)k) =

O(m2k) messages of bit communication. Moreover, public keypk is delivered

from EC to the remainingk parties (every party can use the same public key in all

iterations, thuspk can be considered as offline cost). Therefore, the communica-

tion complexity of the protocol isO(m2n2k).

Computation Cost. First, EC locally finds the neighboring solution, moves

the solution and updates the temperature in both top and bottom-level simulated

annealing. The computation cost of the above process is ignorable compared to

encryption/decryption work. Second, if we estimate the runtime for a single se-
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cure scalar product computation and a single secure comparison asts andtc re-

spectively, the total computation cost based on cryptography can be written as

(2m2 ∗ k) ∗ ts + m(2m + 1) ∗ k ∗ tc ≈ 2m2k(ts + tc).
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This dissertation studies the security and privacy issues in some fundamental op-

timization problems which are jointly formulated and solved by different parties

in real-world. First, we address various practical problems existing in different

variants of the collaborative linear programming problems. More specifically,

the prior work on protecting the privacy in horizontally partitioned LP [75, 90]

have been detected to be vulnerable to inference attack. We then resolve such

attack with our inference approach. For arbitrarily partitioned LP problem, we

initially work on the privacy issue in the semi-honest adversarial model, and then

look at the cheating and collusion that would potentially occur among all the

participants, namely malicious adversarial model. Finally, secure and incentive

compatible protocols are proposed to guarantee that the arbitrarily partitioned LP

can be solved with limited information disclosure and significantly mitigated self-

interested behavior. Second, we extend the research to someother well-known op-

timization models beyond LP problems, including non-linear programming, graph

coloring and traveling salesman problem. We particularly discuss the potential

privacy concern in at least one practical cooperative scenario involving different

organizations. In order that they can be solved with limitedinformation leakage,

we propose three efficient communication protocols by securing some state of art
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techniques such as linear approximation, tabu search and simulated annealing.

Note that we present formal analysis on security/privcay and the communica-

tion/computation cost, as well as extensive experimental results in this disserta-

tion to justify the applicability, accessibility and scalability of our proposed ap-

proaches. Being widely known, it is extremely difficult to give a generic privacy

notion for all collaborative optimization problems due to their computational hard-

ness. Instead, we define several privacy measures for those problems we studied,

such as rigorously quantified information leakage with SMC theory, measured

trivial information disclosure in transformation, and probability of inferring infor-

mation. Also, when necessary, we compare our approaches with the prior work in

terms of efficiency, though the data partition scenario may vary.

The aim of this dissertation is to open the window for this broad and promising

research area. There are a lot of research directions remaining:

First, the security and privacy concern in many other well-known optimiza-

tion problems have not been investigated yet. In general, non-linear optimization

provides fundamental insights into mathematical analysisand is widely used in a

variety of fields such as engineering design, regression analysis, inventory con-

trol, geophysical exploration, and economics. As a specialcase of non-linear

programming, quadratic programming comprises an area of optimization whose

broad range of applicability is second only to linear programs. Moreover, con-

straint satisfaction is one of the most important problems in AI and industrial

decision problems. These open even more opportunities for us to further explore

this area.
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Second, different collaborative scenarios of the same optimization problem

should have thoroughly distinct privacy concern and may need different solvers.

Formally stating, every optimization problem can be partitioned to many formu-

lations since all the ingredients of the problem might be held by more than one

party. Take the knapsack problem for example, the problem can be horizontally

partitioned by assuming that every party holds a sack to bound some items’ ca-

pacities in one dimension. Contrarily, the problem can be vertically partitioned

by assuming that every party holds a set of items and all the parties jointly hold

the sack or multiple sacks. Therefore, it is also worth exploring different methods

for various partitioned variants of the above mentioned optimization problems,

particularly the non-linear optimization problems.

Third, since many optimization problems are utilized to allocate shared re-

sources, the participants in many collaborative optimization problems have poten-

tial selfish intent to gain more economic benefits from each other by breaking the

communication protocol. For instance, like the LP problem we have studied, ev-

ery shipping companies in our(k, 1)min-TSP model would like to solicit the client

to use its delivery service only, then they may cheat by faking their cost vector

or collude with another company to monopolize the delivery service. Moreover,

we have mitigated the cheating and collusion in for the arbitrarily partitioned LP

problem in Chapter 5, however the incentive compatible protocol still suffers the

input cheating attack. For such LP and(k, 1)min-TSP model, we intend to tackle

the input cheating issue with advanced game theoretical techniques and/or audit

mechanisms in the near future. Also, for every new collaborative optimization

model, we will address the advanced adversarial model and guarantee the security
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against attackers with effective and efficient solvers.

Fourth, apart from working on the security enforcement, we will try to find

more efficient approaches for solving each collaborative optimization problem

model without compromising security. A typical method of doing that is to se-

curely outsource the computation to an external party or thecloud. Two chal-

lenging points exist in such approach: 1) finding mathematical transformation

methods to generate the outsourced problem, and 2) buildingsufficiently secure

protocol to transform and outsource the computation. Ideally, each party only ob-

tains its share of the optimal solution from the protocol. Inessence, iteratively

securing each step of the optimization model brings considerable communication

overheads and expensive computation cost to the protocol. If a correct secure

transformation can be found, only one round communication is required and most

of the computation cost will be considered as offline cost. Then, the efficiency can

be significantly improved. This is also a potential researchdirection in privacy-

preserving collaborative optimization. Meanwhile, the security, privacy, accuracy

and efficiency might have different notion and tradeoff for the collaborative opti-

mization underlying the cloud computing environment. We will explore them in

the future.

Finally, since optimization problems are fundamental, almost all the research

areas need all kinds of optimization models to solve real-world problems. By ex-

tending the research in this dissertation, we can improve the performance of the

optimization-based approach in other research areas with value-added benefits.

For instance, if a new optimization model is proposed in query log anonymiza-

tion [50, 60] to maximize the output utility, we can develop anovel secure opti-
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mization technique for such model to enable collaborative anonymization, which

improves the output utility by better utilizing the distributed resources from dif-

ferent organizations without violating their privacy concern [58]. This applies to

many research areas – to the best of my knowledge, some of my other research

areas such as data mining [56, 83–86, 93] and health informatics [51, 52, 82, 87]

still have considerable space to improve the performance without sacrificing the

privacy requirement. Therefore, we also intend to extend the methodologies in

this dissertation to those research areas in the future.
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